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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
RELIABILITY UNDER AUSTERITY

E.Keonjian
Engineering Consultant
P.O.Box 232, Greenýale

New York 11548
U.S.A.

(Lecture Series Director)

SUMMARY

Reliability is that intangible capability for future desired performance from a functional device, While
it can be promised, certified, warranted, and guaranteed, its presence cannot be really verified without exploring
or simulating future operating experience. The general public in choosing consumer products is vastly assisted in
making selections by a particular product's public acceptance. acclaim, and by publicized repair and replacemnit
experience, all this in areas of strong product competition. The buyers of a new and unproven product belong to
the "let's-take-a-chance" fraternity and are closely observed by the preponderance of those in the marketplace and
also b> would-be product competitors. The years spent in achieving for a product the public recognition as the
most reliable refrigerator. washing machine, or even automobile are so treasured and carefully protected that the
smallest alteration in design to create a new model usually justifies unbelievable effort in life testing, trial
produirtion, field test, and other protection for the reliability reputation, for a high reputation, years in building,
can be lost overnight.

"The electronmcs field in general, and avionics in particular have made and are still making revolutionary progress
in pushing forward the technical state-of-the-art. The almost total replacement of thermionic tubes by solid state
devices, the astronomical expansion of computing capability, the tremendously successful exploitation of digital
rather than analog design, all these when coupled with the influx of vast numbers of extremely enthusiastic and
creative electronic designers have brought the wildest fantvsies of technology seemingly within our grasp. All we need
is mole reliability which means even more monty and extensive patience and thoroughness during design and develop-
ment.

Much of the magnitude of the design problem seems to be created by the spread in breadth of the avionics
state-of -the-art, more rapid than either hurried growth of academic capacity, or available apprenticeships and on-the-job
learning. Unfortunately there has been too much of a market for innovative but incomplete design, design which
achieves creditable performance only part of the time or unreliably. This basic problem is compounded by the high
cost of new development-- costs high enough to eliminate all customers save the military who have been conditioned
over many recent years to accept less reliability than is tolerated by the public at large. But now it appears that
this picture is changing.

The scarcity of funds for military procurement. and the publicity given to chronic unreliabilit:. 7oblems are
creating procurement uemands for reliability guarantees, warranties, and life cycle cost studies.

The program covered by Lecture Series No.81 addresses and discusses problems of avionic unreliability.
D)escribed are typical methods for forcing reliability into new design and development, into new procurement
requirements. Included are typical life cycle costs as affected by the reliability achieved. The case for improving
initial designs with more background experience, greater patience and thorougJintss by the designer is viewed as
perhaps the soundest and in the long run the most economical means for reliability attainment. Case histories;
involving both reliability testing and field reliability achievement will be described. Of special interest is the
opportunity to review problems and recommendations from a multi-national viewpoint.

As in previous Lecture Series, the last item on the program is a panel discussion which will give the auidience the
almost unlimited opportunity to further explore areas of special interest with any of the speakers.

/-/
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AVIONICS RELIABILITY CONTROL DURING DEVELOPMENT

"George T. Bird
*G. Ronald Herd

SUMMARY

A comparison is made between actual reliability growth observed during recent years and the inherent
reliability potential for avionics equipment. A method of control is presented integrating prediction pro-
cedures currently outlined in MIL-STD-756 and MIL-HDBK-217 with development testing. A nomograph is
presented for determining the amount of design support testing which will be required to achieve a desired
or specified value of avionics equipment reliability. The paper shows how these control procedures are
used for specification, design planning, testing, and monitoring high reliability achievement in avionics
equipment.

INTRODUCTION

Recently, reliability specifications established for a new gereration of avionics equipment exceeded
the achieved reliability by a factor of ten even though the achieved reliability was a 100% improvement
over the preceding generation. The reliability desired for the next generation ol avionics equipment will
be even greater because of additional automatic and self-control features. To close this broad gap between
requirement and achievemeont, a more concerted effort on reliability control during the R&D phaEe is needed.

System reliability in its opera'ional role can be defined and m,!asured in terms of at least two inter-
dependent and intrarelated parameters -- functional performance ani reliability. Actual measurement of
reliability, as a composite of the functional parameters working in unison over time, has not been prac-
ticable until late in the development stage. However, it is now practicable to develop an accurate deter-
mination of the reliability potential of a given system design, based upon analytical and empirical "measure-
ments" of indi:,idual parameters at critical decision points in both the concept formulation and the design
phases. These measurements enable a manager to evaluate and control system reliability as an inherent
"built-in" feature of the design in the very early formative stages of its evolution, when design deficiencies
can be most economically discovered and corrected.

It is our belief that the required level of reliabi'ity can be systematically designed into an equipment
if the designer is given the time, facilities, and management support required to specifically identify and
circumvent the failure modes which, potentially, would jeopardize the inherent reliability of the design.
Reliability of some of the more complex avionics system designs could be enhanced by as much as an order
of magnitude, and more, if design verification encompassing design-proof testing were contractually stipu-
lated and rigorously applied in acquisition programs.

RELIABILITY GROWTH HISTORY

An investigative study by Bird Associates assessed reliability growth in avionics systems over the
past decade. The study consisted of a review of experience data acci'ued during a six-month period in
1970 on 98 generic types of avionics equipment used in a variety of aircraft. Of these, 35 types were pro-
cured with a contractually specified reliability requirement. Current reliability status of all 98 equipment
types was determined or. the basis of field data. A comparison was then made between the reliability status
ot this cross section of avionics equipment, which were operational in 1970, and the reliability of a cross
section of operational avionics equipment which were studied in about 1958. This comparison was made to
measure the reliability "growth" in avionics equipment design between the two operational periods and to
evaluate the reliability potential which might be achieved in future acquisition programs.

The results of this study indicated that, on the average, an improvement of 2. 3 to I in MTBF was
achieved for those equipments procured with a reliability specification when compared to 1958 operational
equipments. An improvement of only 1. 6 to I was realized for equipments procured without a reliability
specification when compared to 1958 operational equipments. The calendar time between these studies of
12 years is approximately 1.2 gener;.tions of system design, so a measure of equipment reliability growth
per system generation is 100% (2:1) for those procured with a reliability specification and 50% (1.5:1) tor
those without specified requirements. Viewing this growth another way for new systems entering opera-
tional status each year, those procured with a reliability specification will have, on the average, an MTBF
7.2% greater than those of the previous year; for tho,,e procured with a reliability specification, the MTBF
will be 4.0% greater than in the previous year's new systems. Since the contractually imposed reliability
specifications did not require verification through demonstration testing, a 15% gain per year is potentially
achievable, corresponding to a fourfold increap'e per generation.

Based upon the observed gains between 1958 and 1970 for the two methods of procurement, the relia-
bility achievement of a typical operational avionics equipment is projected for a future point in time,
illustrated in Figure 1. The expected MTBFs for typical operational avionics equipments in 1980 are
detailed in Table 1 for three levels of complexity, under the assumption that the growth observed in the
1958-70 period is continued.

* Bird Engineering Research Associales Inc., Vienna, Virgini. U.S.A.
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Extrapolation of the 4%, 7S, and 1 5 7o annual growth in MTBF postulated from the above inalysis is
prebenited in Figure 2 for a system with the equivalent :omp axity of 200 AEGs. This extrapolation

through one generation does not extend to the region w',ere cons raints imposed by parts limitations, as
indicated by MIL-HDBK-217, wouli invalidate tue projection. From this projection, there is a range of

4:1 in the next generation MTBiFs between tight "reliability-specification" acquisitions and tLose with no
specified reliability.

20011 TII

-- +-•--- •-j-Potential if pr'ocured with a • o
S-[i-•reliabil;ty sp ificwtion irmud, .
4+ •, t development arid demormwitrion tutigr F _I
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YEARS

Figure 2. Reliability (MTBF) Achir ement of a Typical 200-AEG Avionics Eqjuipment in an

Operational Environment Projected One Generation Unoer Different Procurement Rules

Ev, .-nce from field data indicates that current reliability maturity achieved in avionics equipment is

about one-sixth of the specified MTBF (€Ro) requirement, averaged acioss the 35 eqiipments studied. By

still another yardstick, MTBF of these 35 equipments (on the average) had achieved approximately one-

tenth of their predicted MTBF (0p) as determined from MIL-HDBK-217 failure-rate analysis unde the

assumed airborne environment. Even though we have observed approximatciy 7.5% growth rate per year

in equipment MTBF, it is clear that we have not come close to t!,e reliability design potential of any given

equipment with our initial design effort. We can improve this situation, however, through established

reliability improvement procedures applied during the development phaso -- before release of the proto-

type to production/deployment phases.

By monitoring MTBF growth during the development phase, we can make some projection on lhow much
development testing would be required to achieve the specified MTBF requirement. How quickly a reduc-

tion in failure rate is achieved is a function of the effectiveness of the design/test/analysis team, since the

test time required to achieve a given MTBF goal is a function of both the speed with which the failure rate
can be reduced and the amount of failure-rate reduction required.

There are two general methcds that can be ,sed to increase reliability in the design of a system:

(1) reduction of average stress through such effots as parts selection, applications, load sharing, etc.;

and (2) reduction in variability avmong failurc mechanisms resulting in more homogeneity in the effects of

stress. The first effort is usualiy recolvel through analytical and empirical procedures, while the second
usually requires empirical resulis from such things as development testing.

Consider, for e::ample, the failure rates among failure mechanisms within an equipment, as "llus-
trated on Scale A in Figure 3 The spread of failure rates is typical of what e::ists within a system.

Design analysis usually shifts the total scale to the left or the failure rates to the right as shown by Scale B,

and eliminates a fe v of the lower failure rates by designing out the failure mechanism, thus shifting that

particular rate to tt 2 right. Development tests usually identify the hi Ther failure rates (illhstr-.ted on the
left) through repeated failure modes. Elimination or reduction of these modes by designing around the

mechanism improves reliability. This is the key to high reliability that is usually overlooked in develop-
ment programs.
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CONTRtOLI Of` DESIG;N F'Oi RELIlABILITY

Control of the de.~gn during devvderment requires that a measure of the deviations from expected or
desired be available to furiiish the festdback for corrective actions. -iources of measured deviations in-clu~de
the following, among others:

"a Qu4 ntitative design analysis

"* Pailts quaI;'f tests

"* Inspections

"* Burr.- in tests

"* Performanr,. check{s

"* Development tests

Too frequently the information derived fromi these sources is not used to control reliability.

To control reliability achievement in the R&D phas.ý of a system, the project manager mu-,t know how
to perform three essential functions within the framework of his selected management approach'

(1) Contractually Specify the Systemn Reliability Requirement. fie must know how to specify' realistic
quantitative functional perlormance characteristics and design requirements for reliability relative
to these performance character ist.:s, and how to specify demonstration test requiremem.s and
acceptance criteria to ensure corformance to the specified requirements.

(2) Evaluate Progress Toward the Specified Reqluirements. fie must know how to evaluate design progress
and problem status relative to specified system reliability requirements at designated 6esign-rev.iew
and critical decision points during the development phase. and hc is to verify the torrection of deficien-
cies as a prerequisite to making a design approval decision.

(3) Verify Conformance to the Specified Roeluirement. lie must know hcw to verifY conformance to the
specified reliability' requiremenits and h~ow o make accept/reject decisions at designated major mile-
stones, on the basis of conformance verifi'-ation test results, to ensurc that sy' stem and equipment
designs which fail to demonstrate conformance to specified system reliability requirements do not
emerge from his progra. i.

D)VN I.OPMI!l:NT TEs rlN(; R1EQVI: U.N1NTS

In the des ign and manufacture of avionics equipment, man 'y unknowns and intangibles exist that cannot
he analytically forecast or foreseci. E:xtended product experience in the irtendeu-use or simulaited envi-
ronmient is necessary to identify the family of hiddun failure metchanisms for corrective action and to
validate corrective actions. '[le crux of reliability '-..ning today is the ability to determine the amount
of product experience (evaluation testing) needed.

The criteria for a siicce.-,sful development which satisfies reliabili Y requirements consist of the
followiIng

(1) Inherent reliability as measured by anal 'ysis (NMll-HIAIK-217) Trust exceed the requirement;
L. e. , there must be a reliability dvsign margin.

(2) Reliability growth fi.perirnce mui.t indicate realistic growth.

(1 ime for achievement must te ava ilatle.



The successful proRr.,m man; 1er will satisfy tht _e ('riteria by s;electing a design through simplification,
reduced parts stress, ,and other techniques in order to yve li an inherent (apa',iht) (,MTII,') at le,:st 125i%
of the required MTII'F; imakng ., realistic appraisal of the new deisigr, tmnitial rei.ibility may be only 10%
of the inherent); establishing a strong. disc'iplined analysis and corrective a( tion te.am, and establishing
testing st hedulcs which recoinize that kro-Ath in relialility will be inversely proportional to the cumula-
tive operating ttest) time.

The amount of "effort" required to achieve a specified MTIIF depends on three items -- the si' ied
tTITF (kw), the initial MTIIF (81). and the rate (m) at which tit? MT11[ can be inrreased, as illutrated

in Figure 4. The difference between the inherent reliability which represents the poter,tial reliabuity for
the system and required reliabilitv is the de, ign margin.

The relationshIp among test time, the growth rate, and the re4uirements iv: give.. by the fcllowing.*

tm - (l - M)6 0 /9 1

where time is expressed in standardized units of ep (the potential MTB3F);

m is the growth rate;

60 is the required MTITF, and

61 is the initial NTIIF measured frcm test data.

This theoretical relation, which has been confirmed empirically, reflects the relation found between
cumulative test time and mean time between failures. This expression c'n also be written as

tm (1 - m)Ki/K 0

whet K1 = Pp,'e41 is the reliability maturity ratio, and

K0  , fpo is the reliability design margin.

Plotting thi. relation on log-log paper results in a straight line, which allows simple comparisons
between expected and ooserved. The growth rate, m, has be( n determined from the study of reliability
growth in i. variety of equipment; these determinitions are shown in Table 2 along with typical reliability
maturity ratios. A large value for m (m i 0.5) reflects a hard-hitting, aggressive reliability program
with management support spanntinr all functions of a knowledgeable organization, *hile a low value of m
(m < 0. 1) reflects the growth in reliability that is due largely to the need to resolve obvious problems
that impact on production, and to corrective action resulting from user exptcrience and complaints. We
have actually observed negative values in certain situations where engineering changes had been introduced
to improve "performance", at risk of loss in reliability. The maximum value of m th:tt could be expected
is probably no greater than 0. 6 or 0. 7 because of the time tag in detecting failure mechanisms, creating
solutions, ana implementing the egineering changes. Our experience during development testing indicates
that realistic values of m are in the 0. 35 to 0. 50 range.

OP TInherent Reliability

Reliability Design Margin
O _ .Required Reliability

Reliability
L Maturity

cc to ~Deficktw

Initial Reliability F
I

TEST TIME

Figure 4. Relationships Amorg Specified MT!F (80),
lnlti-l MTBIF (1)) and Growth Rate (m)

.J. T. Le,.ane, "learning Curve Approach to Reliability Monitoring," I.FE Tr ,nsartmonq Aerospace,
Vol. 2, March 1974.

G. Ronald Herd. "The Relation Between Test Time and MTIWF Under a Changing System Failure
Rate During System Testing." Bird Engineering-Research Associates, Inc.. 1975.



Table 2. Sample of Test Parameters Observed in Actual Test

Observed Values
Comple-'ity Test Conditions

Equipment/System Function (AEGs) or Life Cycle Phase Maturity GrowthRatios. Rates,

_ _...._ K1  I m

l.ow Power Electronic Units

Analog (receivers. amplifiers, etc.) 200-l.J0 Contractor Development Test 6 0.49
Analog Computer 400-600 Fleet Operdtional (ORDALT) 15 0.20
Digital Computer 3000-6000 Contractor Develot~ment Test 4 0.48

High Power Electronic Units

Analog (power supplies,
microwave amplifiers, etc.) 200-1000 Contractor De% elopment Test 10 0.30

Traveling Wave Tube (in development) 50 Vendor Life 1 -st 10 0.65

Radar Equipment

Pulse Transmitter (new) 1000- 100 Contractor Development Te.it 20 0.35
Pulse Transmitter (old) 1000- 1500 Fleet O, pcrational (ORDALT) 35 0.30
Continuous X.:ve (CWI) 400-6C{0 Contractor Development Test 15 0.35 _

Using the relation discussed above, we can now determine, for planning purposes, the testing time
required to achieve the reliability requirement. A nomograph,': shon in Figure 5, has been developed to
simplify the determination of expected test time requirtd, given the reliability design margin (K0 - 0I/e0),
the reliability maturity ratio (KI - Ap/0 1), and the growt', rate (m).

Assume, for example, a contractor enters the development phase with an equipment design whose pre-
dicted MTBF was determined to be Op = 100 hours based on II1 -HDBK-217 failure-rate stress analysis.
Also assume the specified MTBF requirement for the equipment had been established at 80 - 60 hours.
These two values yield a reliability design margin of K0 - p/eo - 100/80 - 1.2F. If. after the first MO0
hours of development testing (i. e. , at t, 1 I x 1p - 010 hours), ten critical and major failures had been
observed (i.e., r1 - 10), then th,, in.tial MTBF, 61 = tIr - 100/10 is 10 hours. From this, the reliabiV~y
maturity ratio. K1 - 6p/I1. is determined to be 10. The developmen* test program will require between
1,600 hours (for m z 0.5) to 31,000 hours (for m 2 0.3), depending or the contractor's effectiveness i
identifying and correcting failures during the test.

The following guidelines can minimize the amount of development testing required to achieve a speci-
fied value of MTBF:

(1) Provide an MTBF Design Margin. Achieve a design goal MTBF (as verified by prediction analysis)
well above the specified MTB3F. A reliability design margin (between specified requirement iand the
inherent predicted goal) o bet ieen 250,1 and 50o (i.e., K0 - 1.25 to 1. 5) should be sought.

(2) Perform Design Review and Configuration Analysis Prior to Release to Development. Verify adequacy
of the item (e. g.. equipment) to be submitted for development testing to verify compatibility of stress
ratings and tolerances, quality of parts and materials, quality of workmanship, etc. This helps to
reduce the reliability maturity ratio, K1 - 8p/01, which is measured during development testing.

(3) Assign and Follow Up on Corrective Action. Require that all failurts observed during development
testing are full, described, recorded, diagnosed, and formally assigned for corrective action. Then
systematically follow uip and verify completior. of each corrective action assignment. The goal is to
achieve an MTBF growth rate to approach (or exceed) m - 0. 5.

The grid in the center of the nomograph shown in Figure 5 combines the two experience variables
(K1 and m) through which K0 and To are related. Both values of K1 and m must be established cn the
basis of previous test exper~ence; or, in the absence of experience, a conservative estimate can be dc-rived
from other closely related teit experience, as tabulated in Table 2.

'George T. Bird, "Development Testing Requirements To Achieve Reliability Requirements,"
Bird Engineering-Research Associates, Inc. 197.. Also published in Re&'atility Guides, NAVORD OD
44622. Vol. •, Naval Sea Systems Command, !S76.
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Figiure 5. Nomnograph for Determining Development Test Time (Tn
Required To Achieve a Specified Value of TINITF or Failure Rate

Two cases are uscJ to illustrate use of the nomograph

"* Case A -- an equipment whose design NITIF margin was zero (e.g. , K0  1. 0), with a high
relia-bility maturity ratio indicating inadequate design and configuration review prior to release
to development (e.g. ,K 1 - 15), and In which development testing proceeded without a strong
reliability assurance (follow-up) program (e. g. , m - 0. 3).

"* Case 13 - - an equipment with 50%ý design NMThI' margin We g. , K0  1. 5). an adequate final design
config'.iration review prior to release to development We g. , K1 5), and an effective reliability
assurance program throughout development We g. . m -0. 5).

ASSLme that both Case A and C'ase It had been iesigned to satisfy the sanie specified MIT13F - 100-hour
requirement. Cane A will require approximately 25, 000 hours of development testing to ach~eve the
speclfie'1 wTIII'. In contrast, Case 1B will require al Pi oximatelY 300 hours of tcýsting to achieve the
same rrquirement. The ranRe in test time (between Cases A and 11) shown in Fig-ire 5 closely corres-
ponds to the test experience over many test programs.

The effect of a high reliability design margin on the exppcted development test time is Illustrated in
Table .J. Incrrea sing the margin by 20', (fromn 1. 25 to 1..50) reduces the expected test time by' 36. 6%!'. as
Indicated in the table, and an Increase of 40". (from 1. 25 to 1. 75) yields a reduction of 56. 8% in expected
test time. Doubling the margin (from 1. 25 tu .. 50) reduces teiL time by 82. 4%6.



Table S. Development Test Time for a Typical
Situation for an Avionics Fquipment

(0pi/1 * 10, m - 0.4)

Reliability Expected Development

Design Margin Test Time

Op/OO t [ [(1- m)o/81] /m

1.00 88.2 x Op

1.25 50.5 x @?

1.50 32.0 XOp

1.75 21.8 x ep

2.00 15.6 x 8p

2.50 8.9 x ep

MONITORING RELIABILITY DURING DEVELOPMENT TESTING

The relation among failurve tcritical and major), test time, initial value of ob erved MTBF, and tC-
effectiveness of the contractor's reliability assurance program was presented earlier. These measures
can be combined to provide a graphical method for monitoring reliability status throughout the develop-
ment test program and provide:

0 Current status of MTBF relative to established milestone criteria.

a MTBF growth rate.

a Test time required to achieve the specified MTBF.

a An estimate of the MTBF that will be achieved at the end of the currnitly planned test program.

Experience. covering many test programs, has revealed a relation between the (logarithm of the
cumulative test time and the (logarithm of the) cumulative number of failures when corrective actions
are taken to eliminate failure modes.

There are fo'.r ways we may monitor the information that is generated during a test program; each
involves presenting the number of failures or some function thereof against the cumulative test time.
The four measurements, illustrated in Figure 6. are:

a Cumulative nunber of failures.

a Cumulative MTBF.

0 MTBF achieved at a particular point in time, the instantaneous MTBF.

* MTBF during the last k time units, moving average MTBF.

To develop the expected values againot which progress will be measured and to establish the test

program duration requirement, we return to the relation:

tm (1-rn)) 0 /01

Fr m this relation, we can determine the expected grou ;h in reliability and thereby the standards against
whi h the four measurements identified above are compared.

Currulative Number of Failures

The cur.mulative number of failures expected during the accumulation of test time is given by

r - r 1tl-l a)

where r is the number of failures observed during deve!opment testing;

t is the test time expressed in Opts (inherent MTBF);

m is the measure of growth in reliability; and

rl is the number of failures observed during the first Op hours of development testing.

The value of m and r1 should reflect the developer's own experience, but if that is not known, typical
values of m - 0.4 ard r! I 10 may ue used to establish growth objectives so that the expected number is
r * 10t0" 6 . Updating ot rI can be accomplished at the end of Op test hours. Thus, the comparison of
achievement against expectation can be monitored by plotting the number of failures against the tot.,l test
time on log-log paper as illustrated by Curve 1 on Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Four Ways of Presenting Failure Data for Reliability Monitoring

Cumulative IMTBF

The cumulative NITBF, illustrated as Curve 2 of Figure 6. is the cumulative time, t. divided by the

cumulative number of failures, r; a-d usini, the above expression for r, then expected cumulative MTBF
can be written as:

ac - eltm

where t is the development test time;

m is the reliability growth rate; and

91 is the MTI3F observed during the first unit (Op hours) of testing time.

The value of m and 0 1 used to establish the program objectives should reflect the contractor's own exper-
ience; howeer industry experience can be used with m - 0.4 and 19 " 8p/10 so the MTBF to be expected
during development testing is given by B, ; (9p /10)t0.4. This expected cumulative MTBF can be plotttd
on log-log paper as a straight line (see Curve 2 of Figure 6). By plotting the observed MTLF (t/r) as the
development testing progresses, a comparison may be made between the objective and actual achievement.

Instantaneous MTTIF

With corrective actions changing the MTBF of the system during development testing, the cumulative
MTJ1F will be influenced by th.' "lower" MTIIFs attained during the early test period. To determine the
achievement if MTBF at a particular point in test time, the derivative of the cumulative MTBF -- tWe
instantaveous MTBF - - should be monitored. The instantaneous MTITF can be shown to be 01 ec 'I - m),
and we can plot the expected instantaieous MTIBF when Sc and m are known. Since it is not poss.ble to
ohserve the instantaneous MTITF, we can only approximate it by observing the MTBF over the last unit of
test time (Op hours). The expected instantaneous MT!IF can be plotted also on log-log paper for ease in
comparison, as shown hy Curve 3 of Figure 6. The observed MFItF during the last unit of test time can
then be plotted for control purpo.-c.
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The observed MTBF for the last unit of test time will be based upon few failures; and as the attained
MTBF approaches the required MTBF (90), the variability in observed value will increase and it may
become difficult to interpret or determine the true achievement.

MTBF During Last k Time Units (Moving Average MTBF)

Since the "observed instantaneous" MTBF is highly variable, particuiarly when the actual attained
MTBF approaches the required MTBF, it is advantageous to use a longer test period to establish the
atzained MTBF and still be more indicative of the achieved status than the cumulative MTBF. Therefore.
for monitoring purposes, we can use the last k units of test time to determine th'! MTBF; and, for a
fixed k. the base peri-ad of test time continually moves as the test time progressms, yielding a moving
average. The expected "moving average" MTBF is given by:

61 t1' [1 - -/I:)mJ (I0 1 - k/t)l']

where 01 = ep/t0 and m - 0.4, based upon industry experience; it is plotted for k = 5 in Curve 4 of
Figure 6. It can be shown that "k approachr:s the instantaneous MTBF rs t-.-cc (si.ce k is fixed).

To monitor progress then. we can cctvpute the MTBF for the last k units of time and plot this against
total test time un log-log paper for a simo.'e comparison between expected and actual achievement.

Example

Now we can utilize the information presented above in the following example of development testing
results. In this example, engineering changes we;'e made during testing wherever failure mechanisms
were identified and solutions established. The system under test had an inherent MTBF of IJ0 hours and
the re lulred MTBF was 80 fhours. Prior to the start of development testing, the expected growth and
required test time were establ;shed based upon industry experience that the initial MTBF would be 10%
of the inherent MTBF and that growth rate in reliability would yield an m - 0.4. Table 4 presents the
actual observed values determined from the test resu!ts, and these data are shown in Figure 7 plotted
against the expected values established in advance of testing. Comparison of actual against expected
results as shown in the figure furnishes the monitoring capability for reliability control.

Table 4. MTBF Calculations as Failures Occur in Development Testing

100-IUr cum. cu Cu m. Instan- Moving G
Test Failures Test Failures MTBF taneous Average R.tePeriods Time MTBF MTBF

Ordered Obsvd t r ec aI nm

1 11 100 JI 9.1 9.1
2 4 200 15 13.3 25.0 0.56
3 5 300 20 15.0 20.0 0.46
4 4 400 24 16.7 25.0 0.44
5 3 500 27 18.5 33.3 18.5 0.44
6 3 600 30 20.0 33.3 26.3 0.44
7 3 700 33 21.2 33.3 27.3 0.44
8 2 800 35 22.9 50.0 33.3 0.44
9 2 900 37 24.3 50.0 38.5 0.45

10 3 1000 40 25.0 33.3 38.5 0.44
11 2 1100 42 26.2 50.0 41.7 0.44
12 2 1200 44 27.3 50.0 45.5 0.44
13 1 1300 45 28.9 100.0 50.0 0.45
14 2 1400 47 29.8 50.0 50.0 0.45
1 1 1500 48 31.3 100.0 62.5 0.46
16 2 1600 50 32.0 50.0 62.5 0.45
17 2 1700 52 32.7 50.0 62.5 0.45
18 2 1800 54 33.3 50.0 55.6 0.45
19 1 1900 55 34.6 100.0 62.5 0.45
20 2 2000 57 35.1 50.0 55.6 0.45
21 1 2100 58 36.2 '00.0 62.5 0.45
22 2 2200 60 36.7 50.0 62.5 0.45
23 2 2300 62 37.1 50.0 62.5 0.45
24 3 2400 65 36.9 33.3 50.0 0.44
25 2 2500 67 37.3 50.0 50.0 0.44
26 2 2600 69 37.7 50.0 45.5 0.44
27 1 2700 70 38.6 100.0 50.0 0.44
28 2 2800 72 33.9 50.0 50.0 0.44
2q 1 2900 73 39.7 100.0 62.5 0.44
30 1 3000 74 40.5 100.0 71.4 0.44
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RELIABILITY GROWTH MODELLING FOR AVIONICS

by

J.E. Green
Royal Radar Establishment

Great Malvern, U.K.

SIDMARY

The factors which influence the reliability of avionics are reviewed,
with emphasis on the development phase. Reliability growth modelling is
increasii;ly being recogni.-d as a realistic technique for management to use
in project planning, and a ethod for providing progressive estimates of
reliability achievement du .ng the development phase. Reference is made to
the use of computer programmes for th.se purposes, and for estimating costs.

The validity of the Duane Model is considered against practical exper-
ience gained during development of military avionics. Explanations are
given for observed deviatiors in the short and lcng term periods, and the
need to make adjustments for different environmental stress conditiona ii
noted. Further verificatio- of a mathematical law for the rate of appear-
ance of types of systemati- pattern) failuees is reported.

The paper concludes , :h a review of totential avionic reliability as
more microeiectronics are ed, and considers the eventual limiting factors.

INTRODUCTION

The interest in reliability growth modelling for avionics really began in 1968 when Codier presented
a paper at the IEEE Annual Symposium on Reliability

1
, and drew attention to an empirical model which

J.T. Duane had proposed six years earlier in a General Electric Technical Report - See Appendix 1.

The original data had been derived from test experience with complex aircraft generators, hydro-
mechanical devices and a jet engine - see Fig 1. Duane had observed that for test programmes in which a
sustained effort was maintained to introduce improvements following experience of failure, there was a
mathematical relationship between overall failure rate counting all failures, and total operating time,
such te.at plots on log-log paper lay approximately on a straight line. Codier reported the sime law for
data obtained during the development of an airborne radar. Then in 1970 Selby and Miller of the same
company presented their well known paper2 in which Duane's Model was shown to apply equally well for
several avionic equipments.

The increasing current interest stems mainly from the facility of providing management with prog-
ressive estimates of reliability achievement based on actual operating experience and an indication of the
prospects of eventually meeting the reliability target within the allotted resources. The real merit of
this modelling approach is that it requires a planned and disciplined test programme aimed at searching
out the weaknesses in a new equipment. The programe does not diminish the responsibility of the designer
in any way. \

The increasing emphasis on reliability stems from the very high cost of procuring and operating modern
military aircraft. Any successful sortie is now more de, ident than eve before on the reliability of
highly complex avionics. The costs attributable to the maintenance and ;upport organisation on account of
unreliability are alarmingly high. In the 1971 AGARD Lecture Series it ass stated by Baker that the
aircraft operating and maintenance costs over a ten year I'- -....- '' were typically three times the initial
cost. The remarkable advances in electronics technology have meant that each generation of aircraft has
been fitted with radically different and more sophisticated equipment, and in much greater quantity. The
reliability of the circuit elements has probably increased by at least an order over the last fifteen years,
but there has been ro corresponding reduction in the contribution of avionics to the unreliability of the
total aircraft system.

It is anly fair to point out that there has been some opposition to the Duane Model. Some don't carv
for the empirical nature of the model, some fear the possibility that the reliability estimates might be
accepted in lieu of a formal compliance test at the end of development or in production. This paper will
consider experience including anomalies that have been observed, in order to promote further discussion on
the subject.

FACTORS INFLUENCING RELIABILI1Y

In order to complete the setting of the scene. Table I lists the more important of the many factors
that influence the reliability of military avionics.

I /



1. Requirement uf highest performasce for military advantage, often
resulting in complexity

2. Quality of design

3. Use of latest components and constructional techniques

4. The aircraft factors; type of aircraft, installation, sortie
duration, adverse operational environments

5. Resources allocated for development; timescale and m ney

6. Contractor awareness of reliahility engineering

7. Number of development models

8. Total operating time during development

9. Intensity of monitoring performance, in-estigating deficiencies and
taking corrective actions

10. Quality control in manufacture, including burn-in

11. Training of Services personnel

12. Maintenance standards and test facilities

TABL: I

It might be claim&ri that good management should take care of all these factors, however at the start
of a project almost everyone is optimistic. There is a readiness to believe that the anticipated potential
problems will be solved and that the latest laboratory discoveries can be perfected and turned into a
production item despite any constraints of time and money. Experience shows that many of the weaknesses
that eventually cause unreliability irn service have ofter not been foreseen, and have not been experienced
during the development phase. It follows therefore that quality of decign must be given greater attention,
and that there must be an extensive reliability teut programme during development in order to discover the
latent weaknesses.

It is most important to staff the test activity with engineers who 'ave had design experience, and
to provide comprehensive %est equipment with which they can monitor perlormance in depth. It is also
important to have a data collection centre and to ensure that ever indication of weakness in every devel-
opment equipment is reported. The data centre, staffed by reliability engineers, is responsible for
ensuring that every report is referred back to the appropriate department and that the agreed decision on
follow-up action is recorded and implemented.

U.K. EXPERIENCE OF RELIABILITY GROWTIH MODELLING

I was in the audience at Boston when Codier read his paper and my interest was aroused. On returning
to the U.K. a retrospective analysis was carried out on data from the development programme for an airborne
radar, and it was found that the plots fitted well to Duane's Model - see Fig 2. In this graph cumulative
HTBF has been plotted instead of cumulative failure rate. It sht. how the attaitied or "instantaneous"
NTBF, that is the NTEF which should be exhibited if no further modifications were introduced, is obtained

1
by simply multiplying the cumulative observed MTBF by 11- , where a is the tangent of the angle on the

log-log paper, Plots of the attained MTBF will lie on a parallel line as shown, and by extending this
line a prediction can be made of the further improvement that should be realised as the test and modific-
ation procedure continues. In this case a further 800 hr of severe environmental test should result in
the incorporation of improvements which will raise the MTBF from 61 to 70 hr.

At this point it is worth noting that occasionally there is a misunderstanding about the parameter a,
which has always been called the "growth rate" in Duane terminology. This is a misnomer and "gro-ith
slope" might have bten more appropriate. Since a tends to be constant, some think at first sight that the
rate of improvement of MTBF will remain constant as more operating hours are accumiLated. This is not so,

and the rate of increase of HTBF is actually proportional to (operating time)o- , therefore it diminishes
with increasing time - See Appendix Eq. (6).

Data from two more U.K. projects showed reasonable agreement with Duane's Model, with "growth rates"
of 0.4 and 0.5 approximately, the latter reflecting advanced new technology. Fig. 3 shows data foc- two
development models of an airborno radar operated simultaneously in a severe test environment. The oper-
ating hours and number of failure have been totrlled. The growth rate a after 2800 hr was 0.41, which
was close to the figure of 0.4 that had been anticipated initially after an assessment of the technical
difficulties involved in the project, and previous experience with the same contractor. The early relia-
bility standard was slightly below that predicted, but in general the reliability growth plot showed good
agreement to the path that was predicted in 1972, up to about 3000 hr. Over the last 2000 hr the plots
have deviated from the previous straight lire, redtcing a slightly to 0.38 and causing a deviation it, the
line for the attained P'TBF, which has reached 100 hr compared with the 120 hr target. However it is
thought that this estimate is somewhat pessimistic because a number of repetitive failures have been
included, and this problem with Duane estimates will be referred to again later.

Przztical aspects of a reliability growth programme will now be considered in three periods, the
early time period of th? first feti hundred hours, the middle period, and the later period after several
thousand hours.

P1 °
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The Early Tima Period

After an equipment is first assembled, it has to go thr-ugh a period of operation i' order to identify
and eliminate any manufacturing errors and to confirm that it is working satisfactorily. The equipment is
then passed to the reliability test section, where it is operated typically for a further 50 hr at room
ambient, followed by # further 3t hr during which separate tests ere carried out under vibration, and at
high and low temperatures. This is a familiarisation exercise for test procedures, a burn-in process, and
an expeditious procedure for clearing the more obvious deficiencies associated with exposure to one partic-
ular envircnment. The equipment is then considered ready to start the accounted reliability growth prog-
rame. It will have operated for about 100 hr in all since assembly.

The first Duane plot il made after a further 100 hr operation. This is the same convention as that
adopted by Selby and Miller . In the early accounting period the plots tend to be somewhat erratic, but
as testing contiaueS and improvements are introduced they become orderly and the familiar straight line
on loI-log paper begins to appear. In our experience if the line ;s extrapolated back it intersects the
100 hr zxis in the r'gion of 15% of the predicted MTBF. Selby and Miller reported 10%, and the range
10-20% appeacs to cover nearly all known caseq.

With the first development viodels on a new project, another trend has been observed when plotting
Duane charts, as shoun in Fig. 4. The dip is associated with the phase when an increasing proportion of
the operating time is under a severe test environment. This observation leads to some important practical
considerations. Firstly, when investigating the cause of a failure which has occurred at low or high
temperature, the engineers often have to operate the equip-ent experimentally at room teaperature, and
-nmetimes the investigation may be prolonged. If further failures occur, perhaps unrelated to the one
under investigation, these have to be counted in the cumulative total. But if the environmental stiess
level is low, the failure rate should be lower than that when the equipment is subjected to a severe test
condition. It seems logical to propose that operating time should be normalised to a standard environ-
mental stress level. This will largely eliminate the dip in the graph ihwn in Fig. 4. Another factor
although minor which contributes to the dip is that delays sometimes o'- . befort a modificaticn is
finally decided. There is pressure to keep up with the schedule for accumulation of operating hours, and
incorporation of modifications is often delayed until the test is stopped by some other event. Thus there
is a reaction time before the effect of corrective actions begins to show on reliability growth. This is
particularly so in the early time period when the failure incidence is higher. Duane assumed that any
modifications would be introduced promptly.

The Middle Time Period

For the major middle time period from a few hundred out to several thousand hours the Duane Model
fits well in our limited experience, and is most useful in providing practical quantitative evidence to
management on the rate of progress towards meeting the reliability requirement.

Two points are worth noting. The first is that there has been some evidence that reliability is
iufluenced by the rate of accumulation of operating hours. Higher reliability appeats to be associated
with faster accumulation of operating hours in a given calendar period. The evidence tends to be masked
by the smoothing effecz of cumulative plots. One explanation could be the presence of a non-operating
failure rate. The second point is that failure incidents tend to bunch together.

The Later Time Period

In the later time period after several thousand hours of operation, plots usually begin to deviate
below the extrapolation of the previous straight line, indicating that the "growth rate" -i is beginning to
decrease. As an illustration, in the case of the result- for the airborne radar project shown in Fig 3,
the deviation was partly due to re. etitive failures caused by two very difficult problems which persisted
until nearly the end of the test programe. In such cases estimates of attained MTBF tend to be low
because both cumulative MTBF and a are reduced. Some adjustment in the number of failures may be con-
sidered when there is no doubt that the problem has been overcome.

It is suspected that some latent secondary failures occur, that-is failure of components which
were subjected to overstress when earlier equipment failures occurred, sufficient to cause some damage but
not to show up as an equipment ma!function. For example, suppose a semiconductor device fails after 2000
hr of severe environmental testing for no apparent reason. It may be difficult if not impossible to prove
that it had been subjected to an electrical overstress. It might have been a sub-standard component
initially, but burn-in plus 2000 hr seems a long time to have functioned without any indication of trouble.
The risk of secondary damage must be a possibility.

Practical experience does suggest that the Duane graph will tend to flatten out eventually for
complex avionics because of the persistence of some failures which are related to technical difficulty.
also our inability to ensure 100% quality in components and construction, and the occasional cases of
accidental overstress. A good example is the high voltage transmitter and associated power supplies of an
airborne radar. Bezat et a1

4 
also observed this deviation in the plots during th' later time period, and

in order to overcome the difficulty proposed that a random failure rate term should be added to the Duane
equation.

THE EXPONENTIAL LAW FOR SYSTEMATIC FAILURES

N.D. Systematic failures are equivalent to pattern failures and are repetitive or by nature likely to be
repetitive. They are identified as due to design or manufacturing weaknesses and are capable of being
demunstrated by intent.

An empirical law for the rate of appearance of types of systematic failure was reported in my joint
paper with Mr P.H. Mead at the 1969 IEE Reliability Symposium5

- see Fig 5 For several build standards
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of a complex airborne radar, subjected to a fairly severe environmental test cycle (-26/*70 C cycling, 1
with extensive swept frequency vibration 10-200 Hz at 1.7g), the following law was discovered:-

Frio F tsp ( - t /4 ) )

where F number of types of systematic failure observed in t operating hours,
t so
F t total types of systematic failure present.
tsp

The 400 figure is an empirical time constant for the stated environmental test conditions. For Less severe
conditions it should increase, and conversely decrease for more severe conditions, in the limit tending to
zero for a high overstress accelerated test condition. Experience indicates that the figure of 400 applies
consistently for the typical thermal cycling tests with vibration that are used in the development phase
for military avionics. The formula indicates that over 90% of the types of systcmatic failure present in
any sample equipment will be revealed in approximately 1000 hr ie (I -e-lO/

0 0
). It is nece~sary to

continue for a further period of time to confirm that modifications ara satisfactory, but in gs aeral it
appears that 1500-2000 hr mig.,t be a practical limit for each model unless the target XTBF is at least
several hundred hours, or there is a case for observing long term wcarout failures. It is more revarding
ai.d in most cases more cost effective to commence tests on a new equipment of improved build s.andard.

More info:-mation about the ultimate limitations of the crherwise discarded models could be obtained
by carrying on with a deliberate overstressing progranmme. The overstressing could be either thermal or
mechanical or electrical, and would require close collaboration with the designers in order to provide the
most useful information. The time constant would then be less than 400.

Now from the mathematical aspect this exponential law is not compatible with Luane's Model. By
differentiating, it is apparent that log of failure rate will be proportional to time, and not log time.
It follows that if the Duan.? plots lie on a straight line on log-log scales, there must be additional
failures to those classified as Types of Systematic, and these are:-

a) Repetitive systematic failures where the complete cure has not been found.

b) 1he so-called random failures where the cause cannot be traced; these include possible latent
secondary failures.

c) Long term failures identified as due to quality control lapses eg Sub-standard components and
poor assembly.

d) Wear-out failures eg Magnetrons.

It is most interesting that the numbers add up to give a good fit on the log-log Duane Plot while
the rate of appearance of Types of Systematic Failure consistently fit the exponential law.

Fig 6 shows data for an early development radar on a current project. It sLould be explained that
our policy is to record every observation that might indicate a deficiency in the new equipment, and to
check that corrective action is taken whenever possible. Every event is classified according to the
effect it would have had in ope ational use of the equipment, for exaLrple whether it would have caused a
mission failure, or whether it would have necessitated unscheduled maintenance when the aircraft returned
to base. In less than IOZ of the events is there any doubt about classification. The graphs snow that 63
types of systematic defect were observed on the radar and that 30 types would have caused an air-raft
mission failure. The figures are related to the quality of design, the technical diffic-lty and tht
manufacturing standards. The defect/mission failure ratio is useful advance information for the Services
about the new radar.

This exponential law seems to apply consistently, and for different categories of events. It has
also 'ar, observed that at least two-thirds and sometimes four-fifths of the deficiencies found during
dev-lopment or in service use cannot be identified at the stJge when the first hardware is assembled.
These weaknesses are not foreseen by anyone at that stage, and at least one third of them have nothing ti
do with 'he electronic components or circuit design and are mainly mechanical weaknesses. This emphasiseý
the quality of design factor. Computer-aided design shows some signs of improving the situation.

THE ENVIRON'MENTAL STRESS FACTOR

In recounting the experience of a dip in the early Duane plots, attention was drawn to the variation
of reliability with ambient temperature, and the desirability of normalising operating time to a standard
environmental stress level.

A scaling factor can be derived from Fig 7 which plots failure rate against component ambient
temperature. For example, operating time at 80

0
C would be multiplied by three in order to normalise to

time at 20
0

C ambient. The overall ef~ect of temperature on eq'uipment failure rate has been calculated for
positive Centigrade temperatures using MIL HDBK-217A/B data on compcnents. It is believed that failure
rates also increase with decreasing sub-zero temperatures, because mecha cal stresses in parts increase
due to the different expansion coefficients of materials and the higher moduli of elasticity. It is valid
to assume a 'Candard curve because the percentages of resistors, capacitors, active devices etc are fairly
consistent for most equipments.

There ig little agreed information about the influence on reliability of other environmental
stresses such as humidity and rate of change of temperature. In assessing the results from growth
programmes where it is usual to apply severe environmental stress cycles, the Services want to be informed
about the predicted reliability under typical user conditions which are usually less severe. We agree
scaling factors for reliability to allow for differences in the invironmental stresses before the
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programme starts, admittedly against limited data. Even in the case of MIL-STD-781B testing there is
apparently a lack of agreement aboue such scaling factors for environment. This is a subject which
deserves more attention by reliability engineers.

On one project an unusual environmental test cycle has been used, as shown in Fig 8, where the
equipment operating cycle is not in phase with the temperature cycle. The effect is to subject the equip-
ment to varying rates of temperature change and varying humidit' conditiot.s. Switching operations tdke
place at varioua temperatures. The temperature 0 cycle is changed at monthly intervals, one month from room
temperature to +70

0
C, the next from room to -26 C. All this is done in order to enhance the chances of

showing up the deficiencies in the design and manufacture, tnd in the operating procedures. It does
provide some simila:ities to the changing conditions that will occur in aircraft use, although the
temperature range is increased. On this project it was provisionally agreed with all parties concerned
that reliability btandards observed using this test cy:le would be eaubled to provided estimates for
reliability after settling down in service. Time will tell how good or bad this assumption was!

PROLRAUIE PLANNING USING GROWTH MODELS

The use of the reliability growth model concept in programme planning was a natural corollary and
it has made a valuable contribution by focussing attention on the importance of providing specific equip-
ments for long term testing. Fig 9 illustrates planning for a radar with a requirement for 250 hr rtBF.

6

Three radars were allotted and a cumulative operating time of 6000 hr was considered appropriate, that is
twenty four times the required HTBF.

The concept was Lo work back from the required ?TBF and calculate the reliability levels that should
be observed early in development for various growth rates. If the first radars were poor initially then
deficiencies would havE to be detected fairly quickly if a high growth rate was to be attained. A
cumulative KrBF of 125 hr over 6000 hr of test with a - 0.5, involving 48 failures, would give the same
attained HTBF of 250 hr as an equipment having only 34 failures with a - 0.3 and an initial MTBF approx-
imately three times as good, ie 50 hr as opposed to 16 hr MTBF. A high a does not necessarily indicate a
good design effort as is often thought; it may reflect difficult design problems imposed by a stringent
performance requirement, or a poor effort on a straightforward design. However it does show a very
thorough effort to discover the causes of failure and eliminate the,. It is worth noting that in the
limiting case a could well approach zero with excellent detign and manufacture, and everything would be
right first time! Just random failures and a constant hazard rate! On this project, the technical
difficulties were considerable, and an a of between 0.4 and 0.5 was anticipated.

Decisions about the number of equipments depend at present mainly on cost, the available calendar
time and the exponential law for appearance of systematic weaknesses. Other factors are the target MTBF
and the growth rate anticipated. As a general guide from our experience to date, no single equipment has
exceeded 3000 hr of operation following burn-in, and 2500 hr per annum per equipment is a typical maximum
rate for accumulating operating hours. The possibility of exchanging an equipment from the reliability
test programe after 1000-1500 hr with another equipment allotted elsewhere initially should be considered,
because new types of weakness are likely to be found.

Target HTBD - Hours
Equipments Factors

30 50 100 200 300 400 500

1 t 24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0
p 0.35 0.47 0.62 0.74 0.79 0.82 0.83
£K 398 274 178 131 115 107 102

2 t 24.0 24.0 24.0 24.0 23.3 21.3 20.1
p 0.42 0.56 0.76 0.94 1.0 1.0 1.0
EK 679 461 297 215 185 164 152

3 t 24.0 24.0 24.0 19.3 16.2 14.7 13.8
p 0.51 0.67 0.91 1.0 l.U 1.0 1.0
LK 938 633 405 268 217 193 178

t 24.0 24.0 17.2 1'.1 9.1 8.1 7.5
p 0.67 0.88 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
LK 1664 1115 647 4J9 334 297 275

EK - test programme cost
t = test programme time - months. Maximum 24
p - proportion of target MTBD attained
a - Duane growth rate - 0.4
Initial MTBD - 15Z of target.

TABLE 2 Example of RGP Costs Analysis
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In seeking to minimise total life costs a computer programne is being develoed t.uat will readily

provide comparisons of the cost effectiveness of various options for a reliability growth programme (RCr)
during the development phase. The Duane Model has been .dopted for estimating growth. There are fifteen
input parameters to the computer programnme, including gi, wth rate a, initial MTBD (Mean time between
defects), test duration, number of development equipments, number of engineers deployed, down time for
defects, cost of hardware, cost of . . -;ities etc. Printouts can be readily obtained
showing the effect of changing the paraaeters.

Table 2 shows an example where a remains constant at 0.4, initial MTBD remains unchanged at 15% of
the target and time is limited to two years. Target MTBD and the number of development models are varied,
and solutions are computed for the hTBD that should be achieved, with programme time ano cost. It can be
seen that costs increase with lower MTBD targets - at first sight perhaps an anomaly - but a lower target
reflects a more complex equipment with a larger component population which will tend to be more expensive;
also more defects are likely to occur which uill require more effort on iivestigations, repairs and
modifications. It will take longer to accum,!late a specified number of operating hours and all this will
add to programme costs. Increasing the number of models for a given target MTBD also increases programme
costs, but a higher relia'ility standard and/or a shorter programme time should be realised. In this
example the entire cost of equipments has been charged to the programme, but if they can be utilised else-
where afterwards, 3ome useful reductions can bt accounted. The cost estimates for the RGP have to be care-
fully considered against the potential savings for the Service life of the total aircraft fleet.

Fig 10 shows the effect on RCP costs in order to attain a given target when a and initial 'TBD are
varied. The importance of a good design effort in order to aLc;icvc a better initial reliability is clearly
evident. The higher the "growth rate" a, the lower the RCP costs as would be expected. The percentage
initial MIBD and a are rot entirely independent, a low percentage initial MTBD will tend to be associated
with a high a and vice versa. The more complex the equipment, the higher the proportional increase in
costs for a given percentage initial MTBD in order to attain the target. This work on cost estimates is
at an early stage, and we hope to improve the computer programme as more dat. on RCP's is obtained. It is
a part of a serious attempt to minit6ze total life costs attributable to avionics.

Let us return again to the question about the n,'mber of equipments for the RGP. If more equipments
are tested, then more weaknesses are likely to be fo,;nd and some will be observed more quickly because each
equipment will be slightly different. Also investigations will be helped by aailability of other equip-
ments for comparison purposes and for experimencal interchange of assemblies. The extent of she improve-
ment in reliability can be inferred from the Duane Model; if n equipments are used and accumulate nt
,perating hours then, subject to a and k remaining constant, the attained MTBF should then be natimes that
for one equipment operating for only t hr - From Appendix Eq. (3) - eg five equipments each operating for
2000 hr with a = 0.3 should achieve an improvement factor of 50. 1.62 over the MTBF for one equipment
after 2000 hr.

An important point is that each equipment should be operated for at least 1000 hr, assuming a fairly
severe test environment. This is because of the exponential law for the rate of appearance of types of
systematic weakness. For example if this condition was not met and five eauipments were used to aggreeate
2000 hr of operation, each would only show 63% of its weaknesses - ie Lor a time constant of 400 hr. Eve,i
allowing for some variation between equipments it is unlikely that the total number of types of weakiesses
would exceed that if only one equipment had beer operated for 2000 hr, which would be approximately 9'% of
those in that single equipment. The corresponding figure for 1000 hr is 92%.

Reliability growth modelling mutt not be regarded as a panacea for evolving reliable 2quipirent.
The quality of design must always be the prime consideration.

CONFIDENCE BOUNDS FOR DUANE ESTIMATES

The Duane Model gives the "instantaneous" or attained failure rate, but this is a point estimate on
an undefined distribution, and questions are understandably asked about upper and lower confidence bounds.
Dr L H Crow has shown

7 
that the Duane Model and the Weibull repairable system failure rate model are the

same, and has defined a method for calculating the required confidence bounds.

Against our limited experience, we have been a little hesitant about the best solution to this
problem. A simnle method that has been used is to assume a hypothetical number of failures given by:-

Cumulative test hours
Instantaneous MTBF

This number is entered into the usual Epstein X2 formulae for confidence limits, time terminated test,
exponential distribution - see Appendix Eq (7). Time is cumulative test hours. It can be claimed that
the method is consistent with the Duane concept in that, if no further modifications are introd•iced, the
cquipmp-ý should exhib. the instantaneous MTBF during further test.

Whichever way the calculation is tackled, there is still the prollem of how to adjust the answers
in order to allow for the different conditions of use when the equipment is deployed in service. That as
the information required by the customer. Some evidence about what happens following development will now
be considered.

RELIABILITY GROWTH AFTER THE DEVELOPMENT PHASE

It is fairly common experience th.t there are always teething troubles when a new equipment is
introduced into service, whc-her it i- ejectronics or motor cars or washing machines! With avionics, it
takes about 18 months from first introduction before the reliability standard is reported that was
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ahkeved on late developmintc *'dell. The toasons include a learnir-I p:ase with the new production line

Asd a learning phase for pirsonrel handling the new equlp&nt. In other words, nore reiiability growth!

Fig II sh,,ws ar example of such data for another avionic equipment installed on the tritigh
Harrier vettihal take-off air'raft end operated by the tUS Marckes. T~iia data has been very carefully
con,, led and all failucres have been inves'tgated by the Br' ish ,.anufacturer. The initial reliability
reportet was no't as good as espec ted. but it has now impr -d to the point that it is much better than the

,riginal prediction. A few is,,diti(ations since introfduc n into service have contributed to the improve-
nient. The slope ia 0.408. calculated by a computer prog1a8me that produces an eqiatici for the best fit

sttaight line using the method of least squares, with progressively reduced weighting for the earlier
plois.

Eperien~o and logic support the concept that electronic reliability Ahould continue to improve vith
time, providing transient overstress damagn is avoided. When a component fails without any apparent reason,

it will often be one which was slightly interior initially, but good enough to survive even severe burn-in
condi tions. Th.'e will be a very high probability that the replacement will be good, end so the equipment
harard rate will have decreased.

TRF PRTrICTIhIN _PROI.Ui

The difficulties in making a numbers count type of prediction at the start of a project with any
marked degree of confidenc- are probably greater today than ever before. So many factors, includi.ig those
listed in Table 1, can have a profound effect on eventual reliability in service. Fxtraordinary low failure
tates are quoted for many types of component, yet slight lapses in the quality contrcl of a particular
batch could result in a vastly higher failure rate if the substandard parts -re not detected. but the
main emphasis ii aIm-st invariably on performance and, !•espite uncertainties about reliability estimates,
development commcences. Attempts are always made to predict reliability using what ii judged to be the
best scurce Oatg.

In reliability growth prograrmne planning, there it a similar problem of trying to predict the
initial HITBF that will be exhibited by the first developitent hardware. It will be necessary to attempt to
- . • llowancea for the technical difficulty and the capab;lit; of the design team. Dr Blanks of

Austrai'a appreciat-d the problems and he asked the questiond; "What value c.f 11BF during the ?TBF-growth
phase, wrtich can extend well into the equipment operating (field use) phase, is the reliability prediction
process aupposed to predicte"

The thought is beginning to emerge thf.t estimates based on reliability growth modelling, once some
operating experience has been accumulated, may be more acceptable than the traditional prediction. The
MIL-H)SK-21T1 type of failure rate data will still have a useful role to play in discirlining the checks
by designera that components should always be operating at conservative electrical and thermal streas
levels. It is also the only basis at present for attempting to quantify logistics for spares holdings,
and for apportioning reliability targets to sub-systems.

FI`11F AV'IONICS RVIJAPILITY;

Looking to the future, with a further increase in the use of microelectronics, it is envisaged
that the factors of quality control in manufacture and of burn-in will become more and more important.
Given a perfect design, delivered equipment could be quite unacceptable if these factors are not afforded
the right emphasis,

The quality of design is most important and should improve as computera are used increasingly as an
sia to design. Thce store that processes can be automated to reduce the possibility of human error, the
better the prospect of achieving high reliability. That is what microelectronics offer. Circuit
redundancy te:biquea are !ikely to be used more widely.

There are grounds for believing that the overvh'iming majority of modern components are potentially
farluTe-iree for the service life envisaged. ost failures onlv ocwcir because of poor quality or over-

stresa. Reliability of future avionics will still depend on the degree to which environmental condition%
at t.,- installation can be alleviated, and on the prevention of damage through human error or transient
electrical overstress.

There will rema'n a continuing need to carry oojt extensive environmental testing of prototype
equipmnt in order to obtain confidence that it will meet reliabilit7 requirements. It seems probable that

reliability growth oxidelling will become the accepted method for assessing progress.

t ONI ON

Peicibility growth mdelling is a veicable technique for manigement in project pltnning, arJ -or
mri'tc,.1ng progress during the development phase.

.1 Reliability growth tcdelling has proved very useful for avionics, and with alight reservations the

DiuýAn Ndel hppears to he valid.

I The slight reservations about the Duane Model are for the early time period, and for the very long

time period,

4 lhe rate of appeoran(e of types of systematic failure follows an exponential law.



SMore attent~on must be give. .n modelling to the variation of reliability with different
environmental stress levels.

6 Some ispful progress has been &&de with a coaq'utor progratse for costing reliability growth
pr-gratimes.
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AJI'PNDIX I

THE DUANE ?VDFVL

J.T. Duane of the General Electric Zooswany discovered an empirical relationship tetween failure rate
and testing time for programme@ where a continuous effort was maintained to improve reliability by intro-
duction of ta'difications following experience of failure. Tie diicovery was first reported in an internal
G]C paper in 1962.1

The mathematical form of the Duane ?kadel is given by the expressior:-

A - kt
1  

(1)

Wh•re A - cumulative failure rate at time t.

k - constant
t - total operating time
1 - & baesur! of reliability growth, comxnly called "growth rate".

In calculating cumulative failure rate, all failures are counted.

If .umulative failure rate is plotted against total operating time on log-log paper, the plots
should lie on a straight line having slope 4-z).

The instantaneous attained failure rate at time t will be lower than the cumulative failure rate
btcause improvements have been introduced.

(I) can be written as

= ! . v t--

I t

where F * total failures observed in time t

* F " t1-1 (2)

The in3tantaneous failure rate is obtained by differentiation

Hence A. - (1 - "s)kt-' (3)1

It follows that plots of instantaneous failure rate against test time on log-log paper will also lie on a
straight line having slope (-,0. This line will be parallel to the line through plots for cumulative
failure rat3.

Combining (1) and (3) gives Ai . (I - o)l (4)

Since RISE con be considered as the inverse of failure rate, equation (4) can be changed to read

where A i instantaneous attained MT3F

P - cumulative MTBF

Fquation (i) provides a simple marhematical model by which management can quantify progress.

The rate of change of MTPT is ottained by further differentiation.
a

From (1) and (5) .i t

•-- (6)

ypstein2 developed the following formula for the single sided lover HrS? Confidence Limit AL-
assuming an exponential distributioia.

2nT•L 1 2 ( m . r 2 ) ( 7 )

where n - number of equipments on toit
T - test tilt for each equipment, same for each

a - I - Confidence Coefficient

r - total number of failures

I [),ane J.T. Technical lnformstinn Series Report O7 62 MD10W. General Electric Company. ">4.G Dept,
trie, Pa.

2 Fpstein• . Statistical Techniques in Life Testing PS1715RO. US rbepartment of Co rce.



ILLUSORY RELIA3ILITY GROWTH

W. T. SUMERLIN
Engineerine Consultant

P. 0. Box 8I1
Haselwood. Missouri 63042, U.S.A.

The present meaning of Reliability Growth is identified and contrasted to earlier
concepts. Present need to devise effective means foi administering the later phase of
avionic development is recognized. It is during this development pha•e that an abundance
of system failures caused by shortcomings of design, workmanship, and parts selection.
mask more or less completely the inhe.-ent reliability achievable upon development comple-
tion. The mathematical uncertainty of prognosticating a valid schedule for elimination
of all pattern failures and achievement of required reliability on the basis of early
test experience Is examined. It is concluded that accepted means must be used for quan-
titative VTBF measurement in the mbscnce of pattern fallures, and that quantitative
values for WTBF produced by typical growth ronitoring in the presence of an abundance of
pattern failures can be dangerously misleading.

INTRODUCTION
The term *Reliability Growth" in the lDst few years has assumed a meaning somewhat

different than in earlier yearm. In the lai.e 1940's when reliability as an engineeri'g
s')ecialty first emerged, the failure rate of electronic and avionlc systems was gener-
ally found to be relatively constant during the useful life of the system, and constant
failure rate mathematics (probability and atatistics) quite adequately sufficed for reli-
ability problem solving. With the emergence of solid state circuitry, some evide-ce
besan to appear here a-d there to the effect that the failure rate of solid state ele-
ments (notably transistors and diodes at the time) s)metimes decreased somewhat during
the life of the system. This decrease was more a gradial and uniform change over the
entire useful life, rather than a rapid decrease during early life and relatively con-
stant failure rate thereaftert The existence of this phenomenon brought forth Identifi-
cation as "reliability growth'. The extremely low failure rates of the more successful
solid state elements, espacially integrated circuits, rapidly led to the development of
Increasingly complex avionic systems and the establishment of design guidelines for solid
state circuitry and digital design considerably different than the customary design ap-
proaches of the past. The lure of expanding vistas for electronics and avionics brought
large numbers of apprentlce designers Into the profession. Understandably, the character-
istic that frequently brought ui the rear of the development procession was reliability.
Unfinished developments sometimai were released for production because of overly opti-
mistic development time tables. The frequency of failure in operating hardware that had
not been meticulously shepherded through to the proper end of development was intolerably
high but could be made to deoresse to varying extents in response to development "clean-
up". Again, and understandably, the term "re lability growth" now appeared more and more
frequently in programs going through the final stages of development &fter production had
already begun. Reliability growth in this application can not imply that any element of
the avionic design has a failure rate which will gradually decrease over its useful life.
Rather, the implication is to unfinished development, suffering from an unnecessarily
hich failure rate because of design error, workmanship insufficiency, and/or poor parts
selection. The improvement in failure rate can only come about because of significant
effort on the part of development personnel to rectify these shortcomings. The signifi-
cance of Identification of such so-called reliability growth is that it is difficult to
ascertain before hand as to just how much the failure rate can be reduced with effort
limited to practical bounds. This paper is then chiefly concerned with reliability
growth and present approaches to its control when considered in respect to failure rate
reduction by specific effort in the areas of design, workmanship, and parts selection.

H.I~rIAL DACKOROUND
"Tn the early days of reliability, equipment and systems for which high reliability

was !.portant received very close development scrutiny. Laboratory procedures fostered
the emergence and identification of fallvre mechenisse. Those judged to be likely fre-
quent repeaters were eliminated through design, workmanship, and parts selection efforts.
With some patience, a system would reach the point where the last hundred or so failurV3
would include no two like failure mechanisms. This resulting heterogeniety of falluro
mechanism guaranteed that the exponential distribution would accurately describe tla
probability of future failure, and it yielded constant failure rate reliability. For a
system which had reached a condition of unrepeating (even though frequent) failures, it
was found that further permanent elimination of failure mechanisms did not produce meas-
urable reliability Improvement :a |iear future operation. If reliability was still too
low (unrepeating failures too frequent), major redesign often involving basic change of
design approach was judged essential.

With constant failure rate equipment and systime, techniques fir reliability (MTBF)
memssrement were developed und improved to permit maximum confidence in minimum test
time . Such measurement via test is well known. It is important that most such proce-
dures insist that if pattern failures (roneating failure mechanisms) appear, the teat is
Invalidatei. In other words, the test is valid only so long as heterogeniety of failure
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Today, in the presence of high complexity, solid state, digital avionic design. some
developers can be found who succeed in permanently eliminating all failure mechanisms of
high repetition frequency during their scheduled development. and who tnen perform a stand-
ardited constant failure rate rellability verification test and establish the presence of
adequate rellabil!ty without need for post-test remedy. While such a teat for a develop-
ment which departs but slightly from a design of long standing and great experience may be
judged no' especially exceptional, there have been cases of such accomplishment with radi-
cally now design. Probably, however, the majority of developments are forced to choome
tatween minimal departure from past adequate design, and extended effort to obtain needed
reliability. Unfortunately the need for devel-rment business and the large number of would-
be customers with limited funds and high reliability demands leads to many perplexing
situation@.

In the last ten years there has been an ever increasing technical press addressing the
aforementioned most recent concept of reliability growth. Some customers are proposirg
means to hopefully assess reliability very early in the development evolution of tunction-
Ing hardware, and then to follow the apparent reliability during a protracted testing pro-
gram in order to measure reliability growth. From such findings it is hoped to be possible
to predict further future reliability growth against future schedule and available funds,
in order that de~lelon may be made as to ultima+e reliability success, and appropriate
action taken enrly if necessary. Thus it would seem vital to scrutinize popular techniques
for supposedly measuring reliability growth to determine whether the calculated growth is
illusory or real.

The bnsis for one of the more If not the most popular growth measuring technique Is
the 1970 reliability approach 3dvocated by General Electric and identified ts *Reliability
Planning anrd anarement (RFM)m, This technique in turn is based on a 1962 paper by t G.E.
employee. Yr. J. T. Duane 3 , and further elaborated in 1968 in a paper by E. 0. Codier ,
also of G.E. Messrs. Selby and Miller characterize their RPM theory by using the "Duane
Plot" to track reliability growth over an extended development test period which typically
accumulates ten thousand operating hours of test. They note that reliability at the begin-
nine of the Duane Plot (usually after one hundred hours of test) is typically ten percent
of the predicted MTBF, and most often can be expected to rise at a rate proportional to the
square root of the accumulated test time. In 1973. G.E. concluded a study which applied
the Duane method of growth assessment to several multi-year equipment developments. In the
final report 5 it is noted that evidence of reliability growth depends on the distribution
of failure mechanisms, the detection of failure mechanisms, and the rate of failure removal.
Typically. newly developed equipment exhibiting VTBF at ten percent of the predicted value
was found to be constrained 1y problems equally divided among design, workranship, and parts.
If design, workmanship, and parts were all less deficient initially, then the MTBP would
initially be closer to the predicted value. Obviously if failure observations enter growth
calculations before very much development clean-up has taken place, failure frequency will
decrease as clean-up progresses. However, as G.E. has observed, the distribution of failure
mechanrsms must include a sigificant proportion of high failure rate mechanisms (to provide
the easy to recognize pattern failures), which are relatively easy to detect (thus receiving
specific attention) and quick to permanently eliminate (in order to provide readily recog-
nizable reliability growth). Many ca3e histories confirm that this situation is frequently
encountered.

If MTBF calculations must await completion of most of the design and workmanship clean-
up, and it is then found that the remaining observable failures do not readily respond to
further clean-up effort, and this failure rate Is unacceptably high, it is very late in the
program to begin the needed basic redesign. There is little question as to the desirability
for some means to assess the level and rate of decrease of failure rate at the earliest
possible moment in development evolution, provided such assessment can lead to a correct
hypothesis concerning the possibility of reaohing the required reliability within a critical
schedule.

MATHEMATICAt VALIDIT
Probability is the mathematical moans for progresving from general laws of physics

(nature. etc.,) to specific circumstances when it is desirable to predict the future. Thus
if we have the true VTBF. and know that it will remain constant in the intended application,
it is possible to calculate the protability of future failure. Statistics, conversely,
embrace the mathematical means for progressing fror specific observations to general laws,
and induction is required. Because of the nature of the universe and our limited knowledge
of it, statistics is a much broader field of mathematics than is probability. Hopefully
we limit the uce of statistics too 1) the situation where we are unfamiliar with the
physical lawe that pertain, and/or 2) the situation where the detaili of all controlling
factors are known but so volupinous that a detailed exact calculation is not justified in
the presence of available statistical accuracy. In reliability we may be able to mathe-
matically describe sufficiently one or more actual failure mechanisms, but in general we
cannot berin to describe any significant quantity of failure mechanisms to permit exact cal-
culation of failure probability. Generally, where enough is known of a particular mechanism,
It becomes practical to eliminate it.

The fact that a hetaropeniety of failure mechanisms permits them to be considered with
the exponential distribution has more than anything else made it possible to measure MTBF
and calculate probability of future failure with useful accuracy. Knowing inclusion of any
failure mechanisms whose prevalency upsets this heterogeniety principle, leads to error and
gross error In the computation of VTBF based on observed failures. On the other hand,
repetitive (pattern) fail'ares are bound to exist to some eAtent during a development, and
such mechanisms must be eliminated. Hence clc3e scrutiny cannot be denied them. Thus the
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yet taken place, and MTBF assessment is based on an *if they are eliminated* basis, then theaccuracy of MTL? assessment will hinge on adequacy of later elimination, absence of any
related design deterioration or introduction of new failure mechanism, and similar consider-
ations.

DUANE =_T
The Duane Plot, as illustrated herewith, at the time of each failure takes a measure-

ment of the total operatinq time of the system on test. and divides this time accumulationby the total number of failures observed up to that time. This quotient, as so-called cumu-
lative VTBF. is plotted vernus the aforementioned total accumulatod time on log-log graphpaper. It is customary to recommend 'hat the first plotted point be at one hundred hours
time or at the time of the next failure thereafter. For typical equipment the test may becontinued if all eoes well until as many as ten thousand hours are accumulated, in order todisplay all the suinificant reliability growth to be encountered. It Is usually expected
that the cne hundred hour cumulative YTHP will be approximately ten percent of the predicted
VTBF. and that the slope of the plot as more and more points are plotted will approximate
the one-half power of accumulated time.

loco, IDEALIZED DUANE PLOTS
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During the one hundred initial hours of operation consideration can be given •o Just
what rules will govern data collection. Decision must be made as to what time to count and
which failures to count. Unnecessary inflation of the failure count will yield low RtTBF but
more significant positive reliability growth. Austere failure counting may lead to admin-
istrative difficulty concerning whether to count certain future failures. Generous decision
for time counting makes possible reaching the end of the test (ten thousand hour-.) by an
earlier date but it may raise administrative question as to the adequacy of performance
during all counted tine. In any case is must be noted that R¶TBF in the presence of pattern
failures cannot be used to calculate system reliability, and thus the JiTSP plotted on the
Duane •-:raph early in the test period is indicative of growth but not of reliability.

Scrutiny of the above illustration of hypothetical Duane Plots for three different also
hypothetical equipment, can offer some insight. The upper curve illustrates reliability
growth proportional to the 0.6 power of time. Failures number 3 (at 275 hours) through
number 12 (at 8800 hours) are plotted as if they occurred at the precise moment to mathe-
matically make the plot follow a straight line. In real life the actual iime of each failure
occurrence would be far more randomized, and a plot like that illustrated could only be
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expected if a large number of equipments were b-ine tested simultaneouslv, and the plotted
point repreesntou the average time of failure occurrence.

The middle curve in for the highly touted growth characteristic where MTBF is propor-
tional to the square root of accumulated test time. The lower curve is for MTBF propor-
tional to the 0.4 power of time. On the horizontal 50-hour calibration line are marked the
time of occurrence of successive failures as would be expected if no growth took place (a
failure every fifty hours on the averaoge). With the sequence number of each failure iden-
tified for each of the four conditions, the illustratlon makes it possible to see how much
the failure rate is spread out or closed up for a given change in slope. In an actual test,
the randomized time of occurrence of each fAilure distinctly separate early In tht test
permits considerable option on just wlat slope straight line is judged beat fit for the data.

This type of plot can be seen to smooth initial data least and final data most.
Initial data reflect MTBF calculations with greatest departure from true MTBF because of the
presence of pattern failures in large measure. The randomized time of their occurrence
rreatly obscures early slope indication. The smoithing effect on final data brought about
by the mass of early data still included in each calculation tends to negate the increased
value of VTBP evaluation based on data with most of the pattern failures eliminated. The
close spacing of failures toward the end of test make the plot quite insensitive as an indi-
eator of chance of slope as could be brought about by exhaustion of the supply of pattern
failures, with the result that the test is likely to continue for come time unnecessarily
after reliability growth has stopped. In summary, the Duane Plot may be sore an indicator
of ski'l in establishing optimum rules for data cnllection and starting the plot to yield
a desired elope than an indicator of how much development clean-up is needed, when it is
likely to be finished, and whether the then resulting reliability will be sufficient.

Vathematical evaluation of the cumulative log-log plot shows that the Instantaneous
value of the ordinate (instantaneous reliability) can be calculated by multiplying -he plot-
ted cumulative ordinate by 1/(1-a) where a is the slope of the best fit straight li1ie
thro.gh the plotted pnints. For the middle curve where the slo;-. ic J, the instantaneous
reliability RMTBF) is twice the plotted value. However, since the slope Is so dependent on
early plotting techniqua and data processing rules, true MTBF should be determined by ac-
cepted verification test means rather than by assessment of the Duane Plot.

CONCLUSIONS
The need to devise and employ moans for early assessment of reliability during the

development cycle is real. The existence of a proliferation of pattern failures is usual.
Reliability prediction if properly performed has specific value, and standardized relia-
bility verification tests can be valid for measuring true reliability is properly performed.
Ponitmring the process of pattern failure elimination can be an administrative necessity in
many situations. The basic darger in popular reliability growth control methods Is in the
assumption of accuracy of PTBF when calculated in the presence of many pattern failures,
and in any assimption that reliability growtn can be counted upon to follow straight line
properties, to have a particular slope (or even a positive slope), and to be predictable
for identifying end reliability within a particular schedule.
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EXPEIRIENCED IN-FLIGHtT AVIONICS MALFUNCTIONS I

George T. Bird
G. Ronald Herd

SUM MARY

The status of current avionics reliability in the field has been evaluated by a study of 98 types of
avionics equipment used in a variety of aircraft during a six-month period in 1970. The MT3BFs were
analyzed by aircraft type and by equipment category (i. e. , communicatiorn, radar, flight controls,
computers, etc.) to reveal correlations with functional complexity. About 4, 000 in-flight malfunctions
from one type of aircraft covering 28 different equipment types were investi•ated to show fail'zre modes,
repair actions, and probable design causes.

INTRODUCTION

In order to satisfy demands for increased operational capability in high performance aircraft,
avionic systems are necessarily becoming unctionally more complex. This growing complexity has led
to more rpliance on computer techniques for the automation of system operation and control, particularly
in special purpose aircraft. Although reliability of systems (given the level of complexity) h improved
in recent years, the increased complexity required in new systems may compromise tha, reliability
achievemert. The tradeoff between conmplexity and reliability leads to critical questions for aircraft
system project managers and avionics equipment designers undertaking a new development program:

(1) Will the proposed new avionics design satisfy the specified mean-time-between-failures (MTBF)
requirement ?

(2) In what technical areas (e.g. , failure modes) should design effort be emphasized to achieve the
specified requirement ?

(3) How much development phase design evaluation testing should be expected to actually achieve and
demonstrate the specified reliability requirement?

This paper deals with the first two questions and provides a basis for another paper responding to
the third.

AIRCRAFT PROBLEM AREAS

The avionics subsystem is involved in more aircraft failures than any other subsystem, as shown in
Figure 1. The distribution of "problem areas" within ma3or subsystems in several types of military
aircraft (attack, fighter, helicopter, and special purpose transport types) is the result of an analysis of
field failure reports for 1.2 million aircraft failures observed during more than a million flight hours.
Avionics subsystems experienced one failure in about 2. 8 flight nours. Because of differences in avionics
complexity and other factors, the proportion of avionics failures to total failures rangcd from 2"% in
helicopters to 52% in supersonitc fighters.

UT:LITIES AND BASIC AIRCRAFT•MISC. OTHER• .0 SUB3SYSTEM

(AS A SUBSYSTEM)

.30%

POWER PLANT10
SUBSYSTEM

•=•• AVIONICS

SUBSYSTEM

Figure 1. Aircraft Problem Classificatic
All Aircraft Types Combined
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Some of the avionics equipments observed were procured under contracts that included a reliability

specification (R-Spec) as part of the overall design specifications. The observed ,MTBFs 'ur those

avionics equipments purrhased under R-Spec conditions are plotted for each aircraft type ir. Figure 2

agairst complexity, for comparison with average past MTII3F experience represented by PIIL-STD-756

predictions (1p). Overall, the mix of installed R-Spec avionics equipments acro3s all types of aircraft

shows MTIIFs higher by a factor of better than two-to-one than %ould have been predicted by MIl.-STD-

.~u, based on equipment failures reported in approximately 285,000 flight hours.

Iwo
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110 100 loot)

EQUIPMENT COMPLEXITY IN AEGs

Figure 2. Observed Avionics MTBFs of "R-Specified" Equipment

Installed on Various Aircraft Types

A direct comparison between R-Spec avionics equipment and equipment without contractual reliability

requirements (Un-Spec) is presented in Table 1. by aircraft type. The last cnlumn of this table gives the

ratio between specifi d and unspecified MTBFs for each type of aircraft. One should note that complexity

of the typical equipm nts is not the same for each, and an adjustment for complexity is made in the later

analyses.

I
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Table 1. Avionics MTBF in Military Aircraft

No. A Typical Equipment

Total in the Avionics SystemAircraft Avionii 1 E

General Category Equipt (N) AEG
(n) ( (Avg 0p 9/ep 9s'/u

N N/ln) (hrs) (hrs)

(A) Subsonic Jets (Attack - 3 Basic Types)

R-Spec 19 4709 300 10.5 27 2.56
Un-Spec 5 487 97 46 70 1.54 1

Total 24 6196 258 12.5 31 2.47 1.67

(B) Supersonic Jets (Fighter - 3 Basic Types)

R-Spec 7 1000 143 28 40 1.43
Un-Spec 8 2546 1 318 9.1 36 3.92

Total 15 3546 236 13.3 38 2.82 0.37

(C) Turbo Props (Transport - 2 Basic Types)

R-Sp~c 9 1192 132 31 52 '.65

Un-Spec 31 5617 181 20 35 ,1.76

Total f 40 6809 170 21 37 1.74 0.94

(D) Piston Props (Transport - I Basic Type)

R-Spec 8 1144 143 30 39 1.34
Un-Spec 8 997 125 33 34 1.03

Total 16 2141 133 31 37 1.17 1.30

(E) Helicopters (Assault - 3 Basic Types)

R-Spec 6 800 133 38 62 1.A1
Un-Spec 13 1681 129 33 35 1.07

Total 19 2481 131 34 40 1.18 1.51

CURRENT RELIABILITY STATUS OF AVIONICS

A total of 98 different avionics eqvupment types (predominantly analog-function) in 9 basic functional
categories were involved in the analyses shown in Figures 1 and 2. Only 35 of the 98 types had been
developed under contractually specified MTBF requirements. A 130% improvement (2. 3-to-1) in analog-
function avionics equipment reliability (MTBF) appears to have been achieved, on the average, in avionics
equipment developed under specified requirements. Those developed without specified requirements
achieved MTBFs approximately 60% higher than predicted by MIL-STD-756. A graphical comparison
between the achieved reliability and the avionics reliability prediction curve of MIL-STD-756 is shown
in Figure 3, based on numerical data presented in Table 2.

The MIL-STD-756 prediction procedure was developed in the late 1950s on the basis of data compiled
from in-flight experience on predecessor avionics; equipments of similar functions. The predecessor
equipments were operational in 1958, and the current data apply to equipment operational in 1970. Thus,
the 2.3-to-I MTBF improvement in R-Spec avionics equipment was achieved in 1.2 generations (i. e., 10
years per generation) of equipment design/development during a period when reliability was receiving
considerable attention but had not been uniformly converted into design specifications. Overall, a relia-
bility requirement contractually specified resulted in MTBF 45% higher than .hat achieved by systems
without specified requirements.
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Figire 3. Typical MTBF for 9 Basic Equipment Categories. Based on
35 Avionics Equipments With Contractually Specified Reliability Requirements

The scattergrams of average MTBFs and functional complexity (in AEGs*) for the 35 avionics equip-
ments (within the 9 categories) show both "observed" achieved MTBFs and their corresponding specified
MTBFs. Specified MTBF requirements, on the average, generally fall between the upper "inherent"
MTBF boundary predicted by MIL-HDBK 217 part/stress analysis (for aircraft "inhabited" environmental
conditions), and the lower MTBF boundary predictec by MIL-STD-756 AEG analysis (for aircraft "uncon-
trolled" environmental conditions). It can be deduced from the scattergram that the relative complexity
of the equipment was not always considered in specifying the particular value of MTBF. However, using
the average "specified" MT3F line in Figure 3, it would appear that a 10-to-I improvement over previous
MTBFs (as predicted from MIL-STD-756) had been desired.

An active element group (AEG) is defined as a circuit function comprisin:,' one active e!ement

(transistor, electron tube, integrated circuit, relay, etc.) and its associated passive elements (resistor.
capacitor, inductor, connector, etc.), as defined in MIL-STD-756A.

I
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A into).' was performed on tthe avioni1C P eqipment for a oaingle tviPe of i in.raft. ' fir vehic le for this
detaie tel irmesigatior' %an a 't',rbo- prop sipic lal nervit r type air( raft 'e'-sune it carried the first large
a vion tc a aubsaysteni (28 ditfftrre'ct AN / equ ipmyentOa, itito luit(tig an I tit# pt ate rie IP trosit a ( entr al I ( tputer
for sy stem operation and chbetckout. Ciprat t.in of mu' h of the Otit lali I I.I a onl a equ~ipment wasn (ontrolled
and monAorrd by a central ccmputer. A very important part of the syatem was the ioftware Ir ornputer
pror~ramis) by means of whit h data from various system elperrets wey P coordirated and controlled for
nertormancP of subsaystemn functions. In Lddition to the otperational program, there were several teat
and diagn-ostic programs whit h peciorm system andl equipment testts anid provide trouble diagnoslis for
nmaintenami e andi repair purposes.

In general, failure mole.4 (ext ept software failurt-s in c-ir item) did not vary appre( ishly among the
28 avionic a equipment types studied. Res~ults of the failure analyisis are presented in Table 3, using the
fol lowaing definitions

(1) flarditare I-ai uti .4

"S Fieitronic - - degraded or incorrect performance. intermitti-.t performance, no outputs, ahorts,
opens, fluctuating or unstable performart e ctiaracteristko %, failure to transfer (i.er., @,*itt h) to
redundant element, etc.

"* Merbanio R -- broken, Fimmc'd, bent, lootte, binding, or damaged mnethanical parts, fasteners,
bolt, ee~rcalcontict/tonnectoris, support frames, p.4nels, soc kets, Otr.

"* Fnvir,, ernent - exposure to exce.ssive vibration, temperature, humidity, or other ambient
runJitions which could have induced the observed failure.

"* Other - - fai!urem due primarily to detective or burned out light bulbs in indicator lamps and
panel lamps, ani blown fuses or defective circuit breakers.

"S Unknown -- otbsc'rved and verifiable equipment functional failures (P. g, , failure to operae) not
t-rat eabi~le to spot ific failure casuste, remo- ed and replace4d (or adjuste'd) to return the E'qtipn~erit
to operational status.

(2) Software Failures, Malfunctions trac eable to faiilty input parameters or conditions due to '. rong
logi~cpr~g~ram-fo~r computers or faulty tape or card for prograni or c(he, kout.

(3) Anc'inalieR Operating in-flight malfunctions or failures to pasio diagn~ostic autamatlc test criteria
w;hic h coulid not be verified in maintenance c(bet kout, these are claqssfied,'No D~efect" and returned
to service without repair.

Table 3. Numb~er of Eqtitpment Failures by Failure Classification
and Repair Actions in 28 [vYpeiq of Avionics Equipment

Repair Actions
Equipment Failures in Pert efitage (if

Failure C *i a
Failure ( las~skif ation ___________

?'ltmher IJ' Pr, ett Iteplat el' Adiust/

(1) llard s,.re Failures 
err d (fT, l Be ;tI Alg. rn

Ele, trtmnic 760 PI'i 54% 41%
Me(ihanit al 42!1 10 33 67
Environment (Indut Pill 101 3 25 1

Other 1l.amp-i, Fuqeq-i 4rt2 I I Is S2

Failure Cause t'nktu'tn V ) F _2 A 66 34

All Itardware Failures 2812 6 WN. 50% 50%

(2) Software Failures *94 2% 15% 8 5%

(3) Anomanlies 11I71 20 o". 1% f'

TotAl1 4075 1001% 35% r,

I a' otit for oine av ioni x cent ral t omputitr wherein 17% o4
t.4al failtires were (lte tot *sftwAle fAiloteit.
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As indicated in Tarle 3, 45T% of all malfunMtions were tracrahle to specific hardware and software

causes. Unidentliptid hardware problems (26'i) and anomalies (2!9%) combined produced V51 of all rejx)rted

inialfunctions, thrse two failore c lass ifiat ions represent all the "mysterious" unidentified interactions.

interface tolerance Inc ompat diitt e and interference problems.

About 65% of all malfunctions were corrected by alignment or adjustment (A&A) actions not involving

repair or replac ement (0&Wt) of hardware or software elements. The raoio of A&A to It&H 4orrective
actions serves as another indicator of interface tolerance and ir,stabilitv problems not identified, since

about 50% of these A&A corrcctive attions were spent in chasing the animalies described above.

For immature de, igns, the anomalies usually contriLute about one-third of all failures, and this

pattern has been consistent over the years among all types of electronic equipments in all kinds o:
r- eironments and/or functional applications.

11,111E MODY) ANALYSIS IN TYPICAL AVI(OICS 1 QI'IPMENTS

For desigi coy rection of specific failure modes observed in avionics equipment (during flight or test),

it is necessary to first identify the failure problems having significant Impact on reliability ant then

determine the failure causes underlying the observed failure modes.

(li) Comparison Btetween Obierved Failure Hates and Predicted Values

For example, beginnifg with the lower level of configuration (e. g., unit, comporient, or part),

observed failure rates in critical failure modes are conmputed and compared with predi ted failure

rates for the same eleamrr..s. For the purpose of illustration, consider a typical avionics eluipment
which had experienced 48 failures in 2,000 flight hours. As shown in colrkmn (J) of Table 4, the

observed failure rate was aivided among 26 units making up the equipment. The predicted failure

rate for each unit, shown in column (4), is based on reliability stress analysis performed in accord-
ance with MIL-HI)I(K-217, and thu, represents the theoretical "inherent" failure rate of eash unit
attributable to parts and components making up the unit. The ratio of observed failure rate to pre-

dicted failure rate, k, is recorded in column (5). this ratio indicates the degree of improvement

potentiai by correction of design probiems associated with Individual units.

Table 4. Observed and Predicted Failure Rates
in a Typical Avionics Equipment

Observed Predicted Failure Rate

Unit Failure Rate Ratio

Identification Number of Failure (Failures(Failures Observed
Failures Per 106 tirs) Per 106 ifrs) k Predicted

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5)

100 1 500 80 6.3

200 3 1500 3200 0.5

300 0 0 300 0

400 13 6500 200 32.5

500 0 0 500 0

2200 6 3000 100 30.0

2300 2 1000 1000 1.0

24 400 4000 10.5

2500 a 4000 400 10,.0

1600 52500 1200 2. 1
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Obs~ervedl Versus Vitpected I-aiure htate

(3) I L~nvet .&;t ion of Vakilire NM,..te;

U lrlaire~ F'ailuro McOute

In general, hardweare failure modes and causes do not vary appreciably imong analog functions I(i
different types of Avionics equipment. i. P. , in disitriliution among component (unit, modlule, aisem-
bly, part. etc. I failure modes manifeste! in performance malfunctions obal rved as *out~lde of
tolerance litoits" or "inoperative". These failure modes are due largely to inadequate drmtgin safety
marginsa because of insufficient "drrakng' oif part. (or their protection) against excetsaie exposure
to application or environmental streqapes. Figure 5 representq a typical design margin problem
underlying moa8t aVionio a hardware failures. Lven though the initial (to) distrihution of design
I haracterintict; may satiqfy equipment performance requiremients, variation of the deqitV uharar-
terlatics Iduring operating time) in reflected in equipment performar-e variation and performance
failure. lerinapi about half of these failure modes have been rorrertable hy ot ganirattoral main-
te-nance through alignment or adijustment, half by repair or replacemnent of the responsible Item
(r, g. cici rpart replac ement).

FVigure 5,. Funtamnental Rtelationship lietween IYlulpnent I'erforronane
ant D~esigni Uara teriatic Jtehavlamr
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Figure 6 Illustrates this type of problem related to a simile amrilifier oIrcuit where voltage gain
tVd Is primarily dependent on stability of load resistor (itI) and transistor collector current

l(F),to Inric ate "vircuit" failure rate related to part charaicteristic variation during normal
equipment operation. Variability In circuit gain in this Illustrative problem migh~t be minimized
through feedback stabiliiation of k'!:R., choice of negative temperature coeffivient resistor MIt),
or tighter tolerance (e. g. ,*1%) on design value of resistance used in the circuit.

1. MOO a

LOWN Osa,.t- ta"T o0.4

~~'"A" VICCU LOMW

ACM IMAI

S

OPONA5A0mG TWA NOV"

Figure 6. Characteristic Behavior of Parts Rt, and QI
Under Circuit Conditions, as a Function of Time

Failure modes due to stress-induced part degradation are commc-i In power generators and ampli-
fiers We g. , power supplies. RIF oscillators, power amplifiers. etc. ). These failure modes usually
show high relative failure rates (d/Ap), particularly in radar and communications avionics equip-
ment. Failure diagnosis of these failure modes often reveals high power devices (transistors,
rmagnetrons, TWTs, klystrons, RF tubes, and associated p.'ssive elemenisl operating near or
exceeding their maximum ratings. A conventional derating curve for these types of devices is
illustrated in Figure 7, showing the distribution of applied stresses due to variation in parts char-
acteristics (relative to average design values, 9 and T). In this illustration. about half of the parts
in the representative samples used in the regression Prnalysia fell outside the permissible operating
region, as allowed by the part specification. Design correction of these types of problems may
involve redesign of electronic circuit, use of alternative choice of parts, modification of thermal
control subsystem (e. g. , heat sinks to eliminate "hot spots"), or all.

I" Its 6406"s

Figure 7.A" Conventiona Derating Curves fofolrDe)e
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"U Si'floa ,- FailureMoe

So- 4 alled "P.ftwjar' " interfarae problems are often encountered in central avlofnii a computers used
for pro.granrnmed systeni operation, asnsor data pro( ernarg, and iy.41eni he( kout. So'ne software.
ptoblenis are not easily identified in field failure reports. I or exanple, memory deterioration

in the computer may be related to harmonic c ontent, spikes, etc. , of the primary power sour eP,
active memory may be (ompletely lost if aircraft generators are switched in flight or if generatorm
drop It 4d. In Porme systerms, the operational programs have no "malfunition" readouts, so mal-

lunctions can only be drtPe ted by go/no-Rgo lights or by Incorrect display of tactical information.
In these ( amen, the computer will attempt to "play", even using erroneous input data from an equip-
ment whi( h had malfunctioned. In some cases, tapes ma) not be interchangeable amorrng all aircraft
due often to differences between tape and equipinent timing, I. c. , certain osriliator and flip-flop
modules r.usy work with one tape and •iot with another.

" Anomalies

Failures classified as "anomalies" are often traceable to inadequate design tolerance margins at

internal input /output interfaces I(. g. , between parts, rircuits, units, etc. ) within the equipment.
and interictions %ith externally f(light-induced environmental or operatLng conditions which exag-
gerate the Inadequacy of these tolerance mar-gins. If theme "interactive" conditions disappear on
landing, the related tolerance problem also disappears and usually catinnot be repeated in post-
flight checkout or maintenance. For example, in a typical avionic equipment. approximately C.5%

of observed anomalies were found "non-defe tive" by post-flight checkout (in the absence of Vte
in-flight interactions). About 10% of the reported anonialies were attributed to errors in diagnostic
test procedures (and thus not chargeable to the basic avionics equipment). Approximately 5% of
all anomalies were tra( eable to procedural errors in equipment operation. Thus. the vast majority
of anomalies are caused by equipment (output) performar,.e variation (including intermittent per-
formance) and are beat identified through adequately ,nstrumented flight tests or ground-based
equipment testing under simulated flight-test conditions.

In the past, most anomalous failures generated under flight simulated environmental testing were
traced to the sanme types of failure causes described under the hardware failure definitions given
earlier. Moreover, we have also observed that anomalous failure rate decreases in proportion
to decrease in hardware failure rates as the latter underlying causes are corrected.

In conclusion, significant improvement in avionics reliability (e.g. , upwai'd of 10-to-I growth in
MTIII) id feasible in future equipment. However, conventional analytical design procedures alone are
not yet adequate for precise identification and drastic reduction of potential equipment failures and toler-
ant c/interaction problems in new avionics designs. More extensive (and intensive) empirical design
evaluation techniques must be applied in a formalired, iterative design-verification-design approach to
failure-mode/cause detection and correction. The major effort in this empirical design approach should
be concentrated tn development testing where "feedback" is most effective. Thir approach should con-

tinue in production and operational phases of the life cycle, througrn th( use of feed'back from operational
data (failure reports)

The amouant of design evaluation testing required to achieve a given level of specified reliability
(MTBF') beyond the current reliability (MT13F) status in a program can be accurately estimated (within
bonds) for purposes of acquisition planning and program control in future systems.

or--



K ~PANNFS AFFFCTANT 1A FIADILIT
DtES EQUIPFMENT FLECTRONIQUES DE PORD

Wlnireur Principal de I'Armerment J A.Gamice
Service Technique des T#104ommurncitiona de l*Ais Fan,.FRANCE

0- INTOM -I

on *&it quo pour obtonir des 4qu.penents do bonne flablllti, on dolt fair*
des efforts h tous lee nlvethux do 1, vie do I'dquipement t conception ot difi-
nitlon du projet, fabrication du material, utilloation opirationnelle. Cer~n-
dent can efforts no doivent pas Stre faits do fagon isolge 11i convient do
connattre is rdaultat do ces efforts I autroment dit, lo systbue dolt fonction-
nor en boucle ferru~e. 11 taut done mettreoen place des moyens pormottant do
connattre is fiabilild rdello en exploitation ot lee pannos atfectant nette tie..
blliti.

Dann l'Axrne do l'Air trangalso, 11 a k4d 'is on place un Syst&'e Automa-
tique d'Infarwatiorn Technique (SAIT) dont 10 document do base, Is PIT (Fiche
d'Intervention Technique), eat itabli chaque foin qu'urto panne ou. une anornalie
quelconque apparalt lore do l'utlllaation d~un Aquiperwent. Entre autres applica-
tions, ce ayet~me d'infornation facilito l'introductlon doeGMauses de fiabiiitg
enrantio dens un certain nombre do contrats d'achats d*4qulpement. diectroni-
ques do bard. L'application do ces clauses a Aid une occasion retnarquable d's-
nalyso de Is tirabilitd ra~elle en exploitation.

Nous &llnan done ddcrire ce systime automnatique dlinfarmation techniqjue,

Indiquer le principe et lea conditions d'applications does clauses do fiabilit6
:!srantie. Nous pourrans enfin examiner lee prit~clpaux r~sultate quo cela a

permis d'obtenlr au nivean do is fiabilitd rdelle des 4quipoments et do Ilona-
lyse des pannos affectant cetto fiablllt4.

I -,R:CUEIL ET EX(PLOITMTON DE3 FAITS TOCIIN1OUES-

1.1. Lee faits techniques

Lee Informations concernant Ilexploitation des iquipemrents diectro-

niques en service dana l'Ar'ide do I'Air sont do plus en plus prises tn
compte par un Syst~me Automnating dtInformation Technique (SkIT). Ce eye-
tOme reproupe tous los ?aite Technioues intervenant pendant 1A pdriodo
d'explaitation op~5rationnell* des syat~mos nis en oeuvtre par l'Arm'do do
l'Air. C'eqt danc ieso~sthme d'inforiiation pormettant do carnnaltre lee
ddfaillance dos 6quipe'nents diectroniques. On dit qu'il y a "Fait Tech-
nique" chaque fobs qu'une intfryention a lieu sour un nat~riel, h titre
correctif ou pr~yentif. Lee informations correspondantos sont recitell-.
lies our urn document do baa., Is Fiche d'Interventian Technique (:'IT).
Crest done grAco h ce ýIocunent do baqe qu'il eat possible au tochnicien
do cannattre lee infaormations relatives & i flabilit6 rdellte do l'dqui-
pement suquel 11 s'intdresse. Can Informations sont indispenoablea pour
l'amdliaration de is fiabilitj do l'dqubpement considdri ; ii. donnent
4t~aalerent des Infar-stians Indispons ablos pour Je nouveclite g~n~ratians
d'6quipenent. Nous allan. done examiner euccesnlvomont commrent *0effec-
tuent 1. rocuel, 1. traiternent et i'exploitatlon des



Fnita Techniques, permettant i'dtude don pannea en fonctionnement

r~el.

Aupnravant, il tnut expliquer dnvantage ce qu~on appalle

"Faits Techniqiueo", et comTment ces faita techniques sont identi-

fi55 et clnoseg.

Pour ce qui int~resse 1e dernaine de ia fiabilit4, on appeile

"Fait Technique" un 4v~nement qul n.3cennite une intervention cor-

rective pour 61irniner une anornalie constat6e dann ia vie d'un mai-

t~riel et pouvant compromettra soit son utilination (par exe~nple

prioentcr uri risque au plan de la ae4curit4), aoit sea performancec

(pAr exe pie, rendre le -nattriel incnpable de remplir as mission),
soit nn mzaintenqnce ( par exemple, en aug'nentant lea ch-r~es de

cel~le-ci).

Le fpit technique eat idontifi4 de !a ta-Von auvivnte

*L'identification pr6cise du mat~riei concern4,

*3a localization exacte,

*LA nnture de ia manifertation (rupture : dr~rive des
performances ; ... )

*SA cause (co~inorant d6fnillnnt ; d6Caut de ftbricntion
sa cause ext,~rieure; )

*Sea cons~luencea.

Les feitc tf.:chniques sont nuosi clnssr'ýa par leur _-ravitd.

On distinzue 3 nivesux de gravit4 t

. 1rsvit6 1 :Il fnit technique met en cnuce Is sdcuritd des voic
ou des t'ersannels, ou a des cons~qu'-nces g:nrave au
plan op~rationnel.

. Cravit4 2 : le fait tjchnique met en cnuse I& disponibilit4 des
matdriela

. Grnvit6 3 :on re.-roupe solo cette rubrique tous lea autres f.-its
techniques reintifs k la vie ou hi is nnintenance du~
mat~5riel, et dont lea con36quences sont noins ii1por-
tantesqu'au nivenu 1 et 2.

1.2. Rccueil den faitt teclminriaes.

Le recueil des fnits techniques est is fonction nui con-

siate en in aniole des inf~raintions tec~niques 46-Tientnirea au

niveau de l'utlllsateur. Ce recucll a une grrnde ir~portnnce car,

d, lui, d~p2ndent ltnbouti:se'ient et la qualitd des ktudes tech-

nnl~.en, en particulier er, natire de finbilit6, par l'nnnlyse

qualitative et atatistique des dafaiiinnces. En pnrticuller, ii

dolt 9tre synt~natique et pr~cis.

Ennuite, par exploitation et trnito,.ent ult~ricurs, on

4tnblira des informantions plus &elabor6es (6tnts dannalyse et de
synth~se) Ai pnrtir de cen fn'its techniques 61liientnires.

Le dicum--nt de r'ýcueil den fnits techniques eq't la FIT

(F.iche dlIntervention Techniq~ue). C' at un inprlm4 for-int stsn-

d-nrl (21 x 29,? cm) pr~sent4 soun formne de liassc de 4 feuillieta
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autocopiants, qui auront chacun ian dostinataire diffirent o n
particulier un de coo fouilliots sora adrosad au Centre do Calcul
reeponsable du traitement automatique.

La FIT comprend 2 parties
- nrtie de Sauche : on y trouve des informations dcritenaen code,
pour Stre mimes en m*5moires et traitios automatiquement corn. on
10 verra plus loin. LeL informations comprennent lee dldiients
suivants I

"* date ot unitd opgrationnelle concerngo,
"* typo St identification do l'agronof support do lldquipe-
mont,

"* iquipement concern4, avec identification et temps do
fonctionnement,

"* circonstances do l'avarie (en vol, au sol, ... ) at nature
do l'intervention (ddpose, test autematique, ... )

"* constatations, gravit6, consdquencos pour ia mission
(annulio, reteaddo, ... )

*causes do la ddfaillanco.

Coeo 4iments mont donnds par la PIT "initial." 6miso par
l'utilisateur dho l'apparition do l'anoiinlie ; quand il y a rd-
paration, 10 rdparatour 4tablit une FIT Ordponso'qui dorne, en
compliment des informatioio prdcddentes, los dld6uents suivants

"* renaeigne,-ionts rolatife AL Is rdparation, par exemple
panne Imputable ou non au matdriel,

"* mature des modifications apportdos.

- artie do droite : cetto partie "observation" oat rdeervdo & la
description ddtaillgo (non coddo) des constatations faitos, dos
recherches de panne effoctudes, des causes prdsumdes do Ia panne,
des mosures primes, does suggestions ... lea renseigne~ents sont
particulibrement utiles pour une itude ultdrieure do fiabilit6
par analyse des ddfaillanoes.

1.3. Traitement ot exploitation des faite technicues.

Le traitement des falts techniquos eat do plus en plus
effectug do fagon automatique & 1'aide de calculateur. 11 a pour
objet la centralisation, la mime en mdnoiro ot le tri des Infor-
mations techniques recueillieo gr~ce au FIT ot Va ddduiro dos
Informations plus 4laborgos aux plans techniques, opdrationnels
et logistiques. Coin informations mont regroupdes dens diffdrento
documents, cui, peuvent 8tre pceriodiques ou 6tabl13 & la suite
d'uno demando particulibro.

Pour Co qui concerno la fiabilitg, deux docu~ments (ou
OdtatEM mont pricip~lement utiliadst

*Etats do synthaee
Ilasmont 6tablis melon une pdriodicit6 trimestriello ou

annuello. Ile donnent une vision globale do ls fiabilitd au
niveau d'un sptmtsn d'ermes (avion par example). Pour chaque
4quipement ou sous-ommemblo important, on trouvo : 1e nombre
d~heures do vol, le nombre dtdquipememts on fonctionnenent, Is
sombre de PIT 6misos at de ddfaillancem confirades, 10 MTBP
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"apparent" (relatifa nux heuros do vol) ot le tnux do ddfail-

nombre dtheure'n do vol x nunntit4 nravion
W!TBP apparent nornbred d~faillancea conr1irm~en

Coo ;tats oont diffua&~a h l'Etat-Mejor et sux Services

Techniques', pour connaltre la fiabilit4 des dquipements our lee

ditffrenta aironofe. Ila permettent :

"* do comparer ia fiabilit6 (bMTBP) does diftdrento 4qui-
pementa d'un avion,

"* do connaltre 116volution svec le temps du 1TBFl do
chaque dquipement.

Poiria fiabilit4 ot l1analyse dos pannree affectant los

Aquipements, 194tat 1e plus coimmundment utilisi eat un docum'ent

intitulA "CLASDEP" ou "gtat do cisesem-ent des d~faillances par

causo do panne". Cov 6tat regroups done un seul document lea
dirffrentee PIT 4miaea pour un 4quipement donn6. Pour chaque

4quipement, ontrouve donc des renseignemente aur lee conotats-

tiona faites at Is (ou lee) causesa do ia panne ; ces informa-

tions ont dt4 tirdes des PIT que V'on a d~crites pr4cddenmmnt.

L'dtat do casesement dee d~faillancea par cause do panne

oetutiiia4 par lea Services Techniques, en liilieon avec los in-

duetriels~pour examiner lea circonctances des avaries, 3ea cau-

sea do oes avarieset ddterminer lea d414ents critiques d'un 6-

quipement. CWeat done le document es entiel permettant l'snalyce

des pannee en exploitation dee dquipements 4lectroniquem do bord.

Clest asusi le document de baee pour i'introduction des Clauses

do fiabilit4 garantie dane lea contrata.

En effet, h lnaide do cot 4tat d'analyae, une Commisai-

on conpoede do reprdaentants do l'Etat-'Injor, des Services

Techniques .t do l'induatriel fabricant l'4quipement, examine

lea interventiono effectudesaet d4kermine en particulier ei lee

pannes sont ou non imputablee h l'dquipement. GonnAiseant par

ailleure le nombre d'heurea do-vol des avione our lesquela 1's-

quipement eat montd et compte tenu d'un coefricient heures do
vol / hcurcs do fonctionnment, il eat alag de ddterminer 1e

L¶TBP du rnatdriel.

2 -CLAUSES CONTRACTUELLES DE FIADILITE -

Lo Syatbme Automatique d'Information Technique, partant do 1i'm-
formation 9l4mentaire donn6e par is PIT, aboutit h des informntiona

41abor~es consigndes dane des Etata do synth~se et d'ariaayeo, et con-
cernant la .11abilit6 en exploitation at l'analyee des pannes. Gr~ce h
ces informations, ii a 4t4 possible d'introduire des Clauses do fiabi-
11td garantie dans des contrats d'achats d'6quipements giectroniques
do bord. Lee conditions d'applicatioae do ces clauses ont dt6 l'occa-
sion d'analyaer finenent lespanaiee, qualitativernent et quantitative-
mont, opparnianant en exploitation rdel1e.



2.1. Principe des Clauses de fiabilitA wRarantie.

Par lea Clauses do fiabilit4, l'industriel Afournisseur de l'dqui-
pemient s'engage A obtenir une valour N de NMTEP en exploitation rd-

elle (par exemple N a 800 h pour un Tacan.)..Cette valeur contrac-

tuelle eat fixde apr~s discussion entre fournisseur et client;

elle eat souvent de l'ordro do 80 5: de Is valour obtenue par leL

cnlculs pr~viaionnels. Pnrfois, elie eat fix6e aprbs des essais
de fiabilitA en laboratoire.

Dane 1e cas oi~i la vale~ir contractualle N nls pao obtenue

en fonctionnement r6el l'industriel doit effectuer gr-tuitement

toutes lea corrections et modificntions ndeeasairee pour atteindro

l'objectif, sur lea mat~riels & livrer et dgale-ient our ceux ddjh

livrds 1 COB modifications ont pour but do rem~dier aux pannes

syntd'matiques.

D'autre part, si Ia valeu"ý obtenue rdellement eat inf~rieure

&N - 20%, l'induatriel slongage 4 effectuer toutes lee rdparations

gratuitement (pibcee do rachanges ;mains d'oeuvre ; d~placement..)

Cette garantie de MITBP eat asaurdo en principe pour 5 nes

&partir de ia livraison.

2.2. Conditions d'application.

La fiabilitd do l'4quipement out reprksentie par son MTBF opdra-

tionnel. Ce MATBP op4rationnel eat 4tabli p4ri-idique'.ent (tous leo

3 mois en principe) h partir des 4tats d'arialyse et do synth~se

do PIT, our tous lea 6quipe-nents en service du type cotsiddrd.
Une commission do spdcialiates compos4e de reprdsentants des uti-

lisateurs,du Service Technique client ot de ltinduatriel fournis-

sour, rotient lea pannes dirocteiment imputables au mat4riel et
dtablit 10 L!TBP opdrationnoi pour is pdriode considrdre.

Lt6tablis orient du MTBP demnands la connaiesance du nombre
do par..nes et du nombres d'heures do foactionnonent.

Le nombre d~heures do fonctionnemont eat ceiui rdalis4
par tous lea 6quipemonts en sorvice. Ii eat lu our des compteurs

horaires ; dane le cas o5 il± n'y a pas do coripteur horaire, on
ddtermine les heuros do fonctionnomont h partir des heures do vol,
par ap-lication d'un coefficient fix.5 h priori, et qui ddpend du
type d'avion et du type daliquipement consid~r4.

Lea pnnnes prison en consid~ration sont cellos qui sont

input' bica au mat~riel I ellba englobent toutes lea ano-nalies et
fonctionnernenta d4fectutux qui empichent ltdquiperient d'avoir des
perfor-n-nnces op~rationnelles stisfaisantos et do remnplir sa mission.

Lea pannes iriput-bles comprennent donc t

* Los d~faillances techniques do pi~cea ou corsposantp, ri~me
si lea pibcos ou composanta satisfont aux exigencos qui leur sont
impost~es ppr le dossier de fabrication.

* Un nauvais fonctionneonent q~telconque Viceloble au bone
d'essai, dens lea con ditiono extre&'es d'utilisation prdvuea aux
clauses ttechniques et dont la cause directe eat intermittent. ou



incorinue,

La ddfaillance imputable h plusieu~rs pilces de types dif-

f~rents qui doit Itre considdrde coimme constituent plusiours d6-

faillances, si cheque pibce conaid~r~e e4par~ment emptcho d'atte-

ind~re lea performances eatisfaisantes. En revanche, silo doit

fitre consid~rde conane uen ddfaillance unique si chaque pibce no
peut h shle seule, provoquer Is d~faillance de l'dquipement

*Lea d~faillances entrafn4es par une mauvaise conception.

*Lee d~faillances entraindcs par une fabrication ddfectu-

euspe

*Lea d~faillances imputabies h tout ddfaut des r~glageo

effectuds en uaine.

En mevanche, on ne retient pas pour is ddtermination ctu MTEF

*Lee fonctionnements ddfectueux ou anomalies dias & des
erreurs de manipulation, h des procddds de contr8le, de riglage,
d'insatllation non confornes.

0 Lee ddfaillances rdsultant directement d'une autre d4-

faillance ddjh ddcomptde, si elies apparaissent evant un Mali de

50 heuros aprbs ia premibre ddtaillance.

Le UTBP eat garenti dans lea conditions dlutilisetion

suivantee%

*L'6quipsment ne doit peas tro utilisi de fegon continue

dons 1013 conditions clirnatiques oxtr~mo,.

*Les tensions d'elimentation et lea transitoires no doivent

peas exodder des limites eutorisdes,

*Le. compdtence du personnel effectuant lea opdrationa de
ddtection de psanne et dtdchange de sous-ensemb3Pdoit Itre auffi-
sante pour qu'il sily ait ni fausse manoeuvre ni insuf'fisance doen
Ie travail effectu4.

*Lea conposants dont Ie durde de vie arrive k expiration
doivent Itre remplacda.

2.3. R~sultats obtenus.

Cette clause de fiabilit6 gerantie a ddjh 4ti introduite

doen de nombreu~x contrata dtachat d'4quipementade radiocommunica-
tion ou de radionavigation. L'ezpdrience eat encore rdcente et on

rencontre auelques difficultds au niveau do llepplication. 71. y a
pratiquement deux types de difficultds : lea premi~rea viennent

du fait qu~il eat tr~s difficile de connaltre le nombre exact

d'heures de fonctionnement : par exemnple, difficulti de relever
des compteum horaires aur des iquipemente installge au fond d'une
soute, problbme pour noter lea heures do fonctionnement au brt.nc
d'easai, variation scion lea types dfavicxn et lea prcfils do mis-

sion ; lea secondes difficultda viennent du fait quo, lore do la
discussion entre utilisateur et fournia-eur pour savoir si une
panne eat imputable ou non h l'dqu~iperent, certains cas litigieu~x
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sont difficilea & trancheib Mais globalement le bila.n eat trbs po-
aitif ; il aemble en particulier que ltintiresaement financier

eat un argument d4ciaif pour aenaibiliser lea industriels aux pro-

blhmea de fiabilitg ; de plus, l'analyae tr~a d~taillde qui eat

faite pour chaque panne eat un facteur d'am4lioration de ia fia-

bilit4, tent pour l'dquipemnert considdr6, que pour de future

6quipements.

2.4. Maintenance forfaitrire.

Outre cette clause de fiabilit4 garantie dont on vient

d'expliquer le principel lea modalit~s d'applicationa et lea rd-

sultats, on a essayg, pour dlautres 4quipementa, dlintroduire une

clause dite de "maintenance forfaitaire". Le principe eat de fixer

forfaitairernent le montant annuel des coats de re~paration et de

maintenance ; ce montruit annuel eat e4tabli en fonction d'un coat

unit-Are de re~parcition, du nombre d'heures de fonctionnement an-

nuel et du YTBF contractual . Si le '"TB? opedratiorinel eat aupd-

rieur au YTB? contractual, le be~nefice de llindustriel eat aug-

menteS; dens le caa inverse) bien sdr, il eat p4nalisd. Ce type de

clause paraft sedduisant car ii sllbge lea formalitda adminiatra-
tivesaet eat stimulant pour obtenir des efforts en vue d'une meil-

leure fiabiliteS. Cependant, ce type de clause en eat encore aux

atade de tentative pre~liminaire et notia me diaposona paa encore

d'exp~5rience aut'fisinte pour jurer de son intdr~t re~el, de sea
redsultats et de sea difficultesa d'application.

3 -ANALYSE DES PANNES EV EXPLOIT 'TION RELLE-

Cosmmc on vient de le voir, lea clauses de fiabiliteS Ca-
rantie ont 4~te jusqu'& prdsent surtout a pliqugese dana lea contrata
dlachat d'eiquipenents de radionavigation et de radiocomnunication

(TACAN, VOR-ILS, Emetteur-re~cepteur V/rtJF, M~arker, ..

Grice h l'analyse des '--tats d'onaiyae de ddfaillances et

de leur examen lor3 des re~unions de la Comimission de spe~cialistes~il
eat possible de beaucoup mietix connaltre lea types de pannes affectant

la fiabilit6 des 4quipcments e6lectroniquea de bord.

Il f nut donc revenir stir la notion de panne. Pour Otre
prine en compte pour la d-Itermination du '..TBP, ln panne doit avoir dtg
de~tect4c chez l'utilisateur et entralner une intervention :ce premiier
point Rboutit, canine on Ila vua, h l'*6tablissement dlune FIT. Ensuite,
elle doit Otrc imput ble aui nateriel :cleat le travail de la comm-is-
sion ]c ap4,'ialiaten. On distingue done pannes "imputabics "1 et pannes

"non iinputabics". Seuies lea prend~rea sont retenues pour le calcul du
"TBp.

3.1 Prannnes noan imputables h i'e4puipement.

On peut avoir une panne non imputable & l'e4quipement can-
vid~r6 lorsqu'elle eat provoque~e par dlautres 4quipcenenta ; cleat
tin problbime d'interface, et on a rencontreS effectiverient nueiques
ass oi la i panne d'un e6quipement peut entralner celes d'un atitre
eiquipement.
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Maio, le plus souvent, lea pannes non imputables sont
Jdes h des conditions anormales d'utilisations ;problbme d'ali-

mentation diectrique ; tempgrature enormalement dlevge ; condi-

tions de vibrations ne correspondant pas au profil th~orique d4-

crit dens lea spdciifications, ... On peut citer tin example parti-

othier : h la Euite de litige ear la tempgrature de Zonctionnement,

on a pris It. mesure suivante : des pastilles "Thermocolor" ant 4td

fixdes h certains endroita de l'dquipement ;on a ainsi constatg

que la tempdrature relevde dtait supdrieure ce qui dtait spdci-

fid ; en consdquence, lea pennes correspondantes nWont pa3i dtd im-

putdes h l'dquipernent.

Il exists aussi des interventions te'~hniques signaldes

par lea FIT qui ne sont pas retenues dane s lec."cul du IATBP car

elhea sont ddea A des erreurs humaines de manipulation, Poit au

niveau de l'emploi opdrationneh, soit au nivenu de 1'intvtallation

Cu de la maintenamce.

3.2. Pannes imputablea au mat4riel.

Ce eont bien oair les plus nombreuses et celles qui noue

intdreasent ici. Le syat~me Automatique d'Information Technique

que noue avons ddcrit eat tin puissant outil d'analyse et de syn-

th~se pour tine meilleure connaisetince de ha fiabilitd et ltexamen

des pennes qui l'affectent. De nombrcuses 4tudeasetatistiques sont

possibles. On ne donnera ici que quelquea exemphes illustratife.

Par exemple, il est toujours intgressant de connaftre
lee statistiques donnant l'origine des pannes. On e trouvd ainsi,

pour tin gmetteur-.r~cepteil-

. 78 % des pannes proviennent de composants ddfectueuz.

- 17 des pennes proviennent de ddfauts de fabrication
Cu de conception.

. 5 %des pannes proviennent de ddrdglage.

On pout 4galement obtenir unerdpartition plus fine des
ddfaillancee. Stir tin autre dquipenent on a constatd la rdpartitioxi

suivante:

-56 % des pannes Pont ddes A des composants
* 8 pannes dues & des circuits intdgrds

* 121 " " aux transistors et diodes

* 18 " " atix quartz
* 13 " " au~xeelfs
* 47 " " atix condonsateurs
* 15 " " aux potentiomhtree et rdsistancee

* 26 " IL d'autres conposante

- 30 5Zdes pannes sont dules & ha fabrication

* 47 pannes ddes AL *.;a soudures

* 34 " A des contacts
* 20 " " A does courts-circuits

* 30 " " atix cfiblages

- 14 % dee pennes sont ddes A 4es ddrdglagee.
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~1~n lt~prii% ~ otret ce fait ent ~Rn-otPisr
qiioA Po'n rotnntot u-P c,ýrtilnp stp-h-Ii (1tns Is r~phrtitlion le

I 'crlIno deR Ip... res entre icwtI onarts, f~ibrication. d.~r~plaevp.

11 ent ruimi.i InooiAlie de ronnaiftr@ Is rt*'ptrtition poir s'ioi,4

-enee'l# d'n ý(qalp-'P nt Ion a trnuvý la r#.qpartition niivante

poilr un V:tei--Lpej V/U IV i

i chassis ilertr.llue

13 a tu; ýie2 rr.'iljence

blo t in ettea~r

3 t oqcill ýtelr *I@ traknpozition

6 1priim'lIificateur de mol ulatica

4 1 bloc r~cepteuv'

13 t lone baF05,s-fr'rqi.IPnce et Ailencleuxt

6 iri'~ e par vwsriclap

4 A~imrnnt~ation

A p-irtir de cei r."oult~itst on % Pu ocrter une attention

pskrticuli're au bloc uý'n tteur d.Ins lenlio1 un tral.31Ctor caucait

210 des pintlec t(,tadeg.

L'exploitation des faits techniuP3, avec ce quelle Jonne

pour Is cror~ainnorce letaill4e des pannes affectant la rinuilit65,

sl'eet r~v6lae &tre O~un tntu~r~t tr~s groan.ý. Outre In. finalit6 pre-

ni~re q1l 4tqiit In v'~rificý,tion de clauwes de f"ia]iit cnr~tr~lt'e

elle lnIporte des avarta,'ea t-ux pllans. suivnrts s elie pcr-et le

m'ipuw cornr3!tre les conlijtions ief-nloi et d'environne-ent r'els,

et ainsi P'en 6li-I'ner les ano-n'ilies ; elle "ret en 'cvi ence lea

pannce r,ýptitlves, les ioduiles particui~re- ent crit~q'je:, leg

co-penvints mauvale, les du~fautj de fabricitione ouj de conccption,

rt alnf-i, apr~'a y avoir 1rI~ort4 les rermAýee s -"n per-mot d'a

n*1iorer In ri-tbi]it. Par -ti111ur.i, Pll. donne de nonilreures in-

f'ormations rai. seront uttlines avec profit pour In conception, It

I'v~eloppe-lent et In faliricrition des A..uipemientv f~itiirs.

4 - '7-'! ~JX
'In syst'--e ("'informaition donnant une conn'uiinefance -Iobi-

le Pt anilytique dO li' flnbilite4 en e'!plaitation cot un outil irndis-

ppn--<.ble ',e 1iroiotion die Is qualit6. 11 per .et I1'introluction le cli-uj

rp9 ie f~l tilit rarantiF', 1Žitdtiiif pour inttrtw-i:er Ic fourrnle-

seiur, r~t 'noyen effic-ice pour opti.'iier le crito're "co~t-fiabilit6".

PonnamntaleiTant. un tel. cynt~rie d'inforliation pfrmet de toiclpr le

p1 in de roo -trortion de Is finhilit4, on lonosunt 1'or i-ine et la ni--

tujrp Ies p~irneq ronrcentrr'en en fonctioninenýent rýýel.

Leg naus-ea d~une !nnvvdv-ne Cl -41it pour les equipe-tente

,I'ivio'iit'1 !ie nO nt~nt ui nive.u fie la1 conception, de 1 A fallricnutiun,

Pt le I utilIA-1tion. ill'srcauŽrt on rencontre nurtout

f il ni v-1- cltxe,tion : ,,r('occi~pntion do la perfcr'nrnce au Vtrler.t

In Ia f1.Ail I t rcclierche de I- njollVevTA4 PlUt 5 t qUO N' IA

- nive-u fi' n~i tion I o1111i !c In filtilitA pour ti'iruer le prix

p'n up ir- lr) T o--nel rfiailit i iirf-'r7nts faictcurs hu mins.
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- jktivit utia lit% 4'tiof s anu,,l ku roit Initial plumi vo Ili coat total

1' ýuifvi'r rc -Erctil 1 '1,, rni-ur ds- 1 Ar''enert A LVN3 polir fi~ riI'IP dirnS

pr ii' t~on 3* v- toxte.
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0. INT~iW.XUCTIUN

It In now a provenr fia:t that thv dtvve1ojrnint of hit~h rell ability, equ ipm~ent
dt mands t' ffoi t st "11 the stay;a K thi i-.uu Imen t life proje.. t (i t i 1,n .inl df fIn i-
ton, mri~utartur'nq or the maite 1i 141 oi atirawl use. Qiw~v*O L, 1,u 1 N o: tr murt
Lot be marn~ repat ate' y,* an tk iri eaul it hive to be known~ ; in o.'dv r wr ,ti

'ýYturm mriut cperte orn a cot vd-lo W O) is.t Th e a ef P, r~n*n of clutti- rKs Mr~; h
a tual reiliability of a synt im undi r ope'rational conditionz and of det, tin, thf
fai Iw rt n aifo lOWL re I labiIity havc to bt tImpi usented. ,1.4(h ;,- : *, In-il Fp-.'n'ab e
to implrove thc reil labi I tt of the equipm nt eonshle rt ; thr al s pr ovide Int'oira~-
t i in vihi. h in I ndi~pi ri-tbIf to do v, Ioj n#ew, ,(,n ratlorr:'if tI ui ,,nrL t.

.41.itrin th-- Fr*ri-nh A,, rr')'ý,- ý,in AutIom'atic. Ly: ti ft of if Au Ail In f)'5nmat 00
(mrunch fc!-onym : L~AIT) har been ;tt up, oiid a bon ic do ur: ' ri, ti.# T. -hnic,; A-. I !on
i-or-n (Irctn--h acri onyrn : FI1T) it, dri wn up evoi tirmf ait n a i lu, ý:or iinona I,, I z ob, ( !,v-
i-i whf n in 'qi~i (I o)n t i' biL in-, u,*-e. A-ion- oths r .3p'slIIt-at Itrl , tVii.-. 'O-I't ')n

;) hi -lit ti- th. i 't roduct ion of jUmranteed :.1 lp . au:;s. in tO a rnun -
ut i c!f n 1ftj- týs fr Uth p u: ik.' -4i a Iri t 1r; av 1 ojn Ic tU '1 r to %n a n p Ii't 1
c f a i c1 ri u 7,': piv: rn n v I d fi ni "W t a~ppa tuuitty for a... -t'.'t.1il ',2 ~t
lri nri, thi. opt ' it i on c f ( t, ipm r t!

.!: ia! s..a t i -':s-ý-t#f ninf t,., ni-r - inf'f't-7slt! n -willI bu d#citta-d r , rirtsl
prin, 1pi ~a.& on.Iitionr of ppli-vt~on nf M.ýi a.nt'i'-t!,t liat),li t lauý i :~ I t
1, , f A. i rli c .- th- matin i o :u t,tr ti-iO W d th-u -h tl~i, :.- t: - t

wal :.itbility of r impm nt and 1hi- Q y iz -of tht fillau;t suiff, tw. n

ccL~oll'i, ~IL'A!A.:) U.'ILIZA7Io1f ue' T... A.IMAL A ;-7.'

1 I * t~ .i i ill Fa t-
71 , tOff1Iii~,0.inforzus. ion on týIL ulIi...ttor. tfl.-. :t- ri -*,..Cf

within th- %ir' Fij-¾ t- -;'art :,nd :.ior, fr'91 ufntl¶' -r~tr I t L -tft 't ( .h1

o', lf-hr~io-l lff"-t.oh ( c''~ hi. rort~. n. CWt- a" - Itt-M
Teomincil~ r act:: owcurrint; WinL tW. e"I i~ 1ft of UtI y. -t a * . t t.: t
ir c c. Th i zi F th ( r' f o r t 1h It, fo ý-r ~t -n -'y:)tue th. )u,_ h t -.1 10, fai I u!
c ect:,onic cqutj#rt'nt- (r tnob ki: 71f.

A ttlrrifilcal JFact i' F-I~d to tAi` pl" t reve.1' ti-'. " c:. I ;. . -

vi otive action ir .ar nld out on a piur>n of equip~met t. Phit o; ,t p, niuin. t r, f- ion
is iccc':dcc on ba sic dcacu.snt, the VOWhnia Anttoii FrmI 4i1T). it. Q thu-.. "i
this basic documr-nt which nupplies to the' technician the iniformation relative to
the actual reltability of the equipment wtth which hc is cor .. ernid. ae wtll xa-snin
iSULCeSrJ.VEly how Ttclinical Facts are coli.ctud, proc~sse-d arid U-i d, thus- riikin1 it
possible to invi :cXl~oti failures nccu: ring in tht vcwU's of actual oueration.

Frirs~t of all, the abov.e mentionEd "Tectintal Fac:ta'" shofld bt- *tefir~ed
with more accu.scy, aoi well en. the mcthods used for their' idter.tiflLatiri 'and fil1nL1 .

In the. ield of reliability, we call a "Ti chinical ract" anl t-vtrft wht~i.f
re-quicea5 Cor.f-CtiVfr action to e liminate an anom'aly observed dur in_, ttic service- 11i'e
olf ai piece of cquIpment and likely to impair eithe.' it:- uc.- (for inz~ton-.c by .-ndijnrc--
tnt itz cafet-), or it.-, osonc (for instance by making& the equipmenit unsuited
to its misrion), or its maiint-nnaroc (for instance by incrLea.inL the workload trnvol'v-

A t, '.ni'.al fa,.t is idcritifird az,-ordiriG to the- follocting. proce-ss

*A-cu -:t- idtrftificiftion of the- (-juipm-rft conrt rn--d

*Dt- i 211 t, i0 oCf i ts r, a t I o. a tion

S15 UWf L f th, breaikdowtn f i i- turt. . ,, r.-o. n j tc i fi. t n. fi t,:U

I It - ,Au t-, (:1. fi 'tt c. Iun k int ; n,4riuf,,. tu;-Itin If fo :t xt toiln ' -.17. tc'

*Its consequencp!'

lu hntra"I f-i1 tt f* *'. 11,, i. -sordIin,- t . i e.. l f vix -it

* t :e i c rI f t~.it V* c!flfi -&'l " A t ( ifd'.if :,e. f: "I.t or, a' :snn
C , ty, ') I Ir .t st t (-r,iti V tIIt fv U:, (f. ; , 'it fat toi

*..nil- 1o 'i'iu' th. ti Aiii -ý fis-t Ispi: Ili tt..a:ib'At'

* j!d I. .. of IV'ity :hWi.; A-;t 1, Iiyludt- r C' ti.* ath-. t. 7hr,! t"
f:: ts- :- la. -I to V, 1 1, . 'r s-2:*tr ý-
'- juil,iftit, ainl ..foafi( l* qu'ni -,, 1 . -

lnp~rta.nt tnan ti. i' c 1. knA~ L.
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*-'i I~ ~ hriht- a.l f tr :otni In xic~juir Ink, lorn'nt-iry te'chniical
11 - t i A .'M t. ; .. tj .titti tz,1 f . tn ix , s ý :.(intti r fr ttf a inh V! vv(fm. lnt
Ix Iit I -tv o f t int i 17tu I I r,, # ~xiA ly w~ far- ns Inibli;l concei-nod,

it t p 'r v it , (uill I i II . -n'!~ t k t I xa 1 fai1 1 1; ;tl-1y-ý ". It nh id, abuire a~ll,
'A'2t :1Jt , "11 'ti.x U; itv.

V~ ,ut .ki Tt han 11 ýn aOn rveju :t ion of tilt' Ldta dpriv"-I from thf-se
I I.~*r '. t .nk till i al f~it it !" I * -' to zr )ro' t itbrt- Informati on (xinallynifs and

'li, d , unt tit u,ý (I 'or th'- coil x rt In of to chril cal fA(.tS IS thu FIT
hnt .I- A t i n, tn iv 1 ,txr Ii : i v 1)-'ntxI foi n (~x :9'.7 cm ) Inc ludo, s

*'U v"Ixt. Ali." 'I:it )ti ..ht- ts, ra( h m,. ant f )r a dI ffvrent addre~see ; one of thess,
0K t xi I t f' V~ i:d.xd to th C.Os::Ul it 110 ritli in1 Oi thir ;.Of autOMiti1C da~t3

i IT I 'ýnos o. o f two tn

- ,.~ ;.: t ,intxi~ii.; tuJdtd ;r..'3r:flatior, to bt --tortd and
-~6 : '.1 no .1.U'It furt*hk r )n . T1. f infor -

ti )inx in luaer; i1w' i Uli~ i to.

I. *.to ain 1 ; n ot i zril uni t con-ernf-d

*tm') - and IAtitr r.tfiýa titor. a! the aIiw a ift on boa:-d of whicrh thfe

* ;uil.?.t )n.4 rno~d, with idcntificatiort tind tim~e .r. rervice

*.in -uri:ztan ic z c f th. dasa.3-i ( in f'I I ht , on the ;tcvjiid, .. )and
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. comparing the reliability (MTBF) of the various equipments of
an aircraft

. knowinL the dev.elopment of the MTBF a% a function of time for
each equipment

Analysis reports
As regards reliability, arid the analysis of failures affecting

the equipments, the most commonly used report in a document entitled
"CLA.'DLF" (acronym for the f~rernch phrase :report oa classification of
failures accordingý to their cue) *. For each equipment, information
i., provided on the obsvievations made and the cause(s) of the failure
this informsation is extracted fron the FIT's described above.

The report on the classification of failures acc.ordin,_ to their
cauFees is used by Technical Departments, in coordination with Industrial
firnz., to investigate the circumstances and causes of damages and iden-
tify the critical elements in an equipment. It is therefore thFe essential
docuivnt used as a basis for the analys~s of airborne avionic equip-lent
frilurtf occurrin.g in the cour.,;e of oper'ation, as well as for the
introduction of guaranteed reliability Clauses into contracts.

As a matter of fact, with the help of this analysis report, a
Ccmn.aLtct ýonrsistin,: of representatives from the General Zt-Af and the
Teffinical Depc,.rtmu'.ts, and of tI'e equipment manufacturer, considers
ý11 tli, 3ation takcn and deci .s whethcr thr failures are, or are not,
".scribablc to the equipment. , 'niint, the number of flyinLg hours of the
aircraft on which the squipment is irstalled, and tal:ino into account

flyn hours/hours in service coefficient, it is easy to determine
the "Mei~ of the equipmoent.

_~IABILITY CON'TiAC2 CLAUS;_

_"tu~tingL fron. the ele-mtntary information provided by the FIT, the Automatic
_ysttni o: Ttchnical Information leads to elaborate information recorded in the
sn-Tthec~is and ;~lisreport; kind dealing, with rcliability in service and failure
'A.n lL iZ. 'ýLlCh inforraation permitted the introdu.'tion of Vuaranteed reliability

_- into :ont-actE for the purchase of airborne avionic equipments. The condi-
tions o-' -,.,Itcation of these claunes provided the op'nortunity of- co.refully analvz-
in., fotýlurci occurrin., in service, from both qualitative and quantitative stand-

2.1 i1r.i~.cof Luaranteed reliability Clauses

Th-oulh r~liability clauses, the equipment manufacturer undertakes to
:Lz~icve .: value N, of 11TBF in actual service (for' instance, N . 600 hours for a

"Tla-an"), This contractual value is sct after an aLreement between the supplier
3nd Vi~c curtorier ;, it is often approximately 60 5. of the value obtained by predict-
ion calc.ulations. Sometimes it is rct on, the basis of reliability tests carried
out in laboratory.

If the contractual value 11 is not obtained in actual operation, it falls
on tht manufacturer to carry out, free of charge, all the corrections and modifi-
cations necessary to reach the objective set, both on the equipment to be delivered
arni on that already deliverecd ; the purpo73e of such modif:ications is to remedy

s~zteat~c ailurec.;
BLsidC2, should the value actually obtained be lower than 14 - 20 ~

ti-,, asntnfa, 'tu:--_ m'ust undertake to csarry out all repairs free of charge (sparc
partEs, nan-powcr, travelling,, etc.).

As a rule, this ;:TBF 2aaýr~iiocc covers 5 years from the- date of delivery.

2.2. Conditions of Ap,)tcation

T~he Equi,,rmcnt rL Iii~b' I r-,res(-nted by its operational '-'TBF'. This
oiperaticnnl -.TBF is determined -ý?i i y (as a rule, every three months) on
tiic bar-is of Fr'Ij synthesis and ,r) -(ports, for all the equipments of the
tydc cons-ider~d which arc in :- A .;peciatistst committee including represen-
t~tivc3 of the; users, from th. cchnical Service, and the supplier, de-
termineE the operational 1.TDV .iod considered, on the basis of the fai-
lurcs directly attributable t 'al

To detprmiine the .1T necessary to know the number of failures
san, of hours in service.

The numb~r of hour's ... s--i-vice is that covered by all the equipments
in zr~.It in Liven by a timc mcter ; when there is none, hours in service
are dvttermin-.d from flying hours, by applying a coefficient set a priori, which
d pcnds on thte ty2 )e o±' aircraft and equipnent considered.
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T2he Xiilur', which arq: taken into ;tccount ar o thor.i "s'ribabl to the
" -pnent a. Ti.,• y-n,'W uc ,ill tl, anona i1i s and nialfun tion,; which pr ,vent the

oquii ", nt Ire'. -chi¢ l Vin. 'i _.tt t ", torv opterattonail performinc4, and .*u fillin-

f -)I' ', SUCs h fdi! lU; ,7 ilnc3ludp

*Part or compontnt :atlu:'(s, evve if parts and comconr uts maet the
I'VuivI'llantt formut,Lt d in ti :(..nu'octuring sp(cifix'itionc.

*Any mnlfunctionin; dctectabtl on a test bench, under the extreme
Londitlcnr of u.,c provided !o.- bY the technicael clauses, and whoce
di4ict cAu:.e in eithLr inteiiitt.nt or unknown.

:ailues dcc.,ibblC to sq vc1al parts of differ(mnt typcs, which should
be rejard(d as constitutint; several failures if the part, consider'd
indiviudally, c:uatc.e; an obstacle to satitfactory perfornance. On the
ctntiaiy, it Thould be reLarded a7 a single failuic if each p.rt,
cansldervd sep-.rately, cannot brinZ about a failure of the whole
cqui:)ment

* Failures induced by defctive desicn.

* Failures induc~d by dv~ective manufacturing.

F ilu~ a as,:ribable to any error in thV adjuctnc-nt, cfa iud out -. ithin
th, slant. Howev*lr, the followin_ defectc are not tal-,n into ancount
when deteimininn the 1.TB'1:

S.ialfun-tionin>, or anomalies caused by handlinb criors, or incorrect
checking, odjuc int -" ,,ttin; up pnoccdJures.

*iailu:'rc; rcsultin, directly from another failure already taken into
account, even if they take place within 50 hours followinL; the first
failure.

The i.TDF is guairýntced undcr the follo', nz conditions of use

* The equiprment must not be used continuously under Extý'eme climatic
condition-.

P Power supply voltages and transitory phenomena must not exceed the
authorized limits.

The personnel in charge of trouble shootin6 and sub-unit replacements
must be competent enough to avoid wrong moves and to perform satisfactory work.

The components whose service life comes to an end must be replaced.

2.,,. aesults Obtained

This guaranteed reliability clause has already been introduced into
many contracts covering the purchase of radiotransmission or radionavigation
equipment. However, such experience is still recent, and a few difficulties are
encountei'ed "s regards details of application ; some of them result from the fact
that it is very difficult to know the exact number of hours in service : for ins-
tance, difficult reading of time meters on equipments located at the bottom of a
cargo-compartment, problems Jnvolved in recording hours of operation on a test
bcnch, variation with aircraft types and mission profiles. Other difficulties arise
from the faict that when a user and a supplier arfue to determine if a failure is,
or is not to be ascribed to the equipment, some disputable cases are difficult to
nettle. However, on the whole, results a3e very positive ; financial involvement,
in particular, seems to be a decisive ar_-ument in increasing manufacturers' concern
for reliability problems ; besides, the extremely detailed analysis which is
perforned for each failure contributes to improving reliability, as regards the
equipment considered as wtll as future equipment.

2.4. Contractual 1:aintenance

Besides the guaranteed reliability clause whose principle, methods of
application and results hive just been presented, attempts have been made to
introduce a so called "contractual maintenance" clause for other equipment. Its
principle consists in setting, by contract, the yearly amount of repair and main-
tenance costs ; this yearly amount is determincd on the basis of the unit-price
of repairs, of the yearly number of hours of operation, and of the contractual MTBF.

q~r
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If the operatioral MTBF is higher than the contractual MTBF, the manufacturer's
benefit is increased ; on the contrary, should the reverse be true, the manufac-
turer is penaliz(d. This typc of claure seems attractive as it reduces administra-
tive proceduren and stimulates efforts to achieve hi6hcr reliability. However,
this type of clausip is still at the preliminary and tentative stage, and we have
net yet acquired sufficient experience to appreciate its real value, its results
and the difficulties involved in its application.

3. FAILURE ANALYSIS IN ACTUAL SLIVICE

As stated above, up to now quaranteed reliability clauses have been applied
essentially to contracts for the purchase of radionavigation and radiotransmission
equipmnts (TACAN, VOH-ILS, V/UHF transmitter-receiver, Marker, etc.).

Through the analysis of failure analysis Reports and their discussion at the
meetings of the Specialists'Committee, it is now possible to get better acquainted
w'ith the typci of failures affecting the reliability o! airborne avionic equipments.

Here, the notion of failure should be further specified. In order to be taken
into account for determining the MTBF, the failure must have been detected at the
user's and must require action ; as mentioned previously, this first step leads
to the drau-ing up of a FIT. Then, the failure must be ascribable to the components
this decision rests on th% Specialists'Committee. Thus "ascribable" failures are
differentiated from "non ascribable" ones. Only the first group of failures is
taken into account for the calculation of the MTBF.

3.1. Failures non ascribable to the equipment

A &ailure is not ascribed to the equipment considered when it is created
by other equipment ; this is an interface problem, ana there have been a few cases
when the failure of a given equipment could involve that of another equipment.

However, most frequently, non ascribable failures are due to abnormal
conditions of use : power supply problem ; abnormally high temperature ; vibration
conditions deviating from the rated profile described in the specifications, etc.
A )articular cxample can be quoted here : following a dispute on the operating
temperature, the following action was taken : "thermocolor" patches were fixed
on to somc poin'ts of the equipment, and it wac possible to verify that the tem-
perature recorded exceeded the sptecified temperature ; consequently, the corres-
ponding failures w re not attributed to the equipment.

There ar( also some types of technical action, reported by the FIT's,
which are not taken into account when calculating the MTBF, as they result from
human errors in hanCling, either in the field of operational use, or in the setting
up and maintenance.

3.2. Failures arribable to the equipment

These failures, the most frequent ones of course, are those with which
we are conccrncd here. The Automati.c System of Technical Information described
previouzly is an extremely valuable analysis and synthesis tool for getting a
better in:sight into reliability and a better undcrstanding of the failures which
affect it. ilany statistical studies can be carried out. Only a few examples will
be -iven here foir illustration purposes.

For inst.ance, it is always interesting to know the statistics regarding
the origins of failures. For a transmitter-sender, the findings are as follows

78 . of failures result from defective components.

17 . of failures result from desibn or manufacturing defects.

5 •. of failures are due to maladjustments.

A more accurate distribution of failures can also be obtained. On another
equipmcnt, the following distribution was found out :

5C ,. of failures are attributable to components.

8 failures due to integrated circuits

121 failures due to transistors and diodes

18 failures due to quartz

13 failures due to inductance coils

47 failures due to capacitors

15 failures due to resistances and potentiometers

26 failures due to other components
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.30 5Q of failures are attributable to faulty manufacturing

. 47 failures due to welding

• 34 failures due to contacts

* 20 failures due to short circuits

* 30 failures due to wiring

.14 • of failures are attributable to maladjustments

It is interesting to note - and this is a rather general fact - that
a certain stabilit' can be observed in the distribution of failure sources amontg
components, manufaccuring, maladjustmonts.

It is also possible to determine the failure distribution amon§ the
sub-units of an equipment ; the followinZ distribution was found for a VMIF
transmitter/receiver

* 22 •. mechanical frame

* 13 5• frequency source

. 29 S transmitting unit

* 3 5 transposition oscillator

* 6 •. modulaition preamplifier

* 4 . receiving unit

13 • low-frequency unit and silencur

* 6 . varicap control

* 4 ,. power supply

In view of these results, special attcntlon was devoted to the trans-
mitting unit in which a transistor caused ZC .of the ovtrall failures.

As it provides the mians o: -etting at a detailed know:l.dge of failures
affecting re.-liability, the analysis of technical facts has proved to bc of con-i-
derablc interest. Apart from its prir~ry purpc:e, -,.'hich war the checkinj of
controlled reliability clauses, it offers advantagec from the follcoing view.oints
it leads to a better lmowledgc of real use and environmental conditions, and,
consequently, makes it possible to eliminate anomalies ; it c'ev(alr repeatcd
failures, particularly critical modules, defective e.ompontntr, design or manufac-
turing defects and thecefore provides the means of improving reliability by
applying appropriate remedies. B sides, it supplies a larg ariount cf information
which can b- use d fruitfully for thý. design, developnent and mnnufozztu:inL of
future equipment.

4. CONCLUSIONS

An information system providing a general as wdl as anilytic knowledge of
the reliabilltv of equi-mcnt in service is an indispcnsablC tool for promoting

ýquality. It •naatIcs one io introduce Ciuaranteod 'eliability cliuses, a de•isive
element in arousing the sapplic:"s intoreat, and an efficient neans of optimizing
the "cost-reliability" c.ito.rion. Fund;,nentall\, such an information system ma-es
'ýt possible to close Lhe loop of the reliability drvelopment programme by giving
the origin and nature of failures observed ir actual operation.

The causes of poor reliability in avionic equipment can be found at the deci-n,
manufacturing and utilizatiag stages. acre precisvly, these causes are essentially
the followinZ :

- at the design stage : o•'c•n fo:" performance to the prejudice or
reliability ; pursuit of novrlty rathez than raft:" ; haste and !71k
of experience.

- at the manufartu:inZ ctagc dirrc-gad for rcTiability in o- der to
reduce _ontz ; insuf-icitnt I eiaLility PrcLraa'ss various human
factor'.

/
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- at the utilization level : care for the initial cost rather than for
the total cost ; faulty definition of the conditions of usr and misap-
preciation of the environment ; inadequate action.

The author acknowleges waith thanks the assistance of A. A. L•tunson in draw.inc
up this text.
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IMPACT OF RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT WARRANTY (RIW)
ON AVIONIC RELIABILITY

by

C. A. Hardy
Group Engineer, Research and Engineering Department
General Dynamics Corporation, Fort Worth Division

Fort Worth, Texas 76101, U. S.A.

SU"efARY

The Air Force has provided incentives to contractors of new systems to design and
produce electronic equipment with low failure rates and low repair costs in operational
use. These incentives are included in procurement contracts as Reliability Improvement
Warranty (RIW) provisions. The RIW provisions obligate the contractor to accomplish
repair and replacement of failed equipment at a fixed price during operational use of
the equipment by the Air Force. The contractor also guarantees the mean-time-between-
failure of the equipment during the warranty period. RIW is projected to have a signi-
ficant impact on avionic reliability.

INTRODUCTION

Reliability Improvement Warranty (RIW) contracting is being billed as a new
concept in airplane hardware procurement that will lead to improved reliability and re-
duced support cost, thus putting teeth in the Department of Defense's life-cycle-cost
commitments in acquisition contracts. This paper describes

"o What Reliability Improvement Warranty (RIW) is

"o Why the services are promoting RIW

"o Where RIW got its start

"o To what equipment RIW is applied

"o What an RIM contract contains

"o A contractor's response to RIW during proposal development and production
phases

"o Air Force areas of study toward making RIW a viable concept.

RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT WARRANTY (RIM) DEFINED

An RIM contract L. ., the U. S. Air Force and a contractor obligates the con-
tractor to accomplish repair at.- -polacement of failed aeronautical equipment at a fixed
price duri" operational use of the eq:•Iment by the Air Force. Under RIW, failed
equipment is returned to the contractor, a,). the repair and replacement are accomplished
at no expense to the Air Force -or i specified duration of flight/operate time or calendar
time. The manner in which i typi..al RIW contract functions is depicted in Figure 1.

Inherent L." the fl.ed-price contract, the Air Force provides an incen..-. Lur the
contractor to improve the reliability and maintainability of the equipment. If during
the course of the warranty period the contractor determines that an equipment change
would reduce the nuznber of future repair actions, and that this change coupled with the
less frequent occurrence of repairs in the tuture will result in less contractor money
being spent during the remaining warranty period, he can submit this change in a no-
cost-to-CSAF equipment improvement engineering chanige proposal (ECP).

Another proviaion which can be imposed under the RIW contract is the RIW/.MTF
guarantee provision. Under this provision the contractor guarantees the equipment 'lean-
Time-Between-Failure (1TBF) experienced during Air Force operational usage. During
designated time periods, the MTBF of the equipment is assessed. If the assessed .%fIBF is
less than the guaranteed M{1TBF during a time period, the contractor is required re insti-
tute corrective action at his expense until the MTBF improves. (Reference 1)
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THE NEED FOR RIW

With Air Force Operations and Maintenance (O&M) costs rising rapidly at a time when
the defense budget is being constrained, it is imperative that the Air Force find methods
of cost reduction. In the fiscal year 1964, Air Force O&M costs accounted for 217 of the
Air Force budget, while in fiscal year 1973, these costs accounted for 27Z. The O&M
costs are projected to continue to grow and will take an increasingly larger percentage
of total Air Force dollars. As more dollars go to O&M costs, less doklars are available
for weapon system research, development, and procurement. To slow the trend of increas-
ing O&• costs, contractors must place greater emphasis on cost-effective methods o!
accomplishing support activities and on increasing the field reliability of equipment.

The concept of RN1 was presented to the assistant secretaries of the Military
Departments (Research snd Development and Installation and Logistics) in August 1974 in
a memorandum entitled "Trial Use of Reliability Improvement Warranties in the Acquisition
Process of Electronic Systems/Equipments -ACTION MEMORANDUM". The memorandum was released
b) Arthur I. Mendolla, Ar.zistant Secretary of Defense (I&L), and Malcolm R. Currie,
Director, Defense Resea.ch and Engineering. The memorandum stated that as part of the
Department of Defense's effocts to reduce costs and improve operational reliability, trial
application of RIW should be utilized in the acquisition process to help determine the
scope and benefits that RIW might have for the Department of Defense.

The objective of the RIN as set out by the Department of Defense is to motivate
and provide an incentive to contractors to design and produce equipment that will have
low failure rates as well as low repair costs after failure due to field/operational use.

For some time, the Air Force has been trying to get improved reliability and main-
tainability through procurement methods that include reliability/maintainability programs.
These have worked to some extent, but, despite the use of these methods, the Air Force is
still plagued with poor equipment reliability and high support costs. Under these methods
of procurement the contractor's responsibility for all practical purposes ends with the
delivery of the equipment to the Air Force. These methods also put much importance on low
procurement price, thus causing contractors to design and develop equipment with the
lowest reliability that will pass contract requirements.

RIW represents a new trial concept in Department of Defense contracting with the
primary objective of extending the contractor's responsibility to include operational

//
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reliability of equipment during Air Force usage. Past experience indicates that there is
reliability growth from time of the initial design to the maturity of equ'pment in opera-
tional usage. With the appliration of RIW, the contractor is directly involved during
this period and 3hould be able to accelerate reliability improvements and minimize the
cost associated with incorporating these improvements.

Imposing RIW can serve as a most effective method of closing the information gap
between the Air Force usage of equipment and the contractor who controls equipment design.
With RIW, the contractor is motivated to find out a lot more about what his equipment is
doing in the field and to initiate changes to decrease future failures and thus, to decrease
his cost cf meeting RIW responsibilities. Under RIW, the contractor becomes actively
interested in asset mdnagement and the control of problems which are usually thought of
as Air Forct responsibilities. Turnaround of equipment, which is always vital to the Air
Force, is now vital to the contiactor also. Under RIW, with contractor direct involve-
ment, the lead time associated with reliability and maintainability improvements should
be greatly shortened since further capital investment is not required from the Air Force
and the contractor will push the _mprovement change to decrease his future repair costs.

Department of Defense guidelines for the trial use of RIW during procurement spell

out the following potential benefits to the Government and to the contractor:

"Benefits to Government

a. Incentives and responsibility for field reliability are assigned to
the contractor.

b. 3reater emphasis is placed on the life-cycle-cost approach.

c. The contractor is responsible to keep all units up to the same
configuration.

d. There is an increased incentive for the contractor to introduce
design/producticn changes that will increase the MT7F of the equipment and
result in reliability growth.

e. An incentive for reduction in repair costs is provided, since any
reduction in labor hours or materials used in repairing equipment will
increase the contractor's profits.

f. Minimal initial support investment is required by the Goveznment,
since the contractor is to provide repair services during the warranty period.

g. RIW usage may reduce rec:jiremen-s for skilled military maintenance
and support manpowez.

Benefits to Contractor

a. Increased profit potential when field MTBF is improved above pricing
base.

b. Multi-year guaranteed business.

c. The contractor becomes more familiar with the operational reliability
and maintainability characteristics of his equipment which should help him in
obtaining follow-on contracts."

Thus, under RIW procurement, the objective of both the Air Force and the contractor is th2
same- to reduce the rate of equipment removal and repair. If successful, the ;!r Felce
will have a more effective weapon system and the contractor will have reduced the cost of
meeting his RNW obligations. The RIW concept provides a means for continuous product
improvement by having "reliability" be of equal importance -ith "functional performance."
(References 1, ?)

THE START OL RIW

The forerunner of the RIW concept was the U. S. Navy Failure Free Warranty (FFW)
program with Lear Siegler on a two-gyro platform in 1967.

Lear Sicgler designed the two-gyro platform for the Navy, ind production quanti-
ties were delivered in the late 1950s. In the early 1960s, Lear Siegler and the N.ivy
were both overhauling the gyroscopes. In 1967 Lear Siegler proposed the failure-free
wa-ranty concept to the U. S. Navy and was put under contract. The proposal



centered around a fixed price to cover overhauls required during a ?ong-term field
operating period. The contract includod the following:

"o 1he overhaul of inservice gyros -800 gyros guaranteed for 1500 hours or 5 years
whichever occurs first.

"o A fixed price based on 33% of reliability improvement over the contract period.

"o A specified turnaround time.

Resui's of the VTW contract were that the gyro's reliability had exceeded expectations
and the Navy saved approximately $2 million.

Since the FFW conttrat with Lear Siegler, the services have initiated RIW contracts
on such items as the ARN-XYX TACAN and the maior avionics on the F-I1. Application of the
RIW on the F-16 will be discussed latit in this paper. (References 2, 3, 4, 5)

EQUIPMENT TO WHICH RIW IS APPLIED

Not all equipment typei are likely candidates for RIW coverage. For example,
equipment whose construction precludes the installation of seals or other control -echan-
isms to prevent unauthorired field repair may not be good candidates. Direction from the
Department of Defense as to what equipment types should be considered is included in the
RIW guidelines, which were an attachment to the memorandum entitled "Trial use of Relia-
bility Improvement Warranties in the Acquisition Process of Electronic Systems/Equipment."
Selected equipment-related criteria for likely equipment types to be covered by RIW
contained in the intidelines are presented below:

"o The equipment is readily transportable to permit return to the vendor's plant
or, alternatively, the equipment is one for which a contractor can provide for
field service.

"o The equipment is generally self-contained, is generally immune from failures

induced by outside units, and has readily identifiable failure characteristics.

"o Moderate to high initial support costs are involved.

"o Equipment application in terms of expected operating time and the use
environment are known.

"o The equipment is susceptible to being contracted for on a fixed-price basis.

"o The equipment has a potential for both reliability growth and reduction in
repair costs.

"o A sufficient quantity of the equipment 1s to be procured to make the RIW
cost effective.

"o The equipment :s of a configuration that discourages unauthorized field repair,
preferably sealed and capable of contain-ng an Elapsed Time Indicattor (ETI) or
some other means of usage control.

"o A reasonable degree of assurance exists that there will be a high utilization
of the equipment.

"o Ihe equipment is one that permits the contractor to initiate no-cost ECPa
subsequent to the Government's approval.

EQUIPMFNTS INCLUDED IN PRESENT RIW CONTRACTS

The F-16 aircraft contract serves as a good recent example of the application
of the RIW concept. A sutmmary description of the F-16 aircraft and a list
of that 1-16 equipment involved in the RIW provisions of the contract are given in
Figure 2. All the equipmnent listed is electronic equipment, and its selection for inclu-
sion under RIN meets the general Department of Defense selection criteria. Another
criterion used in the selection of the F-16 equipment to be included "under RIW was the
equipment's projected logistic support cost during Air Force usage. A brief presentation
of the use of the cost criterion in the selection of F-16 RIW candidates is given in
Figure 3. Detailed discussions of logistic support cost analysea on the F-16 are given
In a later paper in this volume.
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THlE COWrTTNT OF AN RTW CONTRACT

BeCcaus~e specific R1W provisions should he tailored to the weapon system or equip-
mea..t being warranted, a qtarndard set of specific terms and conditions do not vxiqt.
How.ever. the warr~nt sect ion of the F-16 contract can be reviewed. This review conitti-
tuteli a MwlWr4ry of the salient termil and conditions of the F-16 contract and will serve
to outline the basic Ingredients contained In present-day RIW contracting.



F-16 RFLIABILITY IMPIROVMY¶NT WARRANTY

The contractor agtees to provide TABLE 1. FLU LI;T
(at firm fixed prices included in the
contract) either of two options: FLU - a rfl o

________ PW R i:W!-;I7

"4A 8-month (or 300,000-flight Flight Control Computer
hour) reliability improvement Heads-Up Display
warranty on any or all of the Headsip DisplayFirs Lin Unts (t.U) lited Heads-Up Display Electronics
First Line Units (FI~A1) listed Fire Control Computer
in Table 1. (This option wll1 Inertial Navigation Unit
be referred to as the RIW op ,on.) Radar E/O Display

Radar E/O Electronic

" A 48-month (or 300,000-flight Radar Antenna

hour) reliability imprcvement Radar Transmitter

warranty with an MTBF guarantee Radar Digital Processor

on any or all of the FLUs listed Radar Computer

in Table I. (This option will

be referred to as the RIW/KTBF Radar Low Power RF

option.)

AIR FORCE EXERCISE OF OPTIONS

Any of the options can be exercised on or before production go-ahead. The warranty
period starts at delivery of the first production airplane anJ continues fcr 48 months of
300,000 flight hours, whichever comes first. In addition, tie contractor agrees to nego-
tiate extending the warranty period for additional 24-month periods at the option of the
government.

WARRANTY AND REPAIR STATEMENTS

The contractor warrants that each FLU delivered under the production contract or
associated separate spares contract will be free from defects in design, material, and
worrmanship and will operate, when required, in its intended environment in accordance
with contractual specifications, for the warranty period set forth. Any FLU that fails
to meet the warranty will be returned to the contractor (at Government expense) and will
be repaired or replaced (at contractor expense).

The contractor shall not be obligated to repair or replace at no cost to the
Governrent any warranted FLU that is lost or damaged by rea'on of fire expiosion, sub-
mersion, flood, aircraft crash, enemy combat action, or tampering by Government personnel,
provided there is clear and c~nvincing evidence of such cause. In addition, the contrac-
tor shall not be obligated for repair of physical damage caused by mistreatment or tamper-
ing by non-contractor personnel, The conLractor is not liable for special consequential
or incidental damages.

Any failed FLU not covered by warranty that is returned to the contractor will be
repairod as directed by the Government for an equitable price/cost adjustment.

CONTRACTOR OBLIGATIONS

In addition to the basic warranty and repair statements mentioned above there is a
list of comprehensive contractor obligations included in the contract. These obligations
are sur"arized below.

" All contractor-initiated ECPs for Improved reliability and maintainabilitv
approved by the Government will be incorporated at no cost to the Government.
As each FLU is repaired by the contractor, it will be brought up to the lateqt
configuration. Kits will be provided for ur.m ified FLPs at the end of the
warranty.

"o A suitable and prominent display of warranty information will be placed on the
surface of each FlU.

"o At least one fully operational warrantv-repair facility will be maintained at
a location to minimire pipeline time. The facility will include a secure
storaKe area for spareos

"o Sealswillbe installed onall warranted F11sstiminimize unauthorized maintenance.



"o When a F 1. falls, the Government notifies the contractor In writing or by
electronic mvNsage. Nhipment of a replacement spare will be within one working

day, but not later than 72 hours after notificstion.

" The repair, replacement, and/or incorporation of approved reliability and
maintainability mxodirications on all returned FIX9 must be completed and FI.Us
stored in secure storage on a turnaround time average of a specified smber
of days.

" Actual average turnaround time will he coTputed in 6-month intervals. If the
Actual value during a 6-rxmth pe.riod is greater than the specified average

turniaroufnd tire for returned Hil', a penalty will be assessed. The contractor
will lend the Government consignment FLI's If spare shortages occur. The maxi-
mrn~r nomber of comsignment spares that are to be provided are determined by an
equation in the contract. If consigmnment Fl.tis are not provided, a dollar
penalty is incurred in accordance with the contract.

" The contractor will include applicable warranty information in all pertinent
technical manuals.

('AOV RJMNT OBI.ICAT IONS

There are also Government obligations written into the contract. These obligations
are suriarited as follows:

"o Failures will be verified by the Government, using appropriate procedures and

test equipment.

"o The Goverra. ,' will provide the contractor with failure circumstance data.

"o MIL-STD-794 pi kaging will be used to the extent possible on shipment of FLUs.

"o Failed FIX's will be shipped promptly to the contractor.

"o The contractor will be notified of a failed FlU, and shipp.ng instructions will

be provided for delivery of a replacemen' unit.

"o The Government will provide the contractor information on accumulated flight

hours on F-16 aircraft.

"o No-cost Reliability and Maintainability Engineering Change Proposals (ECPs)
submitted will be incorporated into the contract "X" days after receipt unless
the contractor receives written notification of non-approval by the Government
prior to that date.

WARRANTY DATA REQ'IRF.M1NTS

The contractor will develop and maintain a data accumulation, processing, analysis,
and repor Ing system capable of providing the data items necessary for implementing any

of the provisions of the warranty and capable of providing to the Government data and
inforration on the reliability of a warranted FLI. The internal contractor data system
should provide data such as shown in Table 2.

RIW/fTrBF GIARANTFFE OPTION

If the Government decides to exercise the RIW/rTBRF guarantee option, the following
provisions apply in addition to those of the basic RIW option stated in prior paragraphs:

"o rle contractor guarantees that each FI.' delivered under the production contract
or associated spare-s contract will achieve an !fiTF equal to or greater than

that %ho,hw In Table 1.

"o For this gijarantee, MTRF is defined to be total operating hours accumulated on
all units during a specified period divided by the total number of fai' ires of
all such units during that period.

"o For pjurposes of the TI'rF measurement, failures will include all replacement or

repair actions performed under the RIW provision except thos repair and replace-
rents covered under the exclusion clause and except any FIV which is returned



TABLE 2. RIW CONTRACTOR DATA ELEMENTS

RNw AND RIW/KTBF DATA

"o CONFIGURATION CONTROL DATA
"o Configuration Control by Serial Number
"o All Changes to Configuratiou, Design, Part, T.O., or AGE that

Affect Form, Fit, or Function
"o Changes that Do No Affect Form, Fit, or Function

"o FLU INITIAL DELIVERY DATA

"o THE FOLLOWING FOR EACH RETURNED FLU
"o Date Received by Contractor
"o Serial Number
"o ETI Reading
"o Condition of Unit Based on Initial Inspection
"o Failure Mode
"o Probable Failure Cause
"o Action Taken for Repair
"o Manhour3 Expended by Labor Category
"o Parts and Material Usage
"o Test Results
" Date Stored in Secure Storage Area
" Hour and Date of Notification of a Failure
" Hour and Date Replacement Unit is Shipped from .'ecure Storage

and tests out well at the repair facility.

" For purposes of MTBF measurement, total operating hours will be computed by use
of equations in the contract. These equations are based on elapsed operating
time from failed units.

" For each type of FLU, the contractor will make semi-annual measurements of the
FLU MTBF achieved over the previous 6 months. The first measurement will be
made A months after the initial anniversary date. The contractor's obligation
termi) 'tes when two consecutive measurements yield FLU MTBF values that equal
or ext -- ! the guaranteed MTBF values for Period 3, but in no event will the
obliga , o -rminate earlier than 18 months after initial anniversary date.

" In the evL.. measured MTBF for any measurement period in less than the

guaranteed value, contractor will. furnish to the Government the following:

a. Engineeriig analyses *:, determine causes of non-conforming MTBF.

b. Correctivi engineering design changes.

c. Modification of the FLUs, spare FLUs, and/or spare parts, as required, at
contractor expense.

d. Pipeline unit spares as needed hy the Government on a consignment (no-charge
loan) basis but no greater than a quantity comlputed by an equation in the
contract.

TABLE 3. MTBF GUARANTEE VALUES

_...._FLU E llMTB F* ....
FLU PERIOD I PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3

I THRU 12 m)NTHS 13 THRU 24 %,MNTHS 25 THRU' 36 %UN14HS

NAVIGATION UNIT
FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTER
RADAR/E.-O DISPLAY
HEAD-UP DISPLAY
HUD ELECTRONICS
RADAR/E-O ELECTRONICS
RADAR FLUs

* For calendar time from initial anniversary date



CONTRACTOR'S RESPONWE TO RIW DURING PROPOSALS

One of the biggest realizations for the weapon system contractor when he receives
a Requiest for Proposal (RFP) that contains an RIW requirement is that the customer is
asking him to delve into an area that historically he has not been directly involvel in.
That is, his responsibility is being extended to include operational or field perf mance
with the major objective of demonstrating higher operational reliability and reduc sup-
po'-t costs. In developing his proposal, the contractor looks to prior contracts ant tees
little precedence and historical information on this tytte of contract, Not withatand) g,
industry is fully aware of the dilemma the services are in-they are troubled with equp-
mnt hdving low reliability and high support cost and, at the same time, they are tr!'ing
to reduce these problems with a new concept. Industry realizes that the services are
taking a new approach toward inproving the total support postute of a vwapon system. This
new approach is RIW, which, as a main Ingredient, includes the involvement ot the cor''ac-
tor and Government as a team, both with the identical aim-to reduce the rate of eq.%ipment
removal and repair.

One of the most important elements in the building of the RIW response is that f
properly pricing the warranty. All activicies projected to be accomplished and all tOj
major factors that influence these activities must be identified, analyzed, and conve:"ed
into costs -costs tl'at are projected far enough into the future to cover the time bass of
the contract, Items typical of those to be included are:

"o Projected unit returns- failed units, good units

"o Repair time/failed unit

"o Test time/good unit

"o Repair and test hour costs

"o Material costs

"o Asset control

"o Test and repair equipment and facilities

"o Data collection

"o Engineering analysis

"o Failure-rate improvement trend

"o Modification costs

"o Reporting to customer

"o Direct labor rates

"o Overhead costs

"o Profit

The determinatic 3 of the projected rEturn rate and of the proposed guaranteed MTRF
of warranted equipment are two of the most difficult parameters to quantify. In the F-16
contract, the avionics that were under consideration for the airplatie were generally
derivatives of avionics already in operational use or derivatives of avionics that had
undergone some type of prototype testing. Since the return rate and operational MTBF were
to be a function of the equipment in Air Force use, being handled and tested by Air Force
personnel and controlled by Air Force data systems and asset control, the projected rates
of return and %fTBF were determined by use of Air Force data (e.g., AFM 66-1 data). The
failure rates of same family and/or similar equipment were modified as a function of pro-
jected simplification, design changes, state-of the art improvements, environmental
differences, etc., to derive estimates of the projected return rates and operational MTBFs
for the F-16 program.

CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSE TO RIW DU'RING DEVELOPMENT

Contracts such as the F-16 contain the RIW provisions as options to be exercised
during the development phase prior to production go-ahead or spares provisioning. The
contractor'% response during the 4evelopment phase will be prompted by the timeliness and



sincerity of Air 'orce decisions and actions on RIW.

Prior to the Air Force exerciisng the RIW, the development contracts will by neces-
sity be executed on the basis of trad tional and conventional contract provisions. New
weapon system contracts have a rigoro, s, formal reliability and maintainability program,
which includes requirements for R&M design reviews, parts selection and screening, pre-
dictions, failure modes and effects analyses, and formal reliability testing of contractor-
furnished avionics in the laboratory under environment during development and production
phases. Under this traditional contracting method, if the RIW provisions are not involvee,
for all practical purposes the contractor's liability extends to delivery and acceptance
of equipment.

On the basis of some studies that have been completed, it appears that to accomplish
the objective of RIW, which ii to improve reliability and reduce support costs, it would
be most advantageous to exercise the RIW as early as pissible during the development phase.
These scudies indicate that over 907. of the decisions that determine life cycle cost are
made by the end of Full Scale Development. When the RIW options on a contract such as
the F-16 are exercised, these options will be exercised before production go-ahead. This
means that part of the design and development phase is still being accomplished. OIce
the RIW options are exercised on a contract, the contractor has a definite incentivr to
change his business-as-usual design methods to methods that investigate, identify, and
reduce the number of potential removals and repair through design innovations.

Instead of trying to design the lowest-cost equipment that will meet engineering
and reliability qualification, the contractor's objective will change to that of designing
to the lowest cost per operat- hour, which allco';s him to use more expensive materials and
components in areas that will improve NTBF. If the contractor determines that a more
rigorous and costly quality control effort on particular components would offer a signifi-
cant improvement in MTBF and at the same time be cost-effective in terms of maximum number
of equipment operate hours per dollar, he could and would institute such an effort.

Even the performance of all reliability program tasks would be influenced. For
example, during the conventional contract reliability test, the contractor is vitally
interested in the relevant failures that occur during the test. With RIW, emphasis is put
on all failures that significantly influence return rares and guaranteed MTBF, and correc-
tive action would be taken to preclude their occurrence in the field.

Under conventional contracting, engineering efforts associated with support problems
are not well organized. With RIW, as a function of management necessity, engineering and
design is thrust more directly and with full involvement into the arena of problem solving
to improve the support aspects of the contractor's product.

During development flight testing, as the weapon system is being flown by both
contractor and Air Force personnel, the contractor has his first opportunity to establish
a tracking system on RIW units in an environment similar to Air Force operations. During
this period, reliability and design engineers, coupled with quality control and logistic
personnel, track the performance and problems of RIW units and evaluate asset and inventory
control processes. Actual performance of RIW items during flight test are compared with
those projected during contract negotiations to find problem areas and initiate corrective
action as required. (Reference 2)

CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSE TO RIW DURING PRODUCTION

With the Air Force cowmmitment to production go-ahead with RIW, the contractor is
signaled to begin putting into effect the RIW provisions of the production contract. On
contracts like the F-16, the contractor puts into effect the individual equipment subcon-
tractor's RIW provisions.

Within a period of several months from contract go-ahead, the contractor submits a
plan to the Air Force detailing the contents of two reports to be submitted to the Air
Force- one covering RIW, the other covering RIW/MTBF:

* Under RIW, the Warranty Data Report is provided semi-annually. This report
covers the warranty experience over a 6-month reporting period.

* Under RIW/HTBF, the MTBF Data Report is provided at the end of each measure-
ment period. This report covers the information pertinent to the MTBF
guarantee clause.



The contractor installs two items on each warranted unit prior to delivery: a seal
to prevent unauthorized maintenance and a placard with the information that the unit is
under warranty.

Test, repair, and modification facilities are activated to implement action on all
returned units. Under RIW, certain activities are added to those performed under conven-
tional overhaul contracts. Examples of some of these activities are as follows:

"o Engineering is involved in tear down, part replacement, and assembly. Engineer-
ing performs inspection and analysis of faulty parts to determine failure modes
and of selected other parts to determine probable future failure modes.

" Rigorous technical analyses are performed with fleet data on failed units and
with in-house data from repair, overhaul, and test to determine changes that
would decrease the return rate of units -changes in design, parts, quality
control procedures, or overhaul procedures.

As design improvements are indicated as 2 result of field performance feedback and
in-house evaluations, the improvements are made. Under conventional contracting these
improvements would be delayed or never made because of the long process of paper work or
of additional funding requirements.

Asset, configuration, and inventory control processes are implemented comn ensurate
with the higher administrative and technical attention that is required under RIW contract-
ing. These controls are vital to the operation of RI's. A piece of equipment that is
sitting in a receivirg area or delaye. in the repair cycle or belatedly modified to the
latest configuration is a detriment to the successful accomplishment of turnaround time
within the specified time in the contract and within b '6eted dollars.

A system of quantitatively tracking all parameters that critically influence RIW
is implemented. Technical and administrative management must know the status of RIW, the
problem areas, and the impact of proposed design or procedural changes on RIW performance
so that comparisons can be made of actual performance versus required MTBFs, turnaround
times, replacement response, etc. (Reference 2)

AIR FORCE-INDUSTRY STUDY KEI ISSUES

Since RIW is a new procurement procass for the services and there is little prece-
dence or historical data on this type of contracting, the Air Force is particularly inter-
ested in some elements of the implementations of RIW. This interest is centered about the
i.roper application of some of the aspects of RIW so that RIW as contracted will be viable
and will properly attain the objectives of improved reliability and reduced support costs.
Some of the key issues requiring Air Force guidance that are being studied by the Air
Force and industry are summarized below:

KTBF Requirements

"o Should the Government specify a minimum MTBF?

"o Should a joint Government/industry group review these requirements prior
to RFP release?

"o Should the PMTBF he as defined in MIL-STD-781B or should it be an operational
value?

"o When should the MTBF requirement be applied and should it be related to
growth or a point estimate value?

Failures

"o Is a frilure Jefined as a removal ior any cause or should there be exclusions?

What cxclusions should be taken?

"o How should turnaround time be defined and applied?

Timing of RIW Applicntion

"o When and how shoold RW be applied? (parallel development, competitive

development, competitive jroduction, options, tie to milestones)

"o How long shouldthe duration of the warranty be?



RIN Contractlng Basis

"o What type of a contract should it be? (RDT&E phase with designed-in
reliability, production with reliability and maintainability improvements)

"o What type of an incentive structure should be applied?

"o What should the reward-penalty relationship be?

CONCLUSIONS

Reliability Improvement Warranty contracting provides a new viable concept in
fixed-price procurement, which, when executed, extends the contractor's responsibility
for the performance of his equipment into the operational phase and can result in improved
reliability and reduced supply cost. Reliability Improvement Warranty is now being
applied on a trial basis and will require a new type of innovative management and techni-
cal administration of cont-acts -by the Air Force to assure attaimnent of the objectives
of RIW and by the contractor to assure that reliability efforts do provide a reduced rate
of returned units and result in the company meeting its RIW commaitment at or less than
the negotiated cost.
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SUMPhA qY

Commonplace design techniques can be applied to a development program with the con-
straints of hvldirog a normal cost ceilinr and schedule, and thtse techniques can skillfully
be controlled to provide hioher reliability than would otherwise be expected. At the other
extra::.., special and unusual desirn tech-,!Iues can greatly extend costs and schedule. but
with pr-iper application they can produce much higher reliability. This paper addresses the
ceneral situation between these two extremes, wherein a difficult reliability objective can
be considered and techniluem applied which will attain a preferred balance between relia-
bility and all coppetinc factors such as performance, cost, schedule. etc.

For this consideration much rust be done before development contract award. including
thorough understanding of the need for the desired reliability and the probability of its
attainment un~er various trades and compromises. Agreement must be reached on the assign-
Pent of the first few functional models, the availability of sophisticated facilities for
failure analysis, and the provision of close technical supervisicn of circuit design and
analysis and mechanical layout. Preferred sources for all critical parts and materials must
be both known and proven. It is the author's contention that adherence to the discussed
techniques and their intent will generally lead to the attainment of optim'nr. reliability
prior to the need for a quantitative reliability verification test, and the question of
reliability growth during the development rrorram will be academic.

INTRODIUCTION4
Any of several different approaches miuht be selected and identified as special effort

to design for hlrh reliability. The level of effort will vary considerably among these
choices and no probably will the results. At the m'inimums effort extreme management can put
a epiling on design costs and enceuriee any and all special dcsien effort so lone as it does
not increase the cost or delay the schedule. With such limitations the most productive
effort miffht well be to e-rloy des-igners with the rreatest successful background of design
ewnerience who valued their reputntion for sound design. Then ensure that they are not
sssirned that which they feel they cannot accomplish. Preluently the need for high relia-
bilitv Is recognited to 'he worth an added irncremsent of cost. Perhaps the greatest benefit
then sirht be to encourage the desirn team to be more thorol~rh and recheck its work with
esre. but all within the new ac-ewhnt increased budret andi schedule.

This paper addresses the development program wherein specific high quantitative relia-
bility is felt essential, and cost ceilings and schedule extensions are items for negotiatior.
during which, if necessary, the quantitative level of required reliability is traded and
coppro~ised with other performance factors and with cost and schedule. Under these con-
ditions It becomes i-portant to review all those desian techniques which show any prcs~ise of
improvin~g the reliability otherwise attained, In a viven progrAm then, those techniques
which appear tm have a high ratio of reliability yield to design effort can be adcpted.

RELIABILITY RE,)ý"IREVENTS
B-ecsuse of the is~ertial nature of strona continuo-us motivation for the design teas,

the cuotomer's need for reliability rust be thoroughly understood. Just what drives his
rpitpirepant'l It way be lifo cycle cost. It way be a special importance cf high product
availability, or the penalizirg cost of unavailst-iity. Reliability ray even be essential
to the customer's econo-ir surv~vnl. ýuitp likely It Tay have a specific relati-nship to
the profits ýf his epterprise. And of couirse It may directly threaten the existence of his
project* Reliability's role ray be obstcur~ly interwoven with maintainability, survivability.
safety, or ^*h-r cnrtii,uic,) sreoialtiest. An understanding of all rolatine factors is vital
to optimizimr trades. boewpen reliAbility anr' other rprformarce criteria, and T~aintainabil;.ty.
ornAucibilltv. sch~edule, cost, and prcodaction future.

With a valid underatsnding of the custo-erl- need for reliability as a background.
provneed contract c--mitments. exrl~cit and inferred, which also identify related rewards,
penalties, -eans for later ad-ust-ent and adjudication, andi means for administering. 'Judging.
and v-licinr can be considered, reviewed, and hopefully finalized into an efficient workable
contract arrqan'e#ent. Vundane a- It say seer, the c'~ntraot should makce very clear what c-v--
stitutes a failure r.levlrt tr reliability. Cnce a contract is in hastd it beco-es vital tt
identify exactly what cortract stateeprts specify reliabilityi roluiretrents, what cortract
verbiagfe must be J~j4.rpi to caket fiirther i-rl ication cor~cerninr reliabli~ty. a-, fin~ally ýusi
what contracot lorr-holes permit exactly how much reliability flexibility. This total infor-
mmator shmuld !,e toth broadly eismerl - Red an' accurately urderstocd by all members of the

The entire loevelormont crganjtotti-n must 1, examrined to verify the role that each member
will rlsy in rorAor to achieve reflisblity obi-etives. It is ess~ntini that responsibility
not mn'v be asai-ped Snr aoc'.pted. lbu* that ;he close rela'ionshir between desiun responsi-
bility for achiovin-. rerf-r-aneo r.'~uir"-^n~m iAn for achieving r-lilabilty rejuirerents



(as well as those for maintainability, survivability, safety, atc.,) be recogr, j, be

appreciated. and be efficiently functional. Furthermore. in an overall co,* 'ation,required reliability must be a basic objective of an authoritative membt- .. management

In order to guarantee that attention that is vital to Its achievement.

CONCEPTUAL DECISTONS AND RELIABILITY
Many conceptual decisions concerning the development of a new complex avionic product

are made both consciously and subconsciously long before a customer is identified and long
before commitments take shape. Many if not all of these early decisions affect reliability
in a minor or often major way, affect the maximum quantitative reliability that is achiev-
able within the state of the art, or within a practical limited extension of the state of
the art. Unless quantitative reliability receives appropriate consideration, and unless
this consideration is realistic for potential customers, much development time and expense
may be lost before a satisfactory product emerges from the development process. Once con-
ceptual decisions have been made, almost any chan'e thereto is very painful because it
becomos major redesign.

Typical conceptual decisions for our attention are the following. Analog electro-
mechanical design may be supplanted with solid-state digital design. Should environmentpl
control of avionics be achieved with hermeticity, with multi-staze cooling and heat exchang-
ers. or with conductive cooling deVendent on external environmental den's? Should the
design be keyed to recantly developed components where high confidence liability experi-
ence is still lacking, or to older less ideal components whose reliabi. y is known?
Designs keyed to components which do not have multiple sources for ready availability must
be assessed for reliability risk avainst alternative design or means for avoidance if the
supply Pipeline shuts down for any reason during production.

Early conceptual decisions can often be made which provide later options for deciding
approaches to reliability. However, during conceptual decision making someone has to keep
at least an approximate running rough estimate of the reliability to be expected from each
altarnative.

RELIABILITY ACHIEVEVENT RISK
Before signina a contract for development with a customer who insists on a quantitative

roliability requirement, some assessment of the probability of its achiev'ment must be made.
If the development will be chiefly limite'i to prior proven and well understood design con-
cepts, then a total understanding of all performance aspects, all operating facets, of a
closely similar design will provide the best estimatine background. Especially valuable
will be current exercisina of a functional model. If such a background is impossible then
all available laboratory data pertinent to the forthcoming design should be collected and
stu4 ied in an attempt to equa,:- theoretical design performance and laboratory observation.
There is ever rresent a significant risk that total hardware functi'ning is not totally and
completely understood and that laboratory data are not completely relatable to design values.
In fact one frequently finds the latter portions of a design being accomplished experimen-
tally on the laboratory work bench, even with cut and try techniques. Such omissions in
theoretical understanding increase the risk of unexpected failure mechanisms and less than
expected reliability. The desired tota. understanding becomes the basis for identifying the
total performance requirements hnd the prob-ble local environment for each piece part to be
employed in the proposed deqirn. In turn, reasonable reliability estimates can be calcu-
lated. required reliability apportioned as desired to concentrate expected difficulties in
preferred circuits. Then the risk of insufficient reliability, or conversely probability
of "ceded reliability achievement can be calculated.

Durine conceptual decision making, the manner of inserting quantitative reliability
into the trade decisions requires that running estimates of probable reliability be main-
tained. When it comes time to assess the achievement risk, these estimates become the start-
ing Point, and they are updated with every bit of refined thinkine that relates to total
piece part performance, total local envirnnment, and operational expectation. The selected
piece tarts with their refined estimates are compared to expectations from available (hope-
fully multiple) rnrts sources, and adjustments made in expacted failure rates if necessary.
From these failure rates are calculated reliability values for functirnal assemblies, units.
equipments, and the overall system. End figures are compared with customer expectations,
the lat+*r ia broken down to set an objectivi for each portion of the end product, in nrder
that the allowable margin between expectation and requirement can become known. If there is
little. -r no, or a negative marrin between expectation and requirement, then the require-
ment is so apportioned among the various units of the end product as to assign the greatest
reeds for reliability improvement to those places in the design where the expectation for
imorovement is judged vreatest. When it is possible to go thro.igh this process before a
contract is simned, final €-ntraet decision can take into account the expected risk of relia-
bility accomplishment. Even if this risk assessmen- cannot be reached urtil after contract
signin,. it should still be made as soon as possible in order that the risk guide contract
administration and later contract amendments.

Risk assessment can be a orocess of continuous refinement from the tie of earliest
design consideration. Rough reliability estimates based solely on approximate parts count
are excellent as a start and have been described in the literature1 . The degr-e of refine-
ment thereafter is lioited only by the degree of detail available concerning .. rt useage.

ASSIGNmENT OF EARLY FUNCTIONAL DEVELOPmENT PODELS
Usually development contracts identify the disposition of all fabricated functional

m'dels of the end Product. Ancordinaly. prior to finalizing a development contract, careful
thourht should be given to providing for reliabilily stzdy in the assignent of early
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functional models. Much experience seems to dictate that the first final configuration
functioning unit off the productioR, line should be assigned back to the development labora-
tory. This unit should be operationally scrutinized with utmost care to verify that every
portion of every circuit Properly functions exactly as expected for all variations of envi-
ronment (electrical, and non-electrical, and in the total system) and for all modes of
overation. If this is not so, then complete understanding rust be achieved for the func-
tioninv observed and appropriate revision made to earlier theory so that expectations are
then validated. Thi- means that the laboratory must have a suitable environmental chamber,
dedicated instrumentation, and replacement assemblies available as needed. •4th any degree
of modern avionic system complexity, several months will eleppo before unanswered questions
concerning the new design begin to be worked out. Further, the crew assigned to this inves-
tigati-n must be rendered free from other priorities, and must have ready access to all
portions of the development team in order to rapidly resolve misunderstandings and diffi-
culties. Progress must be monitored on a daily basis, and manarement assistance provided
for adequate suprort. Note that essentially all of the testing performed on this first unit
should be verification of early subassembly development tests and their findings. Under no
circumstance should large surprises because of enexpected difficulties at environmental
extremes be expected. Obviously encountered failures should receive prime attention and
this attpntion should not be relaxed until a complete understanding of the correct failure
mechanism is acquired.

The second rroduction model off the production line is usually demanded by the customer
for form, fit. and function study. If this is so, then the third production unit (at the
latest) should be assigned (for six months or more) to reliability assessment. Some care
should be exercised with this unit to avoid introdicirg any failures non-relevant to relia-
bility determination. An operating profile consistent with later official reliability veri-
fication should then be established. The prime objective of the testing exercise for this
third unit is to 1) uncover design shortcomings and oversights nertinent to reliabtlityl
2) identify wmrkmanship Problems and inspection difficulties; 3) spotlight parts selection
shortcomings Including omitted specificaticn, insufficient inspectie inadequate source,
and nesd for burn-ins 4) expose fR4lure mechanisms of those failures 4hich possibly will
not be easily permanently eliminated$ 5) provide indication of probable reliability varia-
tion among otherwise similar future production units; and 6) indicate the reliability and
reliability variation to be expected for various options of design remedy. The progress
made with this reliability test rodel may surgest great value for an option for assigning
xaditional early models to reliability.

FAILURE MODE, EFFECT, AND CRITICALITY ANALYSIS, (FVECA)
Ffilure mode, effect, and criticality analyses have teen amply described in a prior

report . Such analvies deserve -ention at this point because It is important to begin them
immediately after signing a development contract. Initial analysis effort should be based
on considerations that went into conceptual design decisions and early reliability estimates,
so that if errors in these estirates are to be uncovered, modifications can be considered at
the earliest poQsible moment. There analyses should be made by these responsible for design
in order that they recognize the effect of their design decisions on reliability. Assist-
ance from reliability specialists is valuable Provided the designer is not decoupled too
far from the analysis. The FMECA should be revised and up-dated on a continuous basis as
design details are resolved and as parts sources are identified and test data acquired.

PIECE FART PROCUREMENT
Inevitably every development will include a few or manv lone-lead-time procurement

parts anO components. Because of need for this long lead time, occasion will arise when
subcontracts and purchase orders are placed immediately upon signing the development con-
tract. Thus there is i-portant early homework to accomplish in the procurement area in
order to protect the achievement of high reliability aaainst the pressure and sequence of
tiaht Oevel-pm'nt schodules.

A number of recommonAations are to be made in tVis section for close scrutiny of piece
part sources. vost of these recommerdations aprly regardless of whether the preferred
source is a subsidiary of *he developer's organization, even a contiguous department in his
organization, or an unknown manufacturer. liven a choice, the best source is likely to be
a stable organization with a long hist-ry in its product line. and a !ong history of very
satisfactory rrncurp-ent relationships for past development proqrams. In this ideal situ-
ation there is little need tn study the a-urce organization especially :or the current pro-
curement need. At the other extreme is the situation where the source organization has had
no nrevious contact with the developer, and has not previously marketed (to any significant
extent) 1h1 i*em to hp rrociree.

Because more than a sinvle Rourcc should be identified and verified for every procure-
ment item going into a high reliatility development proiram, all likely sources for the type
of rioce rarts and materials custo-arily used in typical developments should be extensively
surveyed rrior to any specific rrocureretit requirerent. An adequate survey made by a team
from the leveloper's ore-nizatien should view ard review the sutcontractor or piece part
manufacturer and his facilities wýth an experienced eye with respect to adequacy of design
capability (v-rsus stite rf the art). adequacy of quality control, reliability awareness,
resea-ch backoround and design evaluation. Permanency of optimum design techniques, pro-
ductimr cqraility, cost arn schedjle nerrorrance, personnel stability and longevity, labor
relations, an,' financial Rolvency. While these criteria maV seem remote from reliability.
any Interuction I- procurament d';rinr rro'uctir- leeds to sutstitutions and the need to
re-evaluate *he rolmiaýilty of the leveloped prod-ict. Prospective sources for piece tarts
who rate highly in the Aurey but hRce not rrovicuslv supplied the developer should be given
trial vrocu-eients for at l*'st rartial vprificaticn of the survey findi-gs.
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History contains many Instances of reliability difficulties that have arisen and then
been trac-d to lack of tight control of a procured piece part. No specification, practi-
cally speaking, will spell out in detail every characteristic vital to a complex system.
Actually procurement specifications with special language specify certain critical param-
eters. Other parameters are covered by standard specification practice (fine print). Still
other factors are irplied by customary procurement practice. And finally, inevitably a few
factors, nowhere specified, are established by habit or the custom of the piece part manu-
facturer. This looseness of specification is usually found at every level of procurement.
Thus the piece part manufacturer has only semi-complete control over the sources of his raw
material. He may be forced to change sources and in all good conscience establish to his
own satisfaction that his new source provides everything needed and previously provided by
the old source. Surprisingly these substitutions often lead to difficulties and all con-
cerned then learn of unknown dependence on unspecified parameters.

Standardization of piece parts to be employed in development while never completely
inclusive is a great asset for source selection philosophy. For instance, proper control
of procurement of high reliability parts nearly always requires a specification and special
drawing by the procuring developer in order to not only specify any parameters oýarlooked by
a standard specification, but to identify precise acceptance inspection -equiremr,¢1ts (in
terms of both source's and developer's test and inspection facilities) and statistical
acceptance plans if acceptable, reliability evaluation requirements, basis for releztion
and return for credit, constraints on material substitution, burn-in if anj and other
special screening.

CIRCUIT DESIGN
At the top of the list of high reliability corsiderations for circuit design is the

need for a standard rarts list (SPL) or handbook and a rigorous authoritative organization
for its control. While the gradual acquisition of preferred parts for irclusion in the SPL,
based on successful experience, is perhaps the most painless means for the creation of an
adeluate SPL, other short-cut means have been quite effective. One such means is the
following.

With appropriate anticipatory language in subcontracts and purchase orders, a Parts
Control Board (PCB) composed of a chairman from the developer's organization, and a parts
specialist (member) from each significant supplier is organized and begins its meetings on
a frequent (monthly) schedule immediately upon award of the development contract. The PCB
by majority vote, but with the chairman's power of veto, agrees on a preliminary SPL that
is to Povern all suppliers. Any additions (and deletions) to the SFL are made subject to
discussion and vote by the PCB. Any and all piece parts to 'e used by the developer or any
subcontractor must either be placed in the SPL, or ýe specifically approved by the PCB for
the singular use and effectivity upon which the vote is taken. Ofton special verification
tests are demanded, and later experience may then warrant inclusion in the SPL. The col-
lective experience and intelligence brought together by the PCB lelds rapidly to a practical
SPL. The frequency of PCB meetings is adjusted to needs and early reduction in meeting
frequency is expected. The desirability for special drawings, special tests, and acqui-
sition of special data can be reviewed by all and discussed. Above all, the parts sources
then readily recomnize the parvasive i-vortanre of reliability in the mind of the developer.

The next most important consideration for high reliability circuit design is circuit
analysis. In this computer aqe much has been done toward standardized computer analysis
of electronic circu!ts. Initially. it is well to note that if there is to be anything like
an extensive inv-stigation of an electronic circuit, a design which minimizes the number of
different types of circuits (maximizing the repetitive employment of a minimum number of
circuits) will both ease the analysis burden and increase the likelihood of total evaluation
of the circuits used. The design of large scale digital computers has been a classic
example of an extremely complex large system which employs an amazingly large quantity of
but a few difrerent circuits.

Computerized circuit analysis begins with the creation of an accurate equivalent cir-
cult. The value of all subsequent results will be heavily dependent uron the assumptions
e-ploved In claiming accuracy for the equivalent circnit used. The writing of circuit
eluations to cover circuit rerformance in terrs of rarts parameters can benefit today from
the incroasing emphasis on mathematics brought about by the computer age. The circuit
equations will usually ircorrorate into one or another of various existing general computer
orogirms, which can then be debu-red, run, and the co-ruter output analyzed.

Because programmed circuit analysis by computer reluires as inputs variovs voltages,
values of resistors, capacitors, rarametori for transistors and intearatad circdits, and
the like. it is convenient t- introduce therein initial tolerances, value variations with
teprerature. humidity, And life, and all the diift and aaing factors that affect proper
functining of the circuit.

worst case analysis is made when all circuit rarareter values for computer input are
simultaneously chosen at those tolerance and drift extremes that abridge proper operation
the most. Worst case desi-n is achieved if desired functioning prevails with such extremes
of parameter values. Obviously the frequency with which a repetitive circuit configiration
is repeatedly employed in an overall sys'em can provide strong influence in the direction
of worst case design.

Studies have been made wherein the statistical distribution of tolerances is considered
so that calculition of the probability of proper cperatin can be made for something less
than worst case design. However, it is usually found that with highly replicated circuits,

'I, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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the ssvings in circuitry, soace, weight, power requirement, and cost is minor for statia-
tical design over worst case design when co-rared with the rapid drop in reliability. The
crest advantage of worst case design (other than its greater reliability) is that it can
be rerftrmed with a minimur of parameter design information, ard it avoids need for assump-
tions or voluminous data for the assignment of statistical distributions to the tolerances
anO drifts. In any case, the opportunity to explore circuit function as parameters are
varied throurh use of a vrorrarmed computer, can provide tremendous insight toward effective
total understanding of the design of high reliability c-rcuits and thus high reliability
avionics.

The need for useful tolerances for the parameters of piece parts Is easi'y accommodated
for parts that have been In regular high volume use and procured from steady sources. On
the other hand, new items, or significant chances to old items can raise new questions as to
expected tolerances. While collection of quantities of measurement and test data, painful
as it may be, is undeniably most valuable, a first hand understanding of the part manufac-
turer's production process, in detail, and especially if it is highly n'chanized, can permit
the specialist to make quite useful assu-ptions as to tolerances, with at most, abbreviated
test and measurement of selected parameters on small samples.

If second and third sources for various oiece parts exhibit parameter tolerances or
drift behavior markedly different than the preferred source, the computer analysis prograrm
can quickly evalupte the effect on circuit rerformance, and thus verify tha adequacy (or
inadequacy) of selected alternate sources, and possicle remedy.

LAYOUT DEVElOrMENT
The remar<able tropress in solid state development of large scale and medium scale inte-

aration has tie effect of compressing more and more avionic complexity into smaller and
smaller v-luoe. The lower power requirement of solid state active circuit elements no
lonner protects the eesigner against cooling proble's. Means, and preferably skillful
efficient meqns, for heat removal must te cpnsidered from the very beginning of conceptual
Assign, and attention to this dare not be relaxed until hardware models permit valid meas-
urements of temperatures and +herbal gradients un-er all possible condit~ons. Unmistakable
evidence as to the adeluacy of cooling must be developed.

The coollre problem must be addressed not only for system opiration in the intended
application, but also for operation during all levels of maintenance, for accidental unin-
tended operation in conjunction with other repairs, and for emergency checking. The cool-
in. oroblem must be considered for all possible environments from tropical summer to arctic
winter (if that deployment is possible). If cooling under some conditions such as during
maintenance force dependence on auxilliary units (viz., portable refrigeration units), tha
reliability of these auxilliary units must be sufficient.

If (ooling is by air flow. then extremes of air density, flow rate. humidity, thermal
gradient, and carried contamin'tion must all be considered. Air flow cooling rai3es the
need for a decision on what portions of the design to make hermetic co protect against con-
tamination. If eooling is by a liquid refrigerant, can all the important theripal gradients
between the cooling liquid and the most distant sensitive piece part be adeeuately estimate,?
Are those temperature tolerances essential for proper effectiveness of the coolirg air or
liquit really practical? Can they be adequately estimated for all conditions of operation
of the system?

Mathematical computation of heat flow is complex but extremely valuable if the needed
parameters are known. The thermodynamics involved with dense avionics becomes so sophis-
Icated, that a successful design is only considered achieved .fter thorough laboratory

measurement of an extremely accurate and repr-eentative operational model. Accordingly,
harAwAre m-dels of rropos-d cooling designs are often the earliest items for model shop
fal-rication, and adequate environmental test facilities for such models often see contin-
uous assignment to cooling problem- from beginning to end of the contract.

Masny reliability problems have arisen because a new design was not properly evaluated
durirg non-operatine exposure to low temperature extremes. Failure mechanisms related to
tnerral exraosion and contractiori and the rate of expansion and cmntraction are too often
overlo^ked. The mechanical effect of start-up after extended cold-soak can easily be ob-
servee once the hardware exists, but difficulties found so late in the development program
are quallv mo-t inconvenientlv dealt with.

Suscortability to shock and vibration usually is controlled in larce part by the
designer's rast exrprionce. However, with the excansion of other horizons, has come expan-
sion of the shock and vibration erectrum that can someti-es be encountered. Specialists in
shock and viHration, if they are eiven the opportunity, time, and funds to design suitably
repreqertative testing fixtures, end if thev hqve necessary lahoratory excitera and sensors,
can dr- quite well in evaluating s'stem performance in a shock and vibration environmenc.
Aeain. by the time such evaluaticn can occur, development progress is far beyong the con-
varient roint for structural remely. The answer iq to investigate mechanical design early
through siq-P-Oin anA si-nlified models, to aur-nent past experience to the extent necessary.

FAILU'RE ANAlYSIS

Lib'ratnrv facilitios adiaptable to the study of any tvye of system failure should be
estah•iqw close bv the 4ev-lompnt laboratory. These facilities shodId then be employed
to eq+ablish or verify the rhyqics of fAilure in every instance of observed failure where
such ujderstandin- does not pos;tively exist. It is only with recornition of the detailed
failure m-chan;sm that decision can be made as to the value to reliability of its elimin-
atior. B-cause many of the clues needed for effective failure analysis exist only at thc
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ques~tIons. Conciirrently, those with req onrmibility for reliability can also review the
applicati-n MmtA nh.'ets, anI therefrom ralke rorl"Arinairy calcul-Ations to, indicate trends ard
expectedl problems.

Desior reviews for the benefit of supervisory desir'n personnel (and riot hisuher manage-
-ent) Ahotuld be hold veriodicrplly and frequently. Care has to be taken with respect to tr~ose
Invited to he the audience. and with resnoct to tho4.e invited to offer critilues And criti-
rigms, to make qure the responqible desip.nor does rnt withhold early considerations for fear
of criticiAts or of appeirine to exhibit stupidity. A true team atmosphere rather thin
-ýnccotra-ed competition Among de-signerz will go further to yield high reliability. Homewcrk
ShOUtS I,,@ Raiened In adlvanot of a dosl.'n review so that other unrelated impartial desioners
without conrlict of interest can stuidy to their own satisfaction those portions of a evn'ipn
!iv"'ed ready to release (or under critictim for snoe difficulty), and then report their
fjrlinre or conclusqions At the e4nairn r-view. It is i-oortant to realize that design reviews
are not an elementý of the reliability program. but ra~ther a tool for technical Panagerent,
for sound novrall t-chnlcal desiPgn, anA any reliability i-proveront that results is becaust
,f 'he soundness of the requltirnr d Ripn rather than because of what took Place in a desipn
review.

Because upper, non-technical mana-emeont, an well Fas custoper personnel usually have
interest in the design r,,view an a ri-ans for rxioritorlnr deslvPn pro-ress. it is customary to
idenrtify a specific limited numrbor of full fireas desion r-views, to be held at particular
nrorae~p iileroats, and to open thece. reviews to All irtereqtod. With proper plAnninp, the
Mosig" team can pre-irniure at least to A larpe extent, the favorable rresentaticns that will
be made in theie formal design reviews, and can use their own more frequent informal closed
roviewi to rrovidle opportunity for Mresqs rehearsal.
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AISTRACT

For high reliabIlIty aj lictdton s ,les are given for the selection of components.

V'termiring the suitalie technoloqy, part derating factors and then the selection or

writ in, _f Fqci ficati(, na for paits proc,'rement are described. The necessity of prEcap

visual i,,spection and screening of cor•pc ents as well as incoming inspection by the

user for hiqh reliability aiplicatlons .,. emphaaised. The use of plastic IC's for

HI-REL a[qlications and a new develupmeit in this field is discussed.

The se-'ond part is concerned with the design of reliable circuits. Precautions to

Le taken against voltage and current overstressing and the selection of the proper

supply voltage are described. The use of MSI and LSI and synchronous operation is

suggested to increase the reliability. Noise immunity and its influence on reliable operation

is discussed. Finally redundancy versus screening and the cost of reliability are considered.

1. INTRODUCTION

The first thing to do in the design of an electronic circuit is to establish the

requirements of the mission and the anticipated environments. Then one can define the

components compatible with the circuit parameters and the environment. In the following

guide lines are presented which are intended to help in the selection of components for

high reliaoility applications. In a second part circuit design rules for reliable

operation are given based on problems which are frequently encountered. Some basic prin-

ciples important for reliable circuit operation are presented with emphasis on active

semiconductors because most of the problems encountered are connected with these.

2. COMPONENT SELECTION

2.1. CHOOSING THE RIGHT TECHNOLOGY

For the selection of a suitable technology one has to know the requirements of the

application and the environmental conditions first. Table I gives for instance the

standby power dissipation of several families of IC's. Fig. I gives the dependence of

the power dissipation on the operating frequency and also the maximum frequency of

operation for these IC's. One has to take care that both in the power dissipation and

the maximum operating frequencies including aging and component tolerances there is

still enough safety margin that the application can be implemented. This will be dis-

cussed in more detail in the paragraph on part derating factors.

Table 1: Standby Power for Several Technologies

Digital Logic Type Standby Power

Drain / Gate

CMOS 1,uW

PMOS (Static) 0,5 mW

PMMOS (Dynamic) 50 /uW

DTL 4mW

TTL ()4 series) Imw

LCL (1,.) Y seri es! 2 'W



Most important then is to chooue a technology the reliability of which has been

proven. This can bw verified by usiri| MuL Standaid or space-quallfled components. It can

for new devices also be done by performing life-time tests oneself and by evaluating the

quality of the components to be used by the means of destructive physical analysis as

will be described in the paper on Vellability Testing of Electronic Parts. In any case

huwever it is most. imp)rtant to procure the parts to definite specifications.

2.2. WRITINk; AND SELUCTING SPECIFICATION,

If possible parts should be procured to already existing Hi-REL specifications

such as MIL-5pecifications. GfW or RAE specifications. This simplifies the procutement

of parts because the manufacturer already has test facilities and programs ready.

If a part shall b4- procured to a new specification, the user should negotiate with

the manufacturer, sometimes a minor change can result in a considerable price and/or

lead-tirie advantage. For mission critical parts SEM quality evaluations on samples of

one lot may be required [I] . All the inspections and tests done by the manufacturer

must be performed to documentvd procedures. Included in the specs should for critical

1jarts be the pre-cap visual inspections by an independent inspector after the component

r.anufdcturer has completed his inspections (see below). Also the witnessing of a

critical parameter test maý be called for.

In MOS and linear devices a test of the input protection system may be necessary

because as will be shown a lot of failures are due to electrical overstressing at the

input. The specified burn-in time varies very much between specifications. Some speci-

fication systems call for double delta measurements, for relays sometimes an ultra-

sonic foreign particle monitoring procedure is specified. All this has a drastic in-

fluence on the price of the devices, so one should really take good care in the defini-

tion or selection of specifications.

Table 11 and III show the tests called for by GfW, MIL STD and MSFC 85 MO specs

for transistors and IC's, respectively (2J .

Table II: Screening Tests for Transistors and Diodes

to be made in Several Specification Systems

Requirements Specification Syste _ _ _

GfW JANTXV MSFC 85 MO

A B C

Lot identification x x x x x

Internal visual x x x x x

Se. ialization x x x

Htich Temp. Storage 48 48 48 48 & 24

Temperature Cycling x x x x x

Thermal shock x x x

Acceleration x x x x x

Mechanical shock x x x

Leak test x x x x x

Burn in 500 168 168 168 240

Double drift , x

DriftA x x x

High Temp. Reverse PNP and JFET x x

Bias Transistors only

HIgh/Low Temperature

Measurements Sample Sample Sample Sample

PDA 5' 5% 5% 10%

;'*r(erntaj,;e Defect3

A I I .w.,d )
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Table III: Screening Tests for IC's to be made in

Several Specification Systems

Requirements Specification System

GfW CLASS A MFSC

A B C 883 85 Mo

Lot identification x x x Y x

Internal visual x x x x x

Serialization x x x x

High Temp. 48 48 48 24 24
Temp. Cycling OCy lOCy lOCy IOCy IOCy

Thermal shock x x x x x
Acceleratioa x x x x

Mech. shock x x x x x

Leak test x x x x

X-RAY INSP. x x x

BURN-In 500 168 168 240 240

Double Drift A x

Drift A x x X

High Temp. Rev. Bias x x x x

High/Low Temp. Meas. x x X x K

PDA Electr. 10% 10% 10% 5%

Other 5% 5% 5% 5%

SEM x x

GE Nimbus and the international MAROTS Specifications for instance also call for

SEM inspection of Microwave Transistoz.

As one can see in the tables the specification calls for rejection of a whole lot

as the Percentage of Defects Allowed (PDA) is exceeded. This PDA limits are different

for particular components, for transistors they vary from 5-10% whereas resistors have

PDA limits from 3-5%. If exceeding of PDA limits is considered as absolute rejection

criterion this can have dramatic influence on costs and delivery times. General Electric

[21 reports that if the amount of rejects is within 50% of the specified PDA then by

-,ome retesting and categorization of defects 6% of the lots otherwise rejected can still

be saved.

2.3. PART DERATING FACTORS

The part selected for a specific high reliability application must be chosen so

that it will not be operated at or near its maximum specified rating. For reliable

opezation the part his to be derated. For individual components the stress to be derated

is different. In the case of semiconductors it mostly is the power to keep the tempera-

ture down, whereas in capacitors it is the voltage stress on the dielectric which is

most critical. In the case of relays or for r.f. transistors which are operating at very

high current densities the current must be derated. Table IV gives some part derating

factors which are generally agreed on [2) . For semiconductor devices a maximum junction

temperature of 1250C should not be exceeded.



Table IV: Part Lbratinq Factors

Part Type Parametr to b. derated Derate to percentage

of maximum ratings

DIODE POWER 20- IO%

TRANSIS•OR POW!:H W 5-¶5Ol

IC-Dig ital VAN-OUT 40-li01

IC-LINEAR CURRENT

THERMISTOR I'OWI:E ROt

CAPAC I TOR VOLTA, 30]- 7*,,

RESISTOR POWERIO

THANSFOt'MLR TEMPERATURE 2i'C-3 3,PC

INDUCTOR TEMPEKATVIE 25iC- 30"C

RELAY CONTACT CURRENT ýQ%

CONNECTOR CURRENT 50o-70

FUSE CURRENT 2u-5o%

2.4. EFFECT OF PRHICAP VISUAL INSPECTION ON THE RELIAPILITY OF IC'

For everyone who has ever performed failure analysis of !C's It is striking how

many of the failures (even of Hiqh-Rel devices) can b- traced to causes which could

have been detected by a proper visual inspection.

Failures oetectable by means of an optical microscope include:

* Oxide defects (indicated by different color)

* Metalization defects (voids, scratches, bridging, corrision)

* Mask misalignment

* Cracked dice

* Poor bonds (misplaced, bad wire dressing, double bonds)

• Poor die bonds.

Fig. 2 shows a double bond on a post which is cause for a reject ecause the tail

might come off. There is a strong tendency to use precap SEM inspectio;, for the detec-

tion of possible metalization defects ir mission optical parts. Fig. 3 shows a metali-

zation discontinuity at a window in the oxide which can only be detected in a SEM. Speci-

fications for SEM inspection are available [1) . It has been shown [2] that even after

the manufacturer's precap visual inspection as much as 3,7% of IC's have still had to be

rejected by a customer inspector. This stresses the need for visual inspection of criti-

cal parts and also the presence of an inspector ac the manufacturer at the time the

parts are manufactured.

2.5. SCREENING OF COMPONENTS

The basic philosophy of screening is that potential failures are detected by means

of testing. Testing may include the application of certain stresses which will cause

weak devices to fail, but will not weaken good units. The amount of stress applied and

the kind of tests performed during screening has to be determined for each specific

part. For different technologies different stress must be used. For plastic devices

other tests have to be used than for hermetic ones and for ceramic packages some stresses

carnnot be used that art, good for metal case.

The major causes ot failures in IC's are given in Table V for bipolar and MOS

IC's, respectively. It is also indicated in the table by which screen this failure



mechanism can be detected. The statistics are from two sources (3 bipolar] and [4 MOSJ

.-d some of the failures in one source are nt, distinguished in the other. But it car,

be clearly seen that surface problems and electkIcal overstress prevail in the MOS

technology and so specific jcreens for this failure mechanism have to Le used.

Table V! Statistics of Ma.j.r Causes of Failure

Type of Failure Percentage in Screen used for determination

bipolar technology MOS technology of weak IC

Wire bond 33f Vibration, mechanical shocK,

thermal cycling

Metalization 26f 23% Thermal cycling, Mearure:ients

at I temperature,

prraj SEI.! inspection

Photolithography 18. not distir';, visual

Surface problems 7* Power or tigh Teimperature

ey,. bias (HTRB) burn-in

Package defects 10% 8* Visual inspection, leak tests

Parameterdrift not distinguished 7,5ý Burn-in either power or HTRB

Llectrical 10% Test of input proticzion

overstress circuit on sample basis

Miscellaneous 6* 8,1%

The cost of screening is given in an RAC publication ( 31 . For MIL Std 883 ( -'s A

devices the bids for the whole spectrum of tests ranged from $2.60 to $7.90. For

Class B devices it ranged from $1.36 to $4.75.

Especially important during the screening of components is parameter drift. The

established limits of Farameter drift drastically influence reliability but also the

cost of parts. Typical values for the maximum allowable parameter drift published by

GE[ 23 are given in Table VI.

Table VI: Maximum Allowable Parameter rrift
Part Type Parameter Maximum Allowable Drift

from the initial value

Transistors Gain (H FE) +20%

leakage ICBO +100% or 10 /uA

whichever is greater
FET's Transconductance +20%

Signal Diodes Leakage IR +100% or 10 uA

forwarl voltage VF +10%

Zener Diodes Leakage IR +100% or 50 uA

breakdown voltage +2% of initial
Digital IC (TTL) VOH +10%

VOL ±20%

SIL +10%

IIH ±10% or 4 /uA
Film Resistors Resistance +0,2% + 0,01
Wirewound Resistors Resistance +0,2% + 0,05

Capacitors Capacitance

Ceramic +10%

Glass +2%

Plastic +5%

Thermistors Zero Power Resistance +1%



I.N. !NCOMING INSI'LCTION AND sCN,:ENING BY THE: USER

That even after all the scrtening performed by the manufacturer of a component

an iicourinq inspection by the user is necessary has been often btressed. We have once

""ad the cast- of a sijace qualified component stamped as a digital IC which actually had a

linear device inside the package. Recently published data also indicate this need.

Table VII shows the information that Goddard Space Flight Center has publishe1f 51.

indicating t!.at after incoming inspection and additional screening even for JANTX

transistors tne rejection rates weie as high as 2Ot.

Table VII: Inc,iming Inspection and Sr tening Rejection Rates

Type of transistor Scr Ling Test Re)vction Rates in i

JANTX 20.3
J , [ 34.4

COMnERC I-.. 63.8

So for mission critical parts (and preferably for all others too) there should

be an incoming inspection and as the Goddard report has shown also some limited amount

of additional screening.

2.7. USE OF PLASTIC IC's

There has been a lot .)f discussion on the use of plastic IC's for Hi-Rel applica-

tions [6] . A new developmLnt by RCA shows good promise of overcoming the major problem

encountered in all plastic IC's namely that of hermeticity (see fig. 4). A passivation

layer of silicon nitride is used to protect the silicon surface. The junctions are

contacted by means of a platinum-silicide contact. Then a three metalization consisting

of Ti-Pt-Au is used with Ti used for good adherence, Pt as a diffusion b&rrier be-

tween the gold and the titanium and Au for good conductivity. On top of the metalization

there is another passivation layer consisting of phosphosilicate glass. Fig. 5

shows the Weibull Probability Chart for standard Motorola C-MOS plastic devices [7]

After a little more than 2.103 hours 50% of the devices have failed in 85 C/85% R.H.

environment with a bias of 10 V. Also indicated are the results of the same test on

the RCA TRIMETAL Plastic IC's [8] which show no failure even after 5"103 hours of

operation. But up to now only few types of IC's are available in the new technology.

3. DESIGN OF RELIABLE ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS

3.1. HANDLING OF INTEGRATED CIRCUTS AND STATIC OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION

In failure analysis statistics it has been determined that the failures due to

mishandling of the devices is in the range of 10% [4) . Especially sensitive to mis-

handling are MOS IC's but also bipolar linear IC's (especially with high input impe-

dances or circuits with low output impedances are in danger r9J . Besides overstressing

by exceeding the rated values during tests and in operation, the device might be in-

serted in a wrong way. Most frequent however are defects by excessive static voltage

at the input of MOS devices with insufficient protection. Fig. 6 shows a typical input

protection circuit for C-MOS devices. Fig. 7 shows the implementation on an IC.

Table VIII shows GSFC results of failure analysis on C-MOS devices [10] . The

failure mode of 44 1 of the total amount of failed devices was electrical overstress.



Table VIII: GSFC Results of Failure Analysis of C-MOS

Failure Mode Number Failed Percent Failures

electrical overstress 63 44.7

contamination 19 13.5

gate oxide defect 18 12.8

not defective 17 12.1

open or discontinuous

metalization oxide steps 6 4.3

Wradiation damage 4 2.8

not determined 3 2.1

mislabeled 3 2.1

hole in field oxide 3 2.1

smeared or Acratched metalization 2 1.4

defective bonds 1 .7

cracks in die 1 .7

mechanical overstress 1 .7

141 100%
Xpurposely exposed to radiation

For High Reliability applications certain handling precautions must be taken:

- MOS devices and high impedance linears should be shipped

with leads shortened
The surfaces of working benches, chairs and handling

equipment as well as the operator should be grounded

Control humidity to no less than 50 % R.H.

Clothing should resist static charge build-up
Avoid power transients (no insertion or removal of

circuits with power on)

Soldering irons are to be grounded and teriperature

controlled ones checked for spikes during temp. control
- Ground unused inputs

- Check power supplies and testers whether they have

a voltage spike as the mains is switched off or

during power failure. This is especially important

for burn-in racks (use crowbars if possible)

Besides the measures described above it is very important that in the design
of circuits care should be taken to avoid overstressing. For instance, due to the

particular protection circuits, very high currents can flow if the power supply of

C-MOS circuits is switched off and a low impedance source is still connected to the

input of that circuit. In this event the high current will flow through the protection

diodes and can lead to damage of these. So whenever this can happen a resistor limiting
the current to a safe value has to be added. Especially in multiplexers, where
external sensors are still connected, this kind of failure is quite frequent. Also

additional capacitors after this limiting resistor are sometimes advisable to integrate
voltage spikes on long wires from sensors to the electronic package (as frequently

found in airplanes) if the speed allows it. Some of the C-MOS devices oscillate if

inputs are left open, because the complementary output transistors float through

the active region of their characteristic. So unused inputs must be grounded and even

the inputs of the IC's on each printed circuit board would best be grounded by a high

impedance resistor because during servicing the previous card might be removed and the

inputs would be floating.
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and therefore the switching times increase.

Another problem encountered in IC's i the" of PNPN latch-up. It has been reported

[iI] that a number of C-MOS circuits of the CD4A ', CD4CIJ type had been destroyed by

PNPN latch-up. Every 1C with an isolation diffusion shows a P!;PN structure and if the

number of current carriers in the IC is high enough, then the device will latch on

like an SCR. Due to the lack of current limiting resistors this will lead to the

destruction of the device. So care must be taken to avoid too high output currents.

No PNPN latch-up occurs for the CD4009/1O if UDD• O V and CL<0OO pF.

3.3. SELECTION OF PROPER SUPPLY VOLTAGE

In most technologies the supply voltage to be used is fixed. In technologies such
as MOS and C-MOS however, the supply voltage can in some instances be chosen over a

very wide range of 3 V to 18 V. The supply voltage first influences the speed of

operation. Fig. 11 shows the dependence of the rise and fall times of the nutput

pulses on the supply voltage for the IC CD40O1 for a capacitive load of CL = 50 pF.

The output impedance also depends on the supply voltage as shown in Fig. 12. The

AC and DC impedance decrease with increasing supply voltane. As lateron shown, the

noise immunity also increases with the supply voltage. It would therefore seem that

it is best to operate near the maximum specified voltage. There are some drawbacks

however. First as already described above (see eig. 10) the power dissipation in-

creases with the supply voltage.

A much more important problem is however Illustrated in Table IX which is based
on the results of Motorola [12] and SSS [13] vcltage stress lifetime tests at several

supply voltages. It is seen that Motorola unit- show a failure rate at 18 V, which

is higher by a factor of 16 than that at 10 V. The factor is still 13 between operation

at 10 V and 15 V. Similar measurements by SSS show a failure rate which at 15 V is

three times higher than that at 10 V. Therefore, in order to keep the failure rate low,

a compromise between increase of speed and the need for reliability has to be made.



Table IX: Influence of Voltage Stress on Failure Rate

Si

S.... I

3.4. IMPACT OF MSI AND LSI ON SYSTEM RELIABILITY

The failure rate for SSI and %SI circuits is basically the same and so because

of the much higher number of equivalent gate functions, the failure rate per gate is

lower. Table X illustrates this for a typical case.

Table X: Respective Approximate Failure Rates of SSI and MSI
failure rate /IC Complexity failure rate/gate
at 55 0°C in i/1000 h number of equiv. gate function at 55 0°C in %/1000 h

S S 1 0,010 5 0,002

M S 1 0,015 so0,00

Ratio - 7

So either the same problem can be solved more reliably or considerably more complex

problems can be solved at the same reliability.

With the availability of single chip LSI microprocessors a new era of circuit design

has arrived. It is no longer necessary to implement different circuits for control,

computation or experiments in always changing hardware designs. Using a microprocessor

it is only necessary to change the software and use different read-only-memories and

perhaps some additional analog-to-digital or digital-to-analog converters. With the

possible use of the same circuit for different applications this minimizes the amount

of different parts and thus increases the reliability. Besides the experience with

previous designs, using the very same IC can be fully utilized. In addition the high

complexity LSI circuit of course has an even lower failure rate/gate.

3.5. SYNCKRONOUS OPERATION

Almost all asynchronous pro' iems can be solved by synchronous operation too.

First synchronous circuits are much easier to test and service because ce has a

continuous clock which can be used to trigger oscilloscapes etc. If, for instance, one

has to control the sequence of some operations a chain of univibrators can be used as

shown in Fig. 13. Each univibrator in turn triggers the next one and so each of these

adds to the possible error in timing. Besides. this approach can be very expensive and

uses more components for complex applications.



Fig. i4 shows the synchronous solution cf the same problem. In this case the

accuracy of the circuit is only determined Ly the cluck generator which can be crystal

controlled. The parts ccunt is less for complex proLlems and so of course the reliability

also goes up. And as already mentioned testing and servicing is quite simpler too.

There are a 1,t of examples where sy'nchzonc., s operaation .ffers grea'ý advantages as far

as the reliability of tthy circ4.ts is concerned

If re lia .l rt n at :1.1 n! •, .vtl _ is nt- esý ary, _u.e weuld use th•e slowest

,.us ±.lI, liii" : r.il . yor )n. ! t!.. ý 1ru ,. 1y l•,. fda'nili5ts sac. as trty

S'eemens ZIto serivs. Huw.vver, vvev. r± t.ose .'c dvsil :.v.i d j.'±lle-. standard

:-MOS conarts 4 tk5 wi ; f t!., sp ly..-ita is -rc~erly croser.. 7!T% dJnaric crcss

cc. i~ :;.± n 5 i .: is , ..uwn I.- !'ý-. i1 [14, 1j t.r L(tý. the. "C" VeV.-'i !F g. 15,

and t-;e "I" .vl ..i. 1 A . F'i:. It, s*.ows td. test circ..t. ire u.ro s unrit*. in-

ortuases 'it:. t'., -M'kJ s..4ly". v t .n r lt:r: stjtcs . So in )orJ r to obtain a hl!.

:.,i!e i:u:. -t", sk.:. ,cAs ± '.u:o d -'v :.i..t again. Bel.• 2 nF crcss coupling

capscit 2 " th : . n, is" ur.- t. iigs, i- Letter as .ar as :.,vise i7-"riun t±y is conci.rncd.

3. 7. hLl•L'iNL ".:;Y V.LP:-: S S2PRLEN IN.;

y usinr.q standard coripcnvnts in parallel or serial redundancy single defective

jarts nv., io cf 7ffevt uc cir,:ui t. et r ation. However, une has to know the most probable

ma±1are nad. , naroi.;y s!,.rt ciru± t or open or -use juadr',ple redundanc'i. If the

ruest ircba.Le case of failure is a short, then, for .-xample, two diodes in series

could bte used (one would still cut off). If the mcot prcLabll failure is an open,

then conncting two diodes in parallel would be the solution.

Since in must of the cases one does however not know the type of failure one would

have to use quadruple redundancy, namely two diodes in series and two in parallel.

This is quite expensive too and also very bulky (4 times the parts count), so except

for a few rare cases where extreme reliability is needed and where in addition the

parts are screened the redundancy method is hardly used.

3.8. COST VEkSU'S RE!TAI31LITY

!f a higher reliability of systems is needed, the necessary screened components
are more expensive than those for commercial applications. An idea of the additional

prices is given in the HAC report mentioned above (3]. If, however, one takes into

accotnt in the case of planes the cost of the overall system including service, then

the seemingly more expensive Hi-REL unit may prove to be less costly after all.

There is a certain amount of fixed costs per 1C package which adds to the actual

price of IC's anyway. According to -his TI publicationf 16) the fixed costs for

- Incoming Inspection

- Storing

- Handling

- Insert..'n on p.c. board

- Wiring

- Soldering

- Testing

- 1'ackaoin(q

- Ser'v i c

7 -1_ -7""%7"ýP 14T7"777-1RI(



amount to about S1.-- to $2.--. This fixed price is already luite high compared to

present day prices for SSI circuits. So because these costs are not to be avoided

anyway, some additional screening may not make the overall system much more expensive

at all. It has beei shown that an order of magnitude less factory line repairs may

be achieved by using screened parts in place of normal military types r17] . Since

the reliability of the circuits is increased by going to MSI and LSI, both costs may

be decreased and reliability increased at the same time by a lower number of parts.
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The u;e of life-cycle-ct/dei-to-cot com•itmnts on new wap'n svste,-s
contract, has ;ecore necessary a, a rei,utt of the hibgh cist :,f acquisition and ower'hip
of these s',teris. a.i ife-cvcie-co t nalv,yes are heing performed durir,ng proposal, devellop-
rent, and production pha'e• of contralctý to control potential weapon and avionic Svster
co..t prnh•ems. 1he cast ,nalv'es use life-cycle and loristic-support cost modeis as
evaluation t ols. One of the r'a jor contributors to th- life-cycle cost of a weapor svtefr
is the operational reliability of the avionics. The interface of avionics reliability
with life-cycle cost is discussed in this paper.

I r rRODUCT ION

The inclusion of life-cycle-cost/deslgr-to-cost concepts in major defense s0ster
contracts is being emphasi7ed to provide a cost di!cipline for use throughout the acquisi-
tion and operation of the system. Operational reliabAitv of electronic equirxmet is one
of the major parameters that influence life-cycle cost. Since the interface of reliability
and cost under these concepts is rather new, it is the purpose of this paper to describe:

"o What life-cycle cost is.

"o Why the services are promoting life-cycle cost.

"o What analysis techniques are used to evaluate life-cycle cost.

"o What life-cycle-cost/design-to-cost requirements are contained in present
contracts.

"o The reliability interface with life-cycle cost during proposal, definition,
and production phases.

LIFE-CYCLE COST DEFINED

Life-cycle cost of a system, as defined in Department of Defense Directive 5000.28,
is the total Fost to the Government of acquisition and ownership of that system over its
full life. Life-cycle cost covers the cost of development, production, operation, support,
and, where applicable, di-posal (see Figure 1).

Development costs are all the research and development costs associated with the
weapon system prior to production- the design, the hardware development, and the verifica-

tion of the design.

Production costs are the costs associated with procuring the basic unit with pro-
pulsion equipment, electronics, armament, Government furnished equipment, and other weapon
system iteiis sq h as peculiar ground support equipment, peculiar training equipment,

technical dita, and initial spares.

Operations and support costs are those resources required to operate and support the
system uuring its useful life In the operational Inver-ory.

T1lE %FEED FOR LIFE-CYCLE COST IN PROCUREMENT

The cost of procurement and operation of a weapon system has Increased dramatically
at the same time that defense budgets are being constrained. On the basis of historical
trends (Figure 2), present projections into the future forecast an even worsening DoD
budget squeeze. If the cost of all successor weapon systems continues to rise, there



LIFE CYCLE COST - HOW MUCH WILL BE SPENT ON A PRODUCT FROM THE DAY
Of PURCHASE UNTIL THE DAY Of DISPOSAL
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Figure I WHAT IS INCLUDED IN LIFE CYCLE COST/

simply will not be enoiigh money to fulfill 50-
thv requirements of these future programs.
The services must obtain tools whereby they 40 -
can estimate how much a weapon systemu is I
going to cost so that unaffordable systemq t-- 30
con be rejected. In the present cost-60
squeeze environment, the services can pro- DEFENSE
cure weapon systems only if they know the X 2 SPENDING
cost-not only of the initial purchase, but &I
also of the cost of owning the system. 1

Department of Defenne Directive
5000.28, dated May 1975, establishes policy 1964 197 1970 1973 1976
and guidance in the application of design- YEAR
to-cost principles to the acquisition of
defense systems, subsystems, and components. Figure 2 PERCENT OF FEDERAL EXPENDITURES
The design-to-cost concept contained in the ALLOTED TO DEFENSE
directive states that the following will be
accomplished:

o Life cycle cost objectives shall be established for each acquisition and
separated into cost elements within the broad categories of development,
production, operstion, and support. As system definition continues, the
cost elements are firmed into cost goals to which the system will be designed
and its cost controlled.

o During design and developlent, cost requirements and the achievement ot cost
goals will be evaluated with the same rigor as techrical requirements and the
achievempnt of performance goals. Practical tradeoffs between system capa-
bility, cost and schedules must be continually examined to insure that the
system developed will have the lowest life-cycle cost consistent with schedule
and performance requirements.

* The cost goals established and "designed to" in the development phase will be
extended into subsequent phases of the system's life cycle. Production cost
will be rigorously controlled to the production goals.

-x I, '



0 As the sv tem is introluced, operation and support cost goals will be utilired

to control initial outfitting cost, personnel, %pares, r:-work, etc. In the

operational feedback process, change requests generated by operational usage
and leelback design engineering will reflect the use of design-to'cost principles

and tradeoffs necessary to insure the lowert cost is ubcained to achieve
acceptable pcrforman,. e

.IFE-CYC IE-COST ANALYSIS TECIINIQUES

Since the s~rvices are requiring that life-cvcle cost be given equal consideration

along with performance and schedulp, both Government organi7ations ard industry are obli-

gatod to create techniques and methodologies for use in quantitative evaluation and control
of this cost during definition, design, development, production, and operational usage of

a weapon system. A technique that is being developed presently is that of evaluation of
life-cycle cost by use of analytical models.
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Figure 3 WEAPON SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE COST MODEL

The analytical model of a weapon system life-cycle cost can be described as a set
of mathematical equations whose solution represents a close approximation of the true
life-cycle cost for that system (Figure 3). Thus, the task of model development In this
case is one of deriving a set of equations which are a function of those parameters that
influence the life-cycle cost of the weapon system. (One of the major parameters that
drives the life-cycle cost model Is the operational reliability of equioi•ent.) Such a

model can serve as a tool to evaluate and control costs at the weapon system level by:

o Maintaining up-to-date tstimates of weapon system cost during all phases

of the program,

o Determining individual equipment and function cost goals.

o Evaluating impacts of proposed design operational or reliability Improvement
chinge on life-cycle cost.

o Identifying equipmant and function cost problem areas and determining
impact on weapon system life-cycle cost.



o Providing life-cycle cost data for designi, tradeoff and reliability
improvement studies.

Lif.,-cycle cost can be expressed mathematically in terms of all functions that
generate cost (Figure 4). Because the cost of any one function adds to the total cost,
the life-cycle cost equation (in it. most general form) consists ot the sum of all cost
generators. Even though the weapon system equation is simply the sum of all costs, the
cost expressions of the lower tier functiotns can take various forms as shown in Figure 4.

WEAPON SYSTEMS m COST OF ALL FUNCTIONS
LIFE CYCLE COST ICC _ Ci F FROM DAY OF PURCHASE

i -"TO DAY OF DISPOSAL

DESIGN FLIGHT TIEST PRODUCTION

COST COST FLYAWAY SUPPORT FUNCOST
CE C2 COST B.E. OU COFTC3 ,, C4 C

,• EXAMPLE BREAKOUT Of A

SUBTLER FUNCTION UNDER
SUPPORT COST

C4 . 4 * Intermediate and Depot Maintenance Costs
m
C. (TFFH) (UF) (QPA) (1-RIP) I(RTS) (BMH) (BLR + BMR) +1

C4 .4 " i1 MTBF I(NRTS) (DMH) (DLR + DMR) j

WHERE:
RTS a Fraction .'., !,emovals Repaired at Base Level
NRTS a Fraction of Removals Returned to Depot
MTBF • Mean-Time Between-Failures
BMH • Average Manhours to Perform Bdse Shop Maintenance
TFFH - Total Force Flying Hours
eA, • , t*,

Figure 4 WEAPON SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE COST MODEL EQUATIONS

Other models for items below the weapons system level can be used to obtain certain
aspects of life-cycle cost. One of these is the ORLA (Optimum Repair Level Analysis),
whose primary objective is to determine the recommended repair level of an item (any shop
replaceable unit or repairable part). This objective is reached primarily as a result of
economic decisions made in the analysis portion of the model. Item data (item spare cost,
repair mranhours, parts, cost and failure frequency, support equipment costs, training re-
quirements, data requirements, non-economic factors, and operational data) are input to
the TKodel. Repair level costs for discarded-at-failure, base repair, and depot repair are
calculated and compared so that a recommmended repair level and alternatives can be obtained.
A parametric sensitivity analysis is also performed for use as a design tradeoff aid. The
optimum repair level output allows the determination of logistic support costs and sparing
requirements, which are significant portions of the item life-cycle cost.

LIFE-CYCLE COST IN PRESENT CONTRACTS

Because specific contract provisions for life-cycle cost should be tailored to the
weapon systems or equipment being procured, a standard set of specific contract terms and
conditions do not exist. However, one can review the design-to-cost/life-cycle-cost
(DTC/LCC) sections of the F-16 contract as an example of what is being included in present-
day aircraft contracts. The F-16 contract includes life-cycle-cost related comn,.Anents
associated with

"o Design-to-Cost

"o Air Vehicle and Support Cost Reduction Trade Studies



"o LogIsttc Support Cost

"o Reliabili.ty Improvement Warranties

F-'6 DESIGN-TO-COST CO:MITNIENT

The current contract for full-scale development of the F-.6 contains a section
specifically for desigio-to-cost. The salient items of the section are surinarized below:

o Definition: Unit priductlon flyaway costs are defined as the recurring and
non-recurring costs (excluding all development costs) necessary to produc3 a
complete aircraft. These costs include costs of airframe, nropulsion,
el-ýctronics, armament, other CFAEL/tri:, engineering change orders of a
recurring nature, and non-recurring production costs.

o A prime objective of the development phase is to design to a cumulative average
unit production flyawpy cost of $3,842,525 expressed in FY 1975 dollars for
1000 production aircraft, at a maximum production .ate of 15 aircraft per month.

o The contraitor shall control and track his portion of the design-to-unit-
production flyaway cost of $2,323,074 throughout the development cycle. This
figure excludes engine, radar, and Government furnished equipment.

o The contractor is also expected to include as a management objective during
development the control of future downstream operating and support costs. The
Government will entertain requests for adjusting the design-to-cist goal at any
time during the contract for real or demonstratable costs of ownership savings
which would result in an overall life-cycle-cost benefit to the Government.

o Two design-to-cost demonstration milestones are included in the contract with
achievement dates of 19 months and 25 months after contract award. The
objective of each milestone is to d2monstrate the extent to which the contrac-
tor's portion of the flyaway cost sill meet the goal of $2,323,074.

AIR VEUICLE ANT) SUPPORT COST REDUCTION TRAPS STUDIES

Two separate sets of life-cycle-cost/design-to-cost design trade studies are to be
performed by the contractor -one on the air vehicle and the other on supportability. The
detailed definition of these trade studies is included in the contract. Award fees can be
payable to the contractor by the Government in connection with these trade studies. The
award fee will be based on an evaluation of the completion of these trade studies and the
tse of the results in the design of the air vehicle and support equipment.

LO(.ISTIC SUPPORT COST COWmITMENT

The contract contains two types of logistic support cost conmitments -one on
selected electronic equipment and one on the total aircraft minus the selected electronic
equipment and minus the engioe. The two commitments are called Target Logistic Supp-rt
Cost-Correction of Deficiencies (TI.SC-COD), and Target Logistic Support Cort-System
(TLSC-SYSTEM), respectively. These commitments are surnmari'ed in the following paragraphs.

TLSC-COD Commitment

The contractor guarantees that the total Measured Logistic Support Cost (,%ILSC-C0D)
will not exceed a specified total Target Logistic Support Cost (TI.SC-COD) for selec -d
electronic First Line Units (FLUs) when the measured values are obta ied (by a test pro-
gram described below). The FLUs that are included in the TLSC-COD ., 2 shown in Figure 5.

The TLSC-COD value (one value for the total number of FLUs) was computed by tne
Air Force during the proposal phase on the basis of the contractor's estimates of FlU
parameters such as mean-flight-tIme-betweeti failure, base repair manhours, depot rep-ir
manhours, manhours expended for preparation and access, etc. The TLS;C value was computed
by inputing these parameters into the following abbreviated Air Force equation:

TLSC-CO- Cli +C 2 1 +C 3 1 4C5



where C1 - initial and replacement spare costs

C2 - on-equipment maintenance costs

C3 - off-equipment maintenanc.. co-ts

C5 - support equipment costs

n - FLU types selected for Inclusion In TL.SC-COD.

The detailed formula for each "C" portion of the equation Is included in the contract.
The contractor's estimates for all parameters used are alno contained in the contraCL.
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Figure 5 FLUs TW4I.1'TWD 1-4 TLSC-COfl

For purposes of determining the extent In which the TLSC-COD cozmmitments have been
realized, the Air Force will conduct a verification test to demonstrate operational suit-
ability. The operational test will be conducted at a single bane location no earliet than
six months after full activation of the first operational squadron, The Air Force will be
responsible for organizational-, intermediate-, and depot-level maintenance and will
supply support for the selected FLU's Support assets will be acquired by the Air Force in
sufficient quantity on the ba~'is of the original estimated equipment characteristics and
the anticipated level of program activity during the test period. Maintenance procedures
will conform with those prescribed 1P Air Force approved technical manuals. The~ test pro-
gram will continue until 3500 total flying nours have been accumulated in airplanes f-om
the squadron. All equipment maintenance actions will be recorded during that time.

The data collected on individual Fit's will he used in the same logistic support
model formula to establish the measured logistics support cost (ML.SC-COD). In the event
that the total MISC-COD exceeds the specified TI-.SC-COD by more than L'57., the contractor
is required to indicate actions to correct the demonstrated sut-port deficiency. If the
ML.SC-COD in less than or equal to TL.SC-con, the contractor Is eligible for a separate
award fee.

')uring the verification of MISC-COD on selected electronic Fi.Ls, one of the factors
to be verified by measurement is the Mean-FlI Ight -Time -Between-F~i lure (MFTBF) of each FLU.
MFTBF is defined as follows:

%~:
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The definicion of a failure will be con1istent with that used for eporting an•d
consolidating under the AFM (Ah-l Maintenancp Data Collection System. A failure will be
considered as any departure from the required pertormance In exce,;% of the allowable
tolerance defined in specifications. A test failure will be defined as the following
"how mal f unct loned" codes and "ac t ion tal'en" codes (per definitions from Voli're XI,

AF' 100-4)

1. Ariv type I how malfunctioned code (It tm no longer can meet the min irum
specilied performaice requirement due to its _-n internal failure pattern'
in combination with an action tahen code F (Repair), K (Calibroted-Adju'tment
Required), L (Adjust), or Z (Corrosion Repair).

". Any type 1 how malfunctioned code in c.r-.bination with an action taken code P
(Remnove an,' Replace), or S (RemovF and Reinstall), provided the item was not
found serviceable (B action taken code) at the bench check station.

3. Anv type I how malftnctioned code where the removal of the FIX was required
because of the failure of associated components attached or connected theretc.
Action taken code G; (Repairs and/or Replacement of Minor Parts, Hardware and
Softgoods) will normally apply.

4. Any type 1 how malfunctioied code for which the FLU is subsequently found to
be serviceable at bench-check or depot veeification and the erroneous failure

identification is due to inadequately described test procedures or test equip-
ment developed, p')cured, or prescribed by the contractor.

5. Any type 2 how malfunctioned code of 553 (does not meet specification.s, draw-
ingq, or other conformance requirerents) or 602 (failed or damaged due to
malfunction of associated equipment or item). A type 2 failure is when an
item no longer can meet the minimum specified performance requirement due to
some induced condition and not due to its own internal failure pittern.

6. A typc 6 how malfunctioned Lode of 800 (No Defect-Component Removed and/or
Reinstalled to Facilitates Other Maintenance), where such procedure is
prescribed by a contracto&-recommended test procedure or documented technical
order.

TI.SC-SYSTEM Award Fee

The contract contains a value ftr Target Logistic Support Cost-System (TLSC-SYSTEM).
This value is the logistic support cost "Irget for te.a total airplane minus the selected
electronic FLUs and minus the engine. Th: value was computed during the proposal by the
!,me methods used to compute TLSC-COD.

During the 3500-hour test on the first F-16 squadron, data will be gathered for
verification of the TL.SC-SYSTEM. In the event the total TMLSC-SYSTEM is less than the
TLSC-SYSTEM the contractor is eligible for an award fee.

RELIABILITY IMPROVEMENT VARRANTY (RIW)

The contractor agrees to provide (at firm fixed prices) either of the two options

described below:

o A 48-month (or 300,000-flight hour) reliability improvement warranty on any or
all of the First Line Units (FLUs) listed in Figure 5. (These are the same

FLUs covered under TLSC-COD.)

o A 48-month (or 300,000-flight hour) reliability improvement warranty with MTBF
guarantee on any or all of the FLUs listed in Figure 5.

Any of these options can be exercised on or before production go-ahead and before spares
provisioning. In the event that the Air Force elects to exercise the RIW options on any
FLU, the total TLSC-COI) for all FLUs will be reduced by an amount equal to the associated
logistic suppoct of each FLU placed under RIW. Full discussion of the RIW is contained
in an earlier paper in this volume.
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The log i-tic support cost co-iritment contained in - e contr.ct is in terms of
lo.i-tic suppo:t ' st tarv't% for the systeri and for the critical electronic Fi.L's
€fiire 6f). If these tari*'ts are met the contractor qualifier for award fee. If the
tarvt for the critical electron!cs is not met the contractor can incur a correction of
drficivncies. The RIW clauise provides as an option cancellation of the logistic support
c 't cNrr•itm-ent of amv or al I of the FIt's and replaces coverage of these selected FLUs by
either a repair warranty (RIW) ur a repair warranty with .TRIF guavantee.

ANY OR ALL ELECTROMIC FLL's
CAN BE SELECTED FOR

* RIW
a R!W MTBF

300- AIPPLANE ELECTRONIC FLUs

FIRST 1.1%E U ITS IFLUs) 0 RADAR ANT[',NA * ,A[46 TqP.SK-•[f
0 RADAR CC".P>,T[R * HEADS JP DiSPLAV

*Q~Aý,AR Lt,'-. P0'( OF 0 q.jAM iC D-SilAV
FIRE C, P.•ODt C :YP'TER

FXCLUO[D EXCLUDED- IN RTIAL PýýA. 1,ATIN f',IT
SELECTED • FIICH C ,TRf:L CýVP•,_TI

SPnHADS ý10 1I1PLAY ELECT"CNICS
ELECTRONIC & QA[,AR DIGITAL SIGNAL P* tZS:

,,em Support FLUs 0 QADA: ( C S •b YR LOG , GENfkAT)R EL(CTFCNIC UNit

ti SC-SYSTEN TLSC -1OD MLSC-COD
GEATER THAN GREATER THAN GREATE! THAN
MLSC-SYSTEM MLSC-COU TLSC-COD +25%

AWARD FEE AWARD FEE CORRECTION OF DEFICIENCIES

Figure 6 LOGISTIC SUPPORT COST - RiW COMtITEWr SUMMARY

INTERFACE OF RELIABILITY WITH LIFE-CYCLE COST

Hardware failure frequency is one of the majur elements that drives up the life-
cycle cost of a weapon system. The failure rate of the hardware impacts corrective
maintenance costs, base and depot support and t st costs, initial provisioning costs,
reprocurement costs, transportation and packaging costs, and maintenance training costs.
Any type of life-cycle-cost evaluation, tracking, and control must of necessity involve
evaluation tracking and control of reliability. Any type of life-cycle-cost analysis must
include reliability as one of its major inp-its. As the services promote the use of new
concepts in the ar3a of life-cycle-cost procurement, new concepts in the area of relia-
bility control will foll'w. A good example is the inclusion of reliability improvement
warranties as a major life-cycle-cost reduction comimitment.

RELIABILITY INPUTS IWIO LIFE-CYCLE COST DURING PROPOSALS

During the proposal ph'se, reliability analyses are performed to determine the
rellabilf-ty characteristics of the various design configurations being evaluated prior to
submittal of the recov.eneed configuration with the proposal. Mission and hardware reli-
ability predictions are accomplished at the system, subsystem, and lower leveli. These
predictions serve as inputs into reliability requirements analyses, design and technical
trade studies, and life-cycle And logistic cost determinations.

The life-cycle-cost related effort by contractors during the proposal phase is a
direct function of what is included in the contract. Over the last several years, m.jor



,pha is ha% been placed on new concepts of procurement through ds% Ign-to-cost /I i fo-cycle
cost. Cont rac t ors ire responIing. A good example of this re,,ponse its e F-'6 contract
which is the yesult o' seven years of cost-reducing activity, as ••own in Fi gure 7. This
activity culminate, ir the Request for "ropesal (RFP'ý for what is nfow the F-I1.

•rcn the RFP t r full-scale development was received it required that cost dita be
provided to establish the unit production flyaway cost. The produiction reliability prcgram
costs were included in t0e establishment of this cost. Produ%tion reliability tosting and
the associated hurn-in testing of the avionic equipments were priced at soveral million
dollars, The results of the flyaway cost analysis are presented in Figure 8.

The RFP alsc required that the iogistic support cost data on about JO3 first line
units (VI.Us) be provided. These FLUs include all hardware, from avis..ic FLts to hydraulic
p,ips to temperature contr 1 units. These data were required so that the-, c~uld serve as
iiputs into an Air Force )wistic support model. The model output results established the

tip contributors to tot aircraft logistic cost. A working sheet presenting some of the

tip 20 contributors is iown in Figure 9. The top of the list was maJe up predominately
of 'viorics (since the engine was not included). The logistic support cost for the top

contributors was established and put into the contract as the Target Loistic Cost -
Correction of Deficiencies (Tl.SC-CO)) for the avionic equipment listed in Figure 6. Tý.e
purpose of the T:SC-C(h) was to place major contractual erphasis on tnat equipment which
was projected to contribute over 50", of FI.U-related kogistic support cost.

The main reason that the avionic FLUs -ere top contributors to the logistic support
cost was the high' frf . of failure of thet,- units. One of the majo: tasks of telia-
,ilitv engineers during the proposal phdse was to make estimates of the cverational
reliability of the avionics to serve as inputs into the logistic support cost model

Since TL.,C-C0D was to be verified during Air Force usage and the measurements •ere to he
based on information from the Air Force ArM 66-' Data system, it was decided to use 66-1
historical data as the base from which to make projections on F-16 avionics reliability.
Predictions based on 66-1 data ,ere thought to be the most representative of that which
will be experienced in the field. Historical data were obtained on current airplanes such

as the F-Ill, A7D, and the F4E. Extensive studies were performed by reliability and design
engineers to determine the operational reliability of existing types of avionics from
which the F-16 proposed avionics were derived. These operational reliabilities were
established in accordance with the definition of failure given in the contract. The oper-
ational reliabilities of the similar or same-family avionic equipment (baseline) were then
modified by certain factors to predict the reliability of F-16 avionic equipments. These
factors are

"o A complexity ratio -- baseline equipment to F-16 equipment
"o Expected technology growth
c Correction of known problems of operational hardware.

The RFP also ccnt~ined a requirement to commit to reliability Improvement warranties
(RIW) with mean-time-between-failure (MTBF) guarantees. A full discussion on RIW is con-

tained in another paper in this volume.

In sutnary, the contractual cost conmmitments are centered about design to cost,
logistic support cost, and RIW. A quantitative overview of the relationship of these
costs is presented in Figure 10.

RELIABILITY IN.'UTS INTO LIFE-CYCLE COST DURING DE'VLOP,>ENT

During the development phase, the important tasks to be accomplished in the area of
life-cycle cost are those related to tracking and control. Weapon system contracts such
as the F-16 have unit production goals, logistic support requirements, and potential award
fees tied to completion of trade studies. The successful accomplishment of these cormnit-
ments requires full management attention. Cost tracking procedures such as shown in
Figure 11 are initiated.

During F-16 development, the unit production flyaway cost goal of $2,323,C74 is
allocated down to all individual hardware and function element maragers. Each element

manager is provided with the allocation he is responsible for and with the up-to-date status

of predicted cost. Reliability program costs are inherent in these cost tsrgets.

Trade studies performed during develcmnent are used to evaluate opportunities for
cost reduction or increase in system effectiveness. A system engineer design:zed leader
execute- a budget and time-limited task for each study. Study programs are milestone-
oriented to allow progressive examination by engineering and program management. Reliability
engineers input reliability impacts into each hardware-oriented trade study.

.1 .



hogistic support costs are tracked and evaluated by use of the Air Forc. Logstic
Support Cost ýodel. Predicted values of lovistic spport 'ost as tompared to the specified
-'!.S(" values are generstevd, aiid potential pro•blemrs are highlighted.oModel analyses did in

the evaluation of (1) the avi onic Fits having the greatest cost ipmpact, (2) trade-study
alternates, and (3) life-cycle cost.

Fatly in the developcrnnt phase, the MFTI-Fs that were used as inputs to the cobt
analyses are updated as the hardware becomes better defined. During development flight
testinig, as the weal'oi system is being flown by both contractor and Air Force personto.",
the contractor las his first opportunitv to establish an ý4TD*F tracking systerm In an
environment similar to Air Force operations. During this time reliability engineers cot,-
pare actuai perforiance of the hardware during flight ttst with that Included iii the
logistic support cost model and RIW comrnitments to unccver problhnm a:eas and initiate
corrective action as required.

Past experience indicates that engineering change proposals (ECP3) can significantly
increase productlon or support costs. Formalizing the cost evaluation and nlacing the
design-to-cost/life-cycle-cost impact in eah ý:CP assu-es proper recogniti,.n of cost
impacts (Figure 12). R!ltibility is one of the main I'puts associated w'ch altern-aes
that significantly ch~r.ge life-cycle cost or logistic support cost.

Duting •he development phase the contractor selects subcontractors for majwr air-
plane equipment like the aioni-s. On the F-16, life-cycle-cost evaluations were part of
the source selection process. Reliability and design engineers made a reliability predic-
tion on each major avionic equipment proposed by a vendor. These predictions served as
itnputs into life-cycle-cost evaluations, which were then used in the source selection
process. Extensive contact was made with subcontractors on life-cycle-co3t contractual
commitments (see Figure 13).

RELABILITY INPUTS INTO LIFE-CYCLE COST DURING PRODUCTION

Reliability involvement in life-cyile-cost processes during the production phase of
the F-16 centers mainly in the areas of rccomplishment of RIW comnitments and participation
in the verification of the logistic sup,,'rt cost requirements. (The involvement of relia-
bility in RIW during the production phase is discussed in another paper in this volume.)

The verification of T7.SC-COD ani rLSC-SYSTEM on the F-16 is to be accomolished by
the Air Force with data accumulated du-ing 3500 squadron flight hours. The contractor
will supply representatives during the verification test to verify the authenticity of the
observed data. Failure data obtained .rom the test will be analyzed by contrector design
and reliability engineers. If the tot.al NLSC-COD on the avionic FLUs exceeds the prescribed
range in the contract, the contractor will investigate and formulate a corrective action
plan which, when implemented, will bring logistic cost within the prescribed range. If
the cause of failure to meet requirements is due to low reliability, the necessary hardware
changes will be made to incorporate the necessary improvements.

CONCLUS IONS

Life-cycle-cost provisions in current weapon system procurement contracts are
establishing cost as a parameter equal in importance with technical requirements and
schedules throughout the design, development, production, and operation of the system.
Since hardware failure frequency is one of the key parameters that influences life-cycle
cost, any evaluation, tracking, and control of life-cycle cost must by necessity involve
evaluation, tracking, and control of reliability.
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TRADE STUDIES WIND TUNNEL DATA & PROPOSAL YF-16 PROGRAM
DEVELOP BASIC LOW ANALYSES VALIDATE GENERATED OVAIDAIE LOWCOST

COST CONCEPT *SMALý APCRAFT CCNCEPT
*eNGINE SELECTION *LOW COST STRUCTUjRE PREPSODuCTION

'SINGIC ENGINE *PPREPRODUCTIONERIAeSIGLEPILT:PERFOIRMANCKE ,MATERIAL DESIGN STUDIES

-AUSTERE AVIONI(i DOESIGN TO COST Y CONFIGURATION *PRODUCIBILITY
OBJECTIVE F[ATURfS

* *MAXIMUM USE Of *EQuIPME NY TILADESI! ,,r EXISTING .SUPPORT FEAIUhS[ .- i .,• I• COMPONENTS

Figure 7 F-16 REFLECTS SEVEN YEARS OF MANAGEMENT DEDICATION TO COST REDUCTION

The fundamental low cost features of the F4]6 have their basis in General Dynamics'
work under Air Force funded FX studies initiated in 1967. In these studies, many viria-
tions were subjected to performance, flyaway cost, and life-cycle-cost analyses. From
these studies it was determined that the F-16 design concept offered both performance and
cost advantages over other approaches. Because of t,,e potential of this design concept,
General Dynamics continued work with company funds. The Air Force also saw the potential
of this concept and funded additional studies in 1971. Subsequently General Dynamics'
YF-16 proposal activities developed additional cost-reducing design features. After
receipt of the YF-16 contract, General Dynamics instituted a two-year producibility program
aimed at improved production management procedures and production cost design features.
Both prior and subsequent to the flight test program, support/design studies were initiated.
In sumnmary, General Dynamics management emphasized cost as a factor coequal with perform-
ance and, by careful selection of design features, an inherently low-cost airpl.a-e design
of small size, lightweight, simplicity, and low-risk technologies was produced.

LNIT PRODUCTION FLYAWAY COST

coal Basis
e Total Air Vehicle ____ _$3.842,525 e Cumulative Average
eGeneral Dynamics ---- $2,323,074 0 1000 Airplanes

Contrcled (xl. Eng, Radar, GFAE) * 15 Per Month
* "Desigr -To" Objective * FY 75 Dollars
eControl and Track

DEMONSTRATION MILESTONES
Demonstrate the Extent to Which the Airframe Manufacturer's Portion of the Cumulative
"Average Unit Production Fly-Away Pro uction Costs for 1000 Production Aircraft at a
Maximum Rate of 15 Per Month will .'epl d Goal of $2,323,074 or Lesc Expressed in FY 75
Dollars

COST TARGET BREAKOUT / ENGINEERING 5%
.0/0.. /TOOLING__ 2%

M.ANUFACTURING .A. ,4%"OC'VERNMENI / 2 o, t /

(_-4i SUBSYSTEMS

GENERAL MATERIAL & & AVIONICS
DYNAMICS FURCHASE PARTS ,0%

0 $3,842,525 6 * $2,323,074

FIGURE 8 F-16 FLYAWAY COST CONTRAC- TARGETS

The F-16 design-to-cost goal is a joint commitment, with both the Government and
General Dynarrics participating tr control the average unit production cost of the aircraft.
General, Dynamics' portion of the cost target is a contractual commitment, and the ability
to meet the conriitaent must be demonstrated during full-scale development. In order to
meet its goal, General Dynamics has imposed a target on each of its cost-contributing
departments, and they are obligated to spend no more in support of the prodiction of the
F-16.
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*HH CST T&SAND DR*IVERS

Logistic supporL cost evaluation was part of the F-16 proposal procets. High.

logistic-support-cost FLUs were made visible. Responsible hardware and element wanagers
eefor muig-coted, er briefed on reasons why FLUs were expensive jlwrlailthg
repair manhours, unit cost, etc.). Top management was briefed and improvement objective~s

ETA'qG(T IOGISTICS 
SUPPOT COST

WD,

IT CI 64C1,COS

rFIGU'RE 10 F-16 CONTRACTUAL PROVISIONS RELATED TO LIFE CYCLE COST

A variety of contract provisions were aimed at life-cyclo control rather than aLrsingle control plan. Contract provisions apply to specific aspects of life cycle. TL!SC
applies to spares, support equipment, and repair cost. RIW applies to repair coat and
rliability improvement. Design-to-cost applies to unit production flyaway cost.
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TROPOSAL COST

COS TARiT _
INLTGIN TIA S SL I'OT C -ST

INTA COS I. 0'LECS

UPDATES KEYED TO SCHEDULE
, ~A•n CHANCFSf

COST A FAULYSIS F1 COST T ANN BY
TO 0 WHAT ARE DRIVER 41DEFINES TRADES T 1 tmr, I MANA GEMENT

: PERCENTmENLA L R)I ? 0 INITIATES . . .. I MPHLEM N

DC FINE TOPk ITEMS c SUPfLIER ITEMS? TRA-DES sO D
0 I0 T @,TE ? EAECT

JII

VENDOR LIFE CYCLE COS C EVALUATION0 FSD a DTC a ')PS & SUPPOIRT SAME BASIC PROWE¢S APPLICABLE TO

ADESIGN TO COST
*_LOGISTICS SUP0PORT COST
611*I CYCLE COST

FIGURE 12 F-16 COST TRACKING AND CONTRGL

Cost tracking and control for design-to-cost, logistic support cost, and -lf o-
cycle cost all follow the basic pattern shown above. Costs ae a ssessed and targets
established. High-cost items and associated drivers are identified. Hardware and function

element managers identify cost-reducing trades and engiminarg changes. Management decides
if reccosnendatbons on trades will be implemented. Costs are tracked to determine if cost
is in control and if cost reduction measures are effective.

cNGtNEE!RING CHANGE PROPOSALS

-- ,~ ~~~~--l ----• --• -~ , - -;•-

[j GOVvIt. GD • •SUPPIFOk_

11- . . .- +- +,--+ - +- WT AT4 T. . . . . . .Ir... . . . . ... . .. . . . .

-W +"•• I + # + +. Gf

S+ 4 + I

FIGURE 12 COST EVALUATION OF ENGINEERING CHANCES

,, All prop-sed engineering changes are processed on a F-16 Change Request as shown
abo%,!. The change request is technically reviewed and an assessment of the design-to-cost

\ ~and life-cycle cost is made. The Estimating Department rmake3 a cost estimate of the
change's j,.nact on development and production. A preliminary estimate is made of logistic
support cost based upon design information on the new characteristicq of the ELU's lower
level comaponents and of the ground support equipmnent requirements.
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GENERAL byNMAMICS
Fort Worth D:,i-ison

9 April 1975
LW'T Jr: fb-086-0042

To: Jerry Woolenv, W.M. FIoell, Didk AIl'n, C.A. Hardy.
G.A. Hewitt, G.A. Cude, H.K. Darhv

From: L.W. Taylor, Jr.

Subject: Meeting with Radar Repre-Aentativei Reference
TLSC/COD, RIW, RIW/MPTIF LCC and Dvign to Cost
3 April 1975

--{INPUTS TO SOURCE SELECTI ION

Ane;.,;es Completed Analyses Pending

* Inerfial Navigation *Avionics AuE

• H-ds Up Display * Jet Fuel Starter

* Fire Control Computer *Emerg , -.y Powr

* Radar Display *Radar

e Flight Control Computer

FFIGURE 13 SUBCONTRACTOR LIFE-CYCLE COST EVALUATION

Life-cycle cost was a key criterion in major subcontractor selections. Each
potential subcontractor's equipment was evaluated for life-cycle cost. Reliability was
one of the prime inputs into this evaluation. Prior to the final evaluation, considerable
time was spent with subcontractors to assu-e proper input data for evaluations.

//
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MI THIOM S CONCRI TI S D)1 FIAHlLITF AVAN(I I
POUR LI S I QUIPI MI.NTS I LI CTRONIQU'I S DI BOP D

Inginieur Principal de I*Arnrment J.A.(ARN*I R et Mmne D RI NI RIC
Service Technique dei leIcommunIatio4fl de I'Mr, Piaris-I RANCI.

0 - NTR0DTTVTIO1 -

rour obtenir des mat~riels de haute tiabilit45, ii ent n&~cessaire d'uti-

liser des m~thodes adaptees et des inayene spolcifiquee. Au *eln du Service Tech-
nique des T414corwnunicationa de l'Air (STTA), lea diff~rentes ktapes de 1'd-
laborrition de Ia fiabilit4 sont mený'ee de is fagon suivantes ;

. couposaflto : on cherche 4 obtenir des processus de fabrication con-
duisant h des dispositife de fiabilit4 4levide.

. fiabilit4 pr,%risionnelle i lea calcule correspondents sont offectudo

pour analyser lea contraintee subies par lea co-posants; ai'uliorer
la conception des circuits.

. essale de flabiliti et de ddvermina~e i Ila ant pour but de rm',ttre
en t4vidence lea ddfa its de jeunesse et lea pannes eystdrnatiques et
de dormer une estimation dc la fiabilitd proche de Ia valeur op6ra-

tionnelle.

. clauses de fiabilitd t 11 alagit de s'assurer quo l'objectir visa5

est atteint par des clauses de fiŽ lit'5 Carantie ou de m.aintenance

forfaitaire.

Ces mdthodes ant 6t4. appliqu~es r~ce-ivent sur des iiat~riels t''avioni-
quo ddvelopp~a sous responrn~bilitii du STTA. Nous d~crirons ýIabord ces diff65-
rentes r.5thodes et nous illuz-trerons par des applications h de3 cas concrete;
enaulte, no'is donnerons leb ?6sultate esrv~ntiels d'une 4tude qui avait pour
but d'analyser eur un exemple ptarticulier; Itficct de ces ri~thod'c du
point de vue "coft-tiabilitii". -r~fin, nous dd.:a!7rorsa lee ens-icne -ents esaen-.
tiele tirds de l'application de ces 'i~thodes h 6es 4quipemento conrnus.

I -POLITIQUE G2MERALE-

Ddcrivons d'iabord les di~fdrentss m~thories appliqu~en pour obtenir
des 4quipemento de hau~te fiabilit4.

I-I .Niveaux compw)sants.

Dans lee m~archda d'd~tudes et de d~veloprne--ertg (les co-..nsants i6lec-ý
troniq~ies nouveaux, ii aiat syrit6o~atiqueernet introc!uit des c1~uses de fiai-
bilit4 comprennnt lea essais en contraintes cli-"zit.ques et m~c.anicies o65-1
O~res. On trouvera un e~e-nple de tels essais au tableau 1. Le but de cue
e~saia eat de faire apparaltre les causes p~onibles de 141ailllnnce et de
v~rifier quo lee procesnus de fabricntitiw ccr,'uicnot 'i des dlsp'ositifa de

rour In frirication d'un -intý'rtel, l1'Prrnviqi-nnno-,ent cles co::-po~ant~
eat bien sOr de In responsabilit6 do l'industriel I maiq colui-ci loit

choisir en priorit6 lee "composante CQ" ("Contr6le Centrilis4 de Quallitd"
cleat-hi-dire ceux dont la q~alit6 est contr~le par un ort7:nis'ie ajýrie,
le Service National de la Qualitd NNOQ, ou ceux ayant fait Ilobjet d'wn

pro~r~r -no do edlection particuli~re chez le fal~rjcai't de comosanta. .maie
ces derniere sont d'un Prix do revierit plue 6levg.



Le STTA demand* on principo des calculs do fiabilitg pr~vi.

mionnello dans is csdrc do@ march45 d4tuces do matdriele ou eye-

tOmes notiveaux pour plusieuro raisons

- ce caicul ndcessits une ddcomposition compibte du systimo

et implique une analyse des contranirtos do chaque compo-

aent aprbs l'itabllise-ient des plane au bureau d'6tudee,

l'est done une Wtrification ouppl~"ientaire.

- les prorni~res estimations obtenues peuvent susciter do@
modifications pour am4iiorer lee r~ouizato (choir des

composants, conception des circuits .... )

I*l@ r4sultats peuvent servir suasi do base & un plan do
maintenance.

En ce qui concerne Is choix des donndos, on procbcdo do I&

fagon suivante t

Si uno inforiration sitisfaisants concernant llutilication

d'un module dana lea rnAmoa conditions que coelle du sujet & l'4tu-

do eat diaponiblo, elie dolt fitre utillsde en pro'.ier.

En dehors do cotte posaibilitd. les donn4es des taux do ddtail-

lances provenant de sources g4ndrales petivent ftre utiliades,

rnais doivent Atro prdcis4eu ot justitides. L'utilisation du

HDBK 217 ou d'un document 4quivalen~t 4tabli par ie Centre Natio-

nal d'Etudes do T6l4comrnunications (CNET) eat recomimandde. Quazid

cola *at possible, on s~efforco le reprendre lee calculs solon

des sources clitt~rentes, afin do mettre en 4widence Is sensibili-
t4 dos r4sultate.

1-3. Esosis de Fisbilit4

Leaeossaia concernent lee mat'Srieis prototypes ou do @4ri*.
Ile ont pour but d'an~lioror is fiabilitd par I& mi,. on 4vidence

des d~fauto syst~matiques h une pdriode o'u il eat encore possible
tochniquement et firanci~rement d'y porter rernbde, at do donner

une estima~tion do la 4r1.abilit6 plus proches do as valour opfcrati-

onnello.

On cherche A rial~qer on laborateire des conditions Aten-

vironnernent climatiques et mdcaniques proches des conditi-Ins rA-

silos d'utilisation.

Lee essais offectuds mont comparabios & cciii d~crita dana

is, norm@ MIL 781 A ou dans la spdcification franqaiae 4ý"4 ,Mden-

to (('CT 190).

On indiquora. plus loin un oxomple d'spplication do coo os-
oats & un rdpond-ur de bord (MF)

Lo ddverninaro eat l'opdration qui consist. k faire toncti-

onner le materiel, soun contraintos ou non, avant Is recetto pour
6liminer lea dt~fiuts 4* jeuntesee. Il out trbn noovent offectu6 par

l'induGL.rlel soil pour evoir ilue do chances de satintaire aur con,-
!itior'j do recette, soit pour 4viter d'avoir h -rocO~er Al trop do

rt~pnrations ao0.s garar'tie, soit our de'iande du service tecnique.



La dur~e do cs 44verminago eat variable d'un Industrial

l'autre at d~pend de Is complexit4 du mat~riel.

11 aemble qu'un ecaia d'unp vingtaino dtheuros inous con-

traintes thermniques ot mt~caniquies proloin1Z6 jusqu'& 100 hotires par

un rodago (fonc~tionnement simple) molt aosez efticae. pour glimi-

nor lee d~fauts do jeunesse.

W~ais certain. I~ndustriels 10 prolonge .lusqu'& 200 Cu35

heures. On trouvera plus loin des examples particuliere do d6-
verrninage.

Afin d'obtenir des 6quipornents de haute fiabiliti un pro-

grwn~me 0 It intrcduire una Clause do Piabilit4 Carantie daus 1*
con trat achats. Ce problbwo particuli~r-3ucnt Important moeo

abord6 dans une autre con? drenco.

2 -APPLTCATION3 DES METHODES-

Pour illustrer cos m~thodes g~tigrales, mourn shons ddcri-

re. uno application dane le cao d'un radioaltim~tre# !a mat4riol eat rn

ban example d'une part pares qu'il pndseent. tine oxcohlente fiabilitd

(MmTB suprieur & 2000 h en exploitation); d'autro part, 11 so prOto

A une analyee do rentabilitg ncn soul oment parc. quo Is codt dos op4-.

rations de promotion do ha fiabilit6 nWest pas negligeable done 1.

prix do revient, mais aussi parco qu'un v~ritablo "suivi" do ha fia-
bilitd 6 tous lee stades du ddveloppo-.ent at do ho production a64

inatall4, co qu l .onne uno source tr~s importanto do renseigneomets ot

a perrnis tine critique sur l'efficacit4 do coo proc~dds, cotam*noflUs 1.

vernons plus loin. Nous illustrerons 6gal*-,ment cern mdthocieu par lour

applIcation our d'ute ratgriels, on particulior des rdpondeure do

bond IFP.

2.1. Lo mat~riel
Le matdriel de r~f~rence oat le coffrot 6metteur-r~ceptour

d'u~n radio-altimbtre.

Pour en donner une br~ve description, nous dirons qu'il

comports essontiellernent un gdn~rateur "solid-&taite"hyperfrdquen-
co modulg on fr~5quence (module Zi), un r6ceptour homodyne Z2 sul-

vi d'un awmpliticateur Z3 commandant un discniminatour Z7 ; 10 .1-
tgmal du discriminateur, apn~o identification du signal requ par

un module Z6 do logique do rocharcho-poursulto, commando 1@ modu-

lateur Z5 ('!onc fonctionnernont on c~oucle fermdo);'lem modules Z4
et Z8 transformont lee eignau~x internee on signaux d'atitude ox-

ploitables et 1'alimontation Z9 aglivre h 1'onsemi~lo lee tensions
utiles. Sa cornplexit4 pout Atro d6finie par hee chiffres suivante:
600 composanta, dont 70 transistonrs, 30 circuits int~exnd lin~al-

roem ot 5 circuits iritdgris lo~iquos.

2.2. PlabilitA pr visionnelle

- ~Deux m~thodes ont A4d utilisies pour pn.Sdire Is fi~bibliti.

Au atado d~5veloppemeiit, is. mdthode maximum-minimum decrite
dana Io HDBK 217 A a permle do pr~ddle uno gammo do valoure do

;.:TlXP alors quo i'4tudo .i'kait pas termin~e.



Un. fols connue lee sch~mas retenus, sine deuxibme ivalua-
tion a Wt fait* & partir des donndes du RADC 68. Dane ce but une
analyse des contraintes riali.Ees our chaque composant a permin
de s'assurer quo lee limites dangereuses d'utiiisation des compo-
mants n'etaient pas atteintes.

Ces seconds calculs ont rAvdld uno augmentation dlonviron
30) 0 du LITB? per rapport & is premiire ivaluation, et une ripar-
titian ditffrentms des pourcentages d'intiuence d'qs divers types
do composants, no'&-went l'importance pr~5pond~ranto des semni-con-
ducteuro et circuits int&4gr~s (70 ýZ), done le taux de pannes.

Lee caicuis ont bien sdr smontrg 1. r~partition par modules
de is fiabiliit, comma indiqad dana le tableau 2.

2.3. !Mloix deg composants

Le caicul do fiabilitA prdvisionnelle syant fait ressortir

l'lmportance des usmi-conducteure et Il'xpgriencd syant nCanti4
que lea diodes 4taiont g~ndraie-nert bonnes, un effort particulier
a dt4 fait our lee transistors et circuits intA-gr4. Ilie ant 4td
ap,,rovisionnds our programmes do sdiection particuliers effectuds
chez Is fatricant dont lea rapporte font 6tz~t d'un tau~x do ddchet
trbo variable d'un lot h i'autre ; is moyonne gindraie *at do 23%
de ddchets aux easais de dilection avec des valour. extremes va-

riant do I & 70r,'

En dehore dos semi-conducteurs, on a considdrA avec atton-
tion is fiabilitd Cdea condensateurs chimiques et des r-,iaio giec-
tro-magnitiques. Cee deux types do composants ant 6'gilecient 4ti

vietillisa rtiticioilement, sous tension. Par exeripie, pour lee

condensateurs chimiques, 1. crit~re de selection itait lo courant

de fuito apres vioilliissoment ; pour les rolais, on slsuri

d'un fonctionne-ient correct.

Pour les autres comnosants, dont i'inriue-ce our lea fiabi-

liit oat moindre, comme le montre i'analyne de fiabilit4 prdvi-

sionnelle, Ile ont k44 approvisionnds our liates reconnues par

l'qdniina4.tration militaire et par lee orgrinierios dlitat de contr8-
io do qualiti (CCQ).

2.4. Ddverminage
2.4.1. Radioaltim~tro

Pour cs radioaltimbtro, lee opdrations do divermin~age ont

iti taites h 3 niveaux.
a) Aprbs cAbia~o-montage, deux modules sublecent u~n veiel-

lieseeent on cycles thermilues d'uno centaire d'houres.
L'un des modules, Z1, gt~ndrateur hyperfrdque.aco, doit

subir une stabilisation sous tension avant rbgiago fi-
nal Icetto stabilisation jous uxi r8ie important do di-
verminage car *Ileo 61mino lea transistors U11? ddfec-
tueux et certaines capacitds cdrs~niquo.
Un autre -nodule, Z9, l'alimentation, me~rite un ddvormi-
nage I p rt ot avant enroloage done 1s vernis, vu son
taux de ddchet disyd.
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b) hApr~eso aneibla,-o et r~glnge, len ensembleg complete

subiseont, sous ten~ion nominale, un diverminage en

cycles ttlermiqueo (-402C. +702C) d'uno centaine d'heu-

roe, et en vibrations.

c) te mat~riel subit enfin un rodage do 200 h dana le la-

borato ire.

2.4.2. Une exrp6rience plus r~cer'te de d~verminage porte sur un

r~~pond ur IF? de bard.
Lo but de l'5tude 'Stait de procý,der hi des oe::aio pour d4-

terminer le temps do dtverminage que doivent au'Ar lee 4-

quipementa pour avoir une fiabilit4 opdrationnelie optimum

d~s le d~but de lour utilisation.

On a utilic4 la rn6thode suivn-te i

24 apparelle ant 6tA pr-lev4s sur la production et ant su-

bi does ssais de 000 h dont 400 en ranctionnement.

Le cycle desescaias a it4 bati h partir deo essais de fia-

bilit4 a~crits dans lee normes MIL 781 A ou CCT 190 1 salt

ur. cycle de tempdrature do - 552 Ni 552C et des vibr.-tions

de 0 & 100 Hz h~ 2 g appliqu4es 10 am par heure.

P'our le test des 4quipements, on a utilis4 1e test interns

du r4pondeur conrnand4 toutes lea 30 secondes, et on a pro-

cWd h des vdrifications bi-quotidicnnee pour dVceler lee

4ventuelleu ddgradations de performances doe principalee

fonct lone.

Use fiche individuells 6tait itablif pour chaque 4quipemeit

Analysone lea r4sultats obtenus

L'etsemble des 4quipements a totalled environ 10000 beuros

de fonctionnernent et ces essal. ont conduit h deux types

d atin

a) D'une part le tracA do la courbectaux de d4faillance on
fonction dui tetapsI permile (tableau 3))

-do mettre en 6vidence lea 2 premi~rea parties do la
- - "courbe en balz-noire", caraotdriatique des 6quippments

Aelectrt.-Iques,

-do proc4der h une estimation du 'TBF a-ýnt d4vermaina-

go solon lea r~gles bien connues des lois d'interval-

lee do confiance. Los valeurs correspondaient d~aille.

urs aux premiers rdeultats obtenus en exploitation.

-de ddterminer I. temps do ddverminage ndceasaire our

atteindre le "fond do baignoire"; !a courbe 6tant bien
caractdristique 11 a 6t4 sled do voir qu'aua bout do

100 h on avait lilmind lee principaux ddfauts do jou-

noose..

-d'estimer is *.TBP apr~e ddverminago. 11 uslvhre quo cc
dernier per-net d'augrnenter do 70%; 1e WTB? Initial.

b) D'sitre part 10 ddpouiilemnt des typos do pwinee a rovd-
14 quelqaoeo p&its foibles do 1'dcquipement, notaweint dos
maitvalo ftn'tionnementad'414ments ndcanliques au froid



at quoiquao type@ do comnponants d~foctueux.

Doe roniid*9 ont dt4 4tudlid, certains allant jusqu'& Is
refonto totals do cortains circuit.. On pout ecp~rerade

augmelntation trio substantiell. du~ MTLP apria I'appli
cation des modificaitions our lee t4quipemonts & produire.

Lea modificationo at oneeigntiients techniques tiris do
con canals ont 6tgt lea suivantc t Tonforc'srnont des rn6-
ta'lioations does toua do connexions do circuits double

faci at utilit6 des esoajo do silection potran type do
circuits Int~grde. Il oat intdroesant do noter quo l'aug
mentation du prix dos compoaant. silectionndo chos )-a
fabriccnts do circuits intdgria n's pas 6t6 r4percut4e
our Is prix dii mat~riel ; 11 somble qu'elle sit 4t4
compenh~o par uno diminution du codt do fabrication-con
tr.51o-rdparation doo carte. on cours do production oi~z In
nombre do difaillanco 6tait trio 4lev6 avant 1. diver-d-
nag# dos circuits.

Con actions ont 4ti trbo efficaces puicqlaucunh panne do
adtallisation Weost apparue lore do. ossain at quo loe
circuit. iuategr6s ont montri une moillouro fiabiliti.

2.5. Emsels do-fiabilit4
On of Tectuo assezs.ouvent do. ossais do riabilit6 selon

lee vrmres 9IL 7e1 A ou CCT 190.

On vs d4criro une application particullire do corn esaral

do tiabillt6 k un autro type do r~pondcur do bord 1"?.

Un do. but. do cot *sr'ai do fiabllit4 4tait d'obtenir, Cu-

tre lawo4lioration do la tiabilit4g I& meilleure connainsanco posn-

sible dui M7? on exploitation r4elle. 11 a fallu donc faire plu-

mieure adaptations des cycles d'esuaia dicrits dane Ia narme 111,
781 A pour so rapprochor au mieu~x des condition. reollo. mdcani-

quoc et thorasiqueo (cf.tabloau, nt 4).

Lee principatux riou. tato obtoauo do coo eornaim mont lee

suivants

- comp. raison dos .-TBP obtoauo par 1. calcul privisionnel,
par lea essain do fiabilti, on oxploitation r~ollet

"* par Is calcul (RADC) 1 600 h

"* par lee ossais 1 470 h

"* on tonctionnomont r~ol 660 h

-On a pu 6galemnot obtonir d'autros renheiene-,ents t
" tris grand. influenco do la loi do variation
du cycle do ternpdraturo ot do vibration.-

" ddternination do Is dur~e optinale du ddvorminage,
(30 hour.. dane r0 can particulior)

" uno connainsanceodrn~e du comporto-ont do i'4qui-
periont, pprmottant Is naicociation do Clause do
fiabiliti Garantie.



Do ftagon tr~s g~ln.'rale, 1e ;TTA consI~re comme trý5 iruc-

treux lea @seats de fisbilit.6 en iabor-toireo: au riivenu (lea proto-

types et do la, pr~n~riet Ila permnettent do d~tecter le3 "erreurs"

do fiabilitd; au niveau deo is erie, Ilia donnent une approxinA-

tion astinfaisante du MTBP op.Srationnel. qul. per'-et une nmeilleure

naintenance.(calcul des rechanpes) et donn4L des 6l1rnents indispen-

sables pour l'lntroduction dane un contrat d'une clause de fiabi-

lit6 jFarantie.

3-EF1'ICACITE DE3 L1.'-11oD"S-

lious venonn de voir quo, pour obtenir une bonne fiabiliti,

il faut des m6thodes k tous lee niveaux 1 lore do Ia conception

do 1'4quipenent, dana 1e choix et Ia se~lection do see com,osarts

conntitutifs Ni travera loa proc~d~s do fabrication retenus, ausali

bien qu'h l'occasion d'ossais do toutes sortee ou d'une politique

'!e contr6le do ltialit4; aussi, chaque phase do la vie 19un 4quipe-

-ent 4lectronique pernet doe actions on faveur 41une meill'?uro

fiabiiit6; h ch cuo, do ces actions correspond un coidt accessitie

k partit' de ia, comptabilitg analytique do l'unit,5 industrielie q',i

produit l'4quipememnt mnain il est lo plus soivent impossible "'as-

socier 4Calement une etticacit4 & charune des actions consid6r~es.

Cetto situation tient h la nature probabilisto do ia fiabilit6 -

et des -randeurs qui lui. sont aosoci~es (I/TD?, taux do panne) -

qui en rend alais~e la sneoure et a 1.'insuff~ioance des .,idttiodes

analytiques do caract~re g~niral.

Une itude ep~cifique a 6t4 lancge et avait pour objet dVex-

traire, 4 partir do donndes r~oiios, des relations quantitatives

liant l'a.-~lioration do la fiabillt4 d'un 6quipe~ent glectrorique

1 l'accroisse-ient correspondant do son coat. Ces relations deval-

ent deter-;iner, en que'lue. rort'Ž,. 1;1 "co~t-e~fic~xcitý," dea Jiff4-

rents .soye:-s que l'on peut rsettre en oeuvre dana la rialisation

'i'un 4quipe ent 4lectronique pour on augnienter la fiabilit6;

icur utilisation per tet ainni de choieir le Joste poids hi donner

ht chacun !~e cee moyens af'in d'atteindro le plir 6cono-iiqueient pos-

sible un ob,4ectif do fiabiiit6 fix4. Pour luo cette 4tude soit con-

crate, elle a 4t6 appliqu~e au ralioaltim~tre dont nous avonr 6

Jýi p~rl6.

3.2. i'roc416 d'analyse des ittve .

L94tude utilisait ion informations recuelillies sur chaino

de production du ra*Jio-alttiitre jut a fourni en trais ane plus de

un mullier d'',lquipe-ients ce qui a perrais d'accuimuier un tr~s Crand

nombre de donnt~es i

"* des donr~teo de 14raillance survenues A 1'4quipe-ent ou h

l'un do sea noun-ensembles lore d'esiaie Is rociate; nous

ad~iettrona en prtemi'ere approxl-'ation quo le .,TLPF ainali

estim,4 eat un in'licatcur nuftisarnent fid~le do la fiabi-

lit6 ope~rationneile do ].16quipement ce qul a 6t6~ vrifi6

par ailleure.

"* des donn~es d'identificatiton le toutes los op~ratione

otfectu~en our !a -hafne doa fabricat ion depuiu son 4
Z n¶arra!ze (npprovlinionnenonte, esosin, contr6le, etc...)



Los ren~oigneý')nts disponibles our 3000 Intervontiono ont
iti transcrits our un fichier deonviron 20t)00 blocs do 80 carac-
O~res.

Pour juger do iletficacit4 des m~thodes d'auY~mentation
do la fiabilitA on R utilis4 toutes lea ressourcos de 1'analyse

L'analyne d'officacitd des operations do fiabilisation a
W d'autre pc~rt facilitt~e 4normt~ment par Is qualith des rdpas~r-

tions It choque staleo

une premiI~re aralyso montre qulau niveau do l'dquipoeinnt
i1 n'y a pas d'intluenco murquge d~une intervention our la vie iii-
t~ri*'ur* do l'iq'Aipemsoint ot donc quo lee traitonents d6 fiabili-

nation ont des cona~quencen inddpendantes au niveau d'un 6quipo-

ment dorrn4.

3.3.Critilue des rn~thodes.

Lee ditffrentes actions oxpoedes prdciderrment conduimont

h une analyse critique A tous niveaux :

-Žitauedu dossier de fabricakion et du calcul do fiabilit4

On peut d'abord contr~ler lee pr~visionh do fiabilitd.

Leeoaemi-conducteuro font effectivement l'essontiel do la
fisbilit4 A long term. de Il'quipelent, main le, circuits int4grio

jouent un r~le primordial, d'autant plus quo dans co cam ia procg-

dure do st~lection en fiabilitg eat assez peu efficaco.

La ripartition des pannes suit relativement bien I** prdvi-
sions t lea modules. '1, Z6 et 19 mont etfectivement 1.. plum rragi-
lea maim si lea 16,'aillances do 71 et Z6 mont neutres pour Is fia-
bilit4 & long terme, un tsu~x do ddtaillance 4lev4 leadiaodesl Vuis-

sancedana I'alinentation eat sir'-ne certain do fragilit4 ot do fati-
gue vraiseiblable ii une icheance plus ou maoins brZe'o.

-Critique de Is sf~jection des co'7posance -

Pour lea .apacitis cni-iques, le vieilliesuenent avec surve-

illance du c!)irrnt do fuite a t.t4 efficacc, d'autant plus quo la
l~ng7i p('riode de repos qui a suivi ce vieilliase-nent, avant Monte-

r~ et re 'ise sous tension, a pondis h~ norbre d'l414ient? douteux: do
continuer A' 6voluer et Vgr cli-in~s i pour c.e type do component.

l'action des cycles de vieilliese-ient eat msuintemant bien connu et
peript dlenvisarer un node do sa5lection du ;me typo, plus rapide.

Pour lei circuits irt 6Cris ot lea transistors hieffot do
cha~ps, le mode do st~lection a'est r~v414 peu efficace.

Les loto our leaquela le fabriccant lonne un taux~ do dý,chet
en essaim de tiabiliaation sup~rieur hi la noyenne ant lirs lea
opi~rations cuivantes at en exploitation une mortalitg supirieure

eg~ilo.ent. Ite ren.force:-.ent des ossais do fiabiliseti3n at doe con-
tr3lei a aug-icnt6 le taux dos d~chet lore do coin esaais sane quo
l'1.nfluence alon fa33 sentir par is suite.

11 n'eut toutefois pus certain quo cotte a6lection n'ait

Cu aucun erfet b6nefique i ' cause des dt~chete important. en fiabi-



linrition -t aunsa de dol~ances r~p~t~es, le fa~ricant a livri6, our
I& fin de la piriode Ie fobrication, des lots tres nette'-icnt meil-
1-purs,

Pour lea tranoistý,rs bipoleires, l1-nalyse factorielle
ne per-et pas de tirer de conclusions : en exploitation conze en
fýAriczition, le tau~x de d~l'cillance reate bas et aeenle con erver
un c rat~re parfaite-,ent altatoire.

- Criti-vie cioa d~5vr'-An,- -!eq -

aDes op~rations de 16verninage cnt 6t6 effectu~es aur d*2m1
taodules ZI (&in~rateur UMF et Z9 (alirnertation). Lee analjaea mon-
trent le r4sultat su~vant

le ew-ý.)orte-.ent de ceo deux modules eat tria diff~rent
autant 1e dt~verminaoe sem-ble etficace sur Ie -'olule Z9, autant lp

rr-u1 tat ser~ble peu conv incant pour le ~no'Iule Z1 Lien qu 'um
vieillisaer~er.t no-is tericion- soit aboolurment nicessaire avant r4;-la-

ge fin.l, pour pallier ls d~rive (souvert die tructive) des carrct6-
ri -ti -,ea ric tranr-istors.

*Pour lc *iýver-ninare des enseriblea conpleta, on constate
',ue prý3 de ia -noiti4 des d~faillances des 20 premi~res neures
correspoc.:lent hL des 34faiita de fatrication rqui, dana ce cas, sont
parfaiteLent ilimin~z et n'ont plus d'incidencesur la suite ; la
conc~lision qu'on peut en tirer eat que ces 20 predeirps hieures de

14ver:,inare ont per-As de dimniuer d'environ 40 le nombre de d6faits
pru.':aturts en exploitation :ces 20 preni~res heures jouent

Lien le r~le de I~vern~nage tjulon attenlait le Ilesnai.
Lesa utres i~fauta d~tect~s pendant ces hpurfns initialenq

ýe d6ver-iinqge sent du ng~ne type que ceux d~tect'a par Is saite le
"essai. L'action de dOver-inaý:e r.'est 6vidente que pour lea in'uc-
tances, les caipacit~a chirnirues et pour lea diodes redres3euses do

1 ali-:entation.

P2'ar lea circuiti int~i'r6s et lea tran!Astors h effet de
cl'a;-p3, le taux de i:fa1llancpo pendiant l'eszai est ur inlice de
la '1i-alite lu lot.

flestrx intirprkter l'sction rlotale de l'eisai t 3-t-on
6lirnin4 par cet essai la rna.eire partie de d6fqillances a plus
ou :noins court terre en exploitation ? 31 on analyse lea etfAC-
rents aspects, on peut conclure cue l'efficaclt6 Iti V.vem-inage
eat ceptaine, 7.-, ou'en coro~aire on provoque 1eý; d~faillances qjui
n'on wieun rapport avec la fiabilit4 inrsque le d~verrninage pma-
tiqu4 eat trap dur, surtout A or. le prolonge au dell& de 20 heures.

- ritique 1:i procesius inu-jutriel de r~rltcnd a ir.it

Deux boucles de contre-r~action prir~cipples 4tair~t nenal'es
ao'-urer inc certair~e stabilit6 de la q'ialit6 et de la fiabilit4 III
prirluit fini : une contre-r~action bas6e our Is qualin~tric du con-
'r6le induotriel d'une part, et une aecon-te baxde our la necure !e

LT'en esnais I dtývcrmrinage dlenae~nble. I-analyse du rroceasus a

4tait inadapt~e, not&:-L-ent hi cause de as cn:-tantr! de tenpa

...n effet ur, contr8le ir~dustriel liont lea r.!actiornn inter-
vP r-.7cnt trop lon,-Itt'Ipusaýpv' la fal~rictiori eot irneffic'ice si
p?7si-*r.t le te ro Acoulot entre la dot-ction des prenA~ro dt'.'auts,
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la, 12ter-.1nation op 1-kir 7'aiine (nutilnu~c ir'-ctu'e ux, peraornnol
ina~ ýpt,ý) et .cre ',de. *e tio -1 reux týqlipe'-ornto continu-nrt a o~u-
t'ir cos t-C jVf: It.

Toir la to clo . e fialil it bau.. ! 9r le.- r.'hu-l tut3 en de-
v~rri.', oon effct r %4-ulatcur 't court ou mroye,, ter-,e eat nul puk.

tiue le t~iux de d/4'ailluce Ni ce niveal noý repri'sente pan i, riabi-

3.4. ra;~O; E. n ~'x::;E F1AV LILT 7ATIO';

La pri-.e ýi payer pour pro luire uni ra-lioaltii~ttre cle kUcnne

fialilite avec le nr,)cesous de faLrication, initial 6tiiit d'cnvi-

ron 30 -du prix de -evirnt Me 1'i-'uiýe-ent, le coa3t de la s.lec-
tion doea cwnpooarita y intervenant pour 15': et lea op~rationo do

d~verm'~naoe et de contr8le pour un pourceplire a peu pr-ba identi-

A titre d'exemple, a'i peut faire un tfibleau (cf.tatkau 5)

de la relation '-6ut-efficacit4 des op,'1rations de fiadilisatton

des se-ni-conducteurs 'nctifs, dont le taux de dý,.-fAiarnce eat in--

p ortant par ra~poort au taux dVfaillance global de l'6quipe.-'ent t

ces ieni-conlucteurs actifs sont en cauat dans deux d~faillarces

sur trois.

En moenne, la for-rule dlapý roxiinition di Ia ouir-prlme 3
qui a 4it6 payde aui fo urnisseur pour les op~5rationa de s6lection
peut 9'dcrire i

S -10 + P/3

L'analyse defficacit4 a sugg6r4 un moysm dc di'.inuer no-

tableinent le budget "fiabllit4" et sane doute do le limiter Ai une

our-prilie do l'ordre do 104', En effet, i'analyse montre que zaalcr4

toutes lea precautions, Ia fiabilitd lu mat~riel reae~une fonction

directe de la qualitd des pi~ces d4tach~es.

La proc~dure ýa retenir pour obtenir le anoilleur comprornis

prix-fiabilit6 serait la r;uivante.

- rime si Ilefficacite r~eile doe op~rntions de s~lection
des composants eat faiblo, c'est h dire si on 6limine aui-

tant de "bons" composants quo deo nuvats, toutee cello,

qui ont kg4 faites so justifient (par exemple, pour lea

transistors ot circuits int&r~r6s, il faudrait quo plus Ijo

8SO! do, d~chots A ces essals solent artificiels pour quo

Is procWrI perde de son int.'r~t).

- I. d6verminage du nodule Z9 aurait pta Stre rempl'aco do fa-

;on 4conorinique par cotte 94lection des diodes do puissan~ce

au atade du comtposant ;

- Io tau~x de d~5faillance does cor~posants la i miss eourn ten-

sion " doit etre retena co'-me crit~re pour dicid_ýr 9'11

talit ronforcer ou au contraire relacher la a~ve'rit4 des

op~rations do edlection on amoint.

- tan daverminago d'enserible d'une vinetaino d'heures oat of-
ficaco a l& plupart doe d4fauts conetatde At co stado su-

raiont entraind tin ddfaut do Jeunesso on exrploitation I

par castro, 11 Wesst pas utile do prolonger 1. ddverminage:

on fait alors apparaltrs, en plus do d~faillancoe sane doti-



te lidoe des d~Vauts de jeuneei~e, trop de d~faillances

artificiellos pour quz le proc~5d4 aoit Ju.3tifiable dane

in cae g~indral ;

- le rodoge au banc, suns contr J eas clirnetiquee, eat intd-.

reseant pour se faire une id,'t alable de la fiabilitd d'ex

ploitation, maie en tent qu'outil le fiabiliostion, il no

faudrait y faire paosor syet6matiqueinomnt lee dquipements

quo si Is MiT~I eur un pr61Žvemeemnt eat nettem-nt infdrieu-.

re &i ia M.TBF objoctif.

- enfin et surtout, uno politique conetante do haute fiabi-

lit6 pour co rnatdriel donne do .agon gratuito 'un 'exce11cn-t

rdoultat hi long terme i lee r6acticns chez lea furniaaeurs
do composanlo ont abouti h la, ft. rniturede pi'eces de -ieil-

leuro qualit'5 et de nmeilJ.are fiabilit6.

4 G- 0CtTJSIOTI-

Do l1ensemble des tr vaux qui viennont d'Otre d4~crits et

en particulier dc l'6tude do "codt-efficacit4" des rn~thodes do fiabili-

t4 appliqu~e hi un rediv-altlm~tre, on pout tiror quelquas conclusior~s

La plus Crando conclucoio aot une concluo ion do bon c'ens
(et co W'est pas ddcevant dane la 7resure o~i le bon sons ýilest pas

6vident): on no gait pas do lallhauto fiabilit6" avoc des rnoy,:ns "arti-

ficiels"; il faut do "bons compozantall et un "travail propro" pour lea
aseemrbler. En effet, il serait illu3oire de vouloir rattraper par dee
esosia do d~vt~rminage ou autros une fabrication imparfaite avec do

inauvais Co 'iposanta.

L'autre -rande conclu~'ion eat que pour appliquor cos m4-
thodes si'ploo e: Oas'surer de leur ef~icacit4, il faut interver'ir ai

touc lee stades do la vie do l'dquiperient :ddveloppeinent et utilira-
tinn do bons composanta, analyse d~trallde du j~rojet p.r des calculs

do fiabilit4 iprcviaionnelle, faLrication soigri~o, vdrifido et compl4-

tdo par does d~verrninr~aeseot does essais do fiabilitd judicieusoenent

choipia, au niveau de leur dur~e et au niveau des contraintos ap.li-
qu 6e .

Co texte eat partiellement ',aog aur des travaux r~azdise par TIRT aous coritrat
STTA 7286087 et avoc LL.T aoue contrat STITA 7481017.



Table I
ESSAIS E: CONT:AINTES ECIMELCNWE

Essale Nombre Conditions Nonbre do cjclea d'e.raie Obrvations
dVessais ou contraintes k:helonn~eg b~vain

Etanchdtt4 Totalit4 Dktection Lec essais d'ktanchiit4 pour-
de fuites ront *:ventuellerent 6tre re-
-par H41ium pris upris une sdrie d'eosals
-par liquide mtcanlques et climatiques

Varations CCTU O-01A .. esures a3riv
rapides de 5 par 51 5 - 10-20-40 chaque s6rie
temp~rature (. tthole A) de cycle.

-559C +1252C

0 + 100C Lesure mpria
Choca CCTU 01-01A - 10-20-40 chaque sArie
thorriques par S.B de cycle

(:,:dthode B)

Ternprature 10 4 H1 de otoc Tenperature 6chelonn4es ;:esure 4 la
kage A cha- 258C 1502C temp•ratVre
que temp.ra- 1001C 1751C de 251C -21C
ture d'essai 1251C 2002C aprs chaque

au-delh, de 259C en 252C reprise
211 de reprise juaqu'a destruction

- 2500- 3000g ...sure apr~s
Choces 5 0,5 me 1500 - 2000 - 2500 - 3000 9 ,,,eurc sai

0,2 ms

Vibrations Balayage de
1Z-Essais--l P 100 & 2000Hz
croissants 5 aux ..ccA6- 1 cycle de dur~e de 15 minutes

rations
succeesives
10-20-Og

2-Cycles
r2p-tc s 5 Balsyage de ..esures aprbs 20 cycles

10 & 2000Hz 30-40-50cycles

& g constant
(par exejple

20g)

Acc6leratioJ CCTU 01-01 A hMesures aprbs 10000 g
constants 15000 g - 20000 g et au-delajusquia 100000

Table 2

Sub-units Influence percentages due toRu-nis TO......c agne Conne D..ivers- Tot
(1/) G• C. C (r ) C- ) C.)

01 0.6 &.3 94.3 0.0 u.u 2.7 U.d w.0 14.3
_Z .. 0 % . 99.1 0o.o r.o 0.0 0.9 C.0 6.0
Z3 4.9 4.4 30.4 57.0 s.7 1.0 0.6 0.0 3.5
Z4 1.2 0.8 75.3 21.4 1.2 0.0 0.1 0.0 10.1
Z5 1.5 0.8 64.2 32.5 0.4 0.3 0.1 0.0 15.4

Z6 2.0 0.7 30.0 66.1 1.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 12.7
Z7 2.4 1.7 94.1 0.0 0.0 1.7 0.2 0.0 8.5
Z8 1.4 0.8 72.4 23.2 2.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 9.3
Z9 2.4 7.2 48.2 37.8 0.0 0.5 0.1 3.8 7.6
Z10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 94.2 12.0

'.,. I• ~ ~ ~~ ~~,' '.., ," " ..
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number of fallure.

within each 20 hours interval Table 3

7

6

5

4

:3

2

100 200 300 400
number of hours In service

TernpdratureT
-. , Table 4

. 131CP

(+552C)

SI h /

when voltage applied

' est 6si30a

i1 rtions 10 nn/h

lh t

'N



Table 5

vhole w~rranty in
100 semiconductors CCQ components applied equip'ient op-rational total1,election voltage )lurn-in phase

cost price 300 225 150 nko 00 625

waste rate 2) 2 o 0.6 ; 0.2 , (26 ;)

process (5
erfectiveness el (burn-in 50 100 r;
•ninated component nf ZI and

Z9)

mean cost of an eli- 10 h 25 90 300 300
ninated component

-,\
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0. 1 ThOcMUCT T ON

T-) obta in Iii :', r'il i ibility t~ ,-wit , it I.; nf i-i .a:y to) u-va p,-trprli-jtv
fit thod., %nd cit t-hol fil!. At the '. vI:mTc'Ji i out dni . . omo 'n inl

i~~~~ I: voir -..T Ar 7 1. co:-,-.r-uniz-.it1on:; . o-o ~-~rr~n th,- 'a. iou!,
h of 1't i i..b1 i ty divlpi .a rt con-lu, U- A a '3

om -: ,nnt:; : f':t:aire di.'-i :ti t-ow-: J, t.1'- L111JiV':It-Jt of 7,anfljftu-InL
,1 at...t : I din, to hi,,h !-vl lobi 1it.,, d.. "cf::.

-:~'li~b: IA ty. pvc Iictioin ,Ioit-calczu'.tionz, art, c-iir-iud out to nly'
tih tre. to whh ¶ r ci,,yon n L. il't ;urbmi .tc,,l and irpy-ovt_ cir-cu it dti. z:n

t 11- PhIIi it'. tnd buin-in 1 t; ip-rri ,.: to -:cval cmany rpnc:atit nr
d c f-c 1. - -.nd s\',ntcmtrtý 1.-i lurm .- w 1] naý t,ý -,iv. .an t-izmtion 0.', J ,.
bility cak;OI to tht- 6ptr tiofl-al ValumL.

r-crliaibility c'Iau:at!; : cuý '-nte %'liabi lity o,- rzntr-actuil riaintrnancm'
3-u't(-i ufl'U'C tihIt the'kT rk3~.h h,-fl :fi Ec.md.

Pit above rme tho'irs, whic-.h haivt b.r~n a ~i:'id i'tci tnt, to a'.'i oni: zr quipncnt
dtc.id =ý~ ..tna.-rl of .. , ihl 1), i'.rzt .1. .. ,-jbfd mil i.1ucr'zn~t-J

b,, almll atmi o cotirr..t( ca:"4' ; Urh-f, we will pr eaft-t the main runaul of a
studly aimc n-u. at anil1:1 iio,, ti. teffic, oi,> (.. nuc nf-thoj ', fri,)-i Ooe

-rJ~i~y" 6tj~id-niint, :or ;_ :r,.rtic-ul i. eý.n-;lI,,. (11-Atlly, we will brinC out
theý essý nti'il lessonS hmnarnt frron the 'p)1ii:atiOoi of' theze thd to k'nown (ejui2.-
rn nt.

1. GZZ... .At POLICY

ye :.1firat vc-.~ 1c: 1 l i n-ivW v:.r jois methocds uscd to obtain hitch

1.1 I. Co~ij'oncnt Lev'el
.1 1liabil itv liuzzt includin. tt t- ron'I1u-t4, un*(:- zvŽe:limi7t ic an,!

nt. uhariica:l con Iition:' a i P v:t.viatiri Il' initr-nu'u' e- iot lz,, i-t 1 tr Lt -ni.: co~rp minrit
f-Jm-3tn urnI devclopnmtnt cortVjct~i An t,...'1 U -ivrn ir, table 1.

'iTk Ofror ' th~fm It''-, i'I-ý t i.) b'n, nut t1: c lfrurcro of failurt:
-,Tyr ti . !, . t t'3v! tht' m. flu. a tu ' l '1 -)ctf 1, 1, t a ii .' r~t1iAb Ilit: - 'IcvjzA.m

AL ' 1 i i "rII . L;, 11U, - t U: i 111 ) fn , ) ( ui..--in' I-,c'c o i the
x:tif'lil it; .). , u'h,' -r -.ip'o nt- .ý % ... eb v, '- or. th, manufa1'ctur'i r

howcvci , ti,,- .,tkLtci' m'u,-t Li%"( -'t ii -c t,, n.,. (C'x C nt t tn
t! 't ifc. de ..ualit#i, - Cm(nL A1 lu, Ii-i on, -ol) t i ) an.'orcont:-rts I hoCn~
-iuai it y Is c nt z,, 1t d b, it n t ii 't j II a. 'aion I1, 'c r 1,1 * : 1 t i onaI de 1-i
.uii I j;& L. ~i Luný 1 u -iUt. / D. 'nor :r-Afr.) , or' t, z,_-c Z t ztd th. au~h a

spci~ i ;'rc'tb,. t,.,,c~a n:~ic - tut~ tic' litter Lve ~o

I.iic ot...Lill. '.: jh a :- 1. 111n "'J i l %..i'3t., S7A t-Ut
u' z '' i' reU - ' ui"- n a

Tlu ;-.I.

t:7 rI i it;

*- t ln t n' 1.

'r. W. n. 11a* uo t l .-. ' t"

'r I t-v :o *'t -: - . n
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1 .3. iot li:ibllity Testing
Th se- tvsts mre conducted on prototype or mass-produced material. Their

nbj~ctlve is to iaprove rliibility by detecting systematic defeets at a stage when
it is still possible to remudy them from both technical and financial standpoints,
and to give an estimate of reliability closer to the operational value.

Lfforts are made to achieve, in the laboratory, climatic and mechanical
environment conditions close to those prevailing under operational conditions.

Thc tests car ied out are similar to thone dencribd in the specifications
MIL 7bl A or in the equivalent French specifications (CCT 190).

Ar examole of ti,, app)lication of such tests to an airborne transponder
(hLi') will be rivLn lttri on.

1.4. Du:n-in Phase
Burn-in consists in running the material, with o- without stresses, prior

to acceptance, in order to eliminate the early operational defects. This operation
is very frequently performed by the manufacturer, either to havc more chance of
:necting the acccptance conditions, or to avoid making toc -any repairs during the
3eriod of warranty, at At the request of the technical service.

The duration of the burn-in period varies according to the manufacturer
con~erned and dpends on the complexity of the material.

A tczt nerformed under thermal and mechanical rtresces, lasting approxi-
mattly !O hours and prolonged up to 100 hours by a burn-in period (simple opera-
tion) secms to be efficient enough to remove early defects. However, it is extended
by socie manufacturers up to 20U or 350 hours. Specific burn-in examples will be
pre:ented further on.

1.5. Guaranteed reliability
In order to obtain high reliability equipment, a Guaranteed Reliability

Clause must be added to the purchase contract. This most important problem will be
disrussed in another paper.

2. AP'tLICATION OF IHL 1LTHODS

I. order to illustrate these general methods, we will describe their applica-
tion to a radioaltimeter. This type of equipment is a good example because, on the
one hand, its reliability is excellent (MTBF over 2000 hours) and, on the other,
it is suited f(- a cost-efficiency analysis ; as a matter of fact, not only can
the cost of reliability promotion not be iisreLarded in the calculation of the
overall cost, but also an actual reliability "follow-up" has been set up at all
th• develops,ent and production stages, which constitutes a considerable source of
information as well as the means of assessing the efficiency of these methods, as
will be seen further on. The application of these methods to other material, in
,)articular to Iii airborne transponders, will also be described, for the s.ake of
illustration.

2.1. Descrintion of the equipment
The reference equipment is the transmitting-receivir&,unit of a radio-

-altimeter.
This unit consists essentially of a solid-state, hyperfrequency,

frequency-modulted generator (Z1 module), a homodyne receiver Z2 associated with
in amiplifier Z3 actuating a discriminator Z7. After identifying tte signal received
by an acquisition-tracking logic iodule (Z6), th(e discriminator signal artuates
tht- modulator Z5 (therefore, closed-loop operation). Modules Z4 and Z8 transform
tht internal signals intý usaule altitude signals and the supply unit Z9 providcr
the overall nystrm with the appropriate voltages. The complexity of the system can
be defined by the followin6 figures : 600 cornpnnents, out of which 70 are transiz-
tars, 30 linear intejrated circuits and 5 logic integrated circuits.

;2.2. ýt(liabilitv Prediction

Two methods were used for reliability prediction.
At the development stage, the maximum-minimum method described in document

!W11D 217 A was used to :)predict a ranje of 1TBF values while the study was still
Loin• on.

Once th' final patterns htive been selected, a second evaluation Xgas
r.curied out on the ba:,is of thf data 1)rovided by iýADC 68. For this purpose, a stress
,inalyvis was performed 'or" each component in order to make sure that the danger
.imits of use of thustf compunents had not been reached.

This second set of calculations revealed a 30 '. increase in the MT2F over
th firet evaluAtion, and a different distribution ef the percentages of influence
o. :hn, vwrious; ty,ies of components, bringing out the prominent part played by
solid-sLitt, component and integrattd circuits (70 5,) in the failure rate.

An indicat, d in table d, the calculations also showed the distribution
of reliability by module.



L .in-,c rcliability pr'edi-tion calculation:s pointtd out the- ir,:ro-tin't of
solid-stit e n nt , m vx".-rl. m.ncv dvitontrat I thsit diodf- ':0jnc: Iy1].,:ood,
.A p~irticula., effort w,%3 devoted to tranntrtor- anm' intt yattd circuitc. Th zv'.'
purzha.3ed followin, :'pvcific stvlecti~n p.r,1'.:ca.'r lcd out by the - nuvu:c
"-hi)re ic ,)ot: ove~al a rejection rLtt V &;liin, ccnside rably frc-m or.': b-itch to thfe
n:':t. Thi avcv-6t- I'rctm s 23 ', of rm jct7 in rolccticn tts:tr, .,it?- uxtr#en

A-)- i t f ret ro Iid - rtate c omponen t s, ch( -i1'-ai ca P c i n and e 1e(',tro-
a'tic- rela'.'c. 'icrc ca.- fully ntudi...d foir Uti-ci rcflatil it.. Th~ ie t-o t pcc of

:cCI:U)o-n~fta wtea alro acd~m ti'I-i:ally with, .volt;ýe anplicu. In the cane of cht-Mcalc
oaparýitui's, for vxanrel,, the a-&lU(tion criterion wan, thf 1toko~e eur'rcnt 3ftir*

-_.in % ; in that of 1-Icla:', thL critcrton war correcrt operation.
As to th.. othcer cesidonent. . whose infl~ufnce on reliability in les3 i..ndr-

t~~t, * .c rdmo-%- b., the reil'ability p~rcdtctio)n nlr ,they: were oc'juircd accordin:-
t,)1 t- t ao))rcv..m by iie m :ilittey -odrinintrative. services and by t1.. irove-nmeatal
qjunlit- :ontrol oi -, nl .ionn.

2.4. Burn-in
2 .4. i .r ioitiete-

F--" thin r'adioaltinete r, burn-in operations 'fer cndos t-z_' ca tlhr,r
lev( 1"

Sm fi -the %:irin. scrieblin- )hanc., t,.o ruoduliec a- evubIt
to thermal cycle areing for approxinzatcly 100 hov. r.
One- Of the nodule.3 a' h"PVcrfr cuec'ly Lenerator Zl, muzt bcn
ztabilisc d whilQ _har~ed 7yrior t) 'in~ adjustnit:nt ; suci -.ta-
bilizatton plays an imoortant part In the burn-in phase when
It elinina,;es faulty 0WF transistors ond sonte ccra~iý ori
tors.
The ,upply module, Z9, ha5 to be burnt-in irparately and ipi-tar:
to bein6 tcoatcd with varnish, in vie-i of its' high ifej-rction
,ate.

b) :'ollo-.in., 055 'obllný and ajttet the compirteý paltsn are
subject('d to themn~al cycl ?(- 4002: + 70*C) bui n-In .it:, ra.ttl

v, ta'ie and v.ib.-at ons a:pplic~i, for approxnimately 100 hours.
c) Finally, the cquipmcnt In sub.aitted to b.,t-kin.-in fo-r ZC0 ou,

in thL laborutozy.

2.4.2. A burn-in tent -.a- conduct~d rmorc rccently on an airbornc IFL'
traxiLc~ndcr..

T' urnpose of thr study' vic to) cnrry out te-tss to determ~ne the,
dar.Ation oa: tmc burn-in o,,LerAtion n4 crsna," to Ennurc i:x

o~ertonc4rliabilityl .ron time very initial staj~c of -opcratiin
of th.: (ijui~n-int.
The follo-;in5 ý rethad v'as applied
24 devicez :ec a.mvplt.d from the mass-produced items and sub-
rnitt...d to tests 'n eGO hour', out of which 400 hours were in
opei-ation.
The test cycle. vas worked out on the. basis- of thc reli.-dility
te-sts. desciibed in sp~clfication:s ML 7b' A or CCT 190 :that is
to sa:, ttemperature cyclc raný'.n, from - 550C to + 550C, and
v' "b.atlons rantgint; fromn 0 Lo 100 ar rt 2j;, anpll.:d for 10 ninutc-
in every hour,.
An for -in e~iui-rint tcs.1im. is concerned, the interrnol t,.t o:
thc transpondfrr chis-h . opcrated ever'y 30 re-onin, ':su7sd,
and -hc! rv i~ad( t-i se - da", to cl:tvect t~;' c-: ntu-ý .. o
non,.- de,-.-d',tion of the msain .'u-ti-n:-.
Ail ,n~lcx cii s:fa ~~ equipnent.
LeL us, analy.-e th.-r u. obtrvIn.'
Th*- overall c;quiyom nt '..*n1. thro'i.:. jrois1;1,00iu.
0: opeUra tisa, and tlicse.L tue.ct 1led to) tiýo y of '1'ti~on

a) On thQ onc hand, plottin- th' fstlu:, rnte. cur-c ,. a functirn
of time sm1ade it poss-iblfe to (table .

- brtn, out th( fi.t t'o -mo~rtion'' o: th, "bath tub survc%,
t--i.lof el't-ýtonl.re:C.~nr

- t:ctlm:itc' the 'T3r' iuror to burn-in, :swinto Vt-w
,:.ll-',no.-n r-ulc:, o. th.- zonfidrnnr 1r.t'-?v-IXla-! The

'islucn obtiinedcc::ccod to the cr-v' on-eration renult,:.
- dc r..emin-. th, burn-in tiswf ne cELcrar* to r Iahthe "bath. tub

bot ton". An tim. cu.-v, wazs iii. i~ct.:~I: t an:e, 0:-

,, ith evidensoe t~hat thfe mil cirny operration def-ctr' hod
bce ii 'li-iniawt.d 'tft.. IU imou,,

- !ctirna t, thec J]T3F after burn-In. t Jr. t':..monrti atttd that
the initial sAT'1V can be incriased b:, 1 60' thrcou-h burn-in.
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t, Cn the oth, c W:'nJ, tLh r(durtion of th,. data or. th;_ var!ou-.
of f"'i iu:e t:v~ail J a fe' oak pocints in th,. oui•-

in-, rir.nly t'm. malfunctioning of re~l nim 4 tlcm tý, 3t
c•,, ts'el atuz ;,~ ncd a fefi ty2es of defective comsonrnt'..

Po-viblc 't mdi.5t were con:'idtrd, soi:: o. thcri extrndinL
aS :a: _s tV," r.Ori- lttk_ ! Oakin, o. c-'tai- A:;-uitt . A
výrv substlntiil i.if -vtomcnt of the ,TIr -,an be expcct-d

tt:, t. •,:li "aton of tht modfi.itions to th, ,-iulip- nt
to bc p!oduced.
The techni. ' I rrons drawn fr)m thcse tertfo nuir:c-t the
follo'in, •,oilfi, ati-,n3 : teinfort 1-trt of ct tall -atlon
in coanýntion fc!.' Cox double~-ic1d ciacuits., nd useful-
ness of sel,.ctin te!-ts for a tyne of integratt'd circuit'.•
it iso:.: . thet the cozt incrr.-'c of th_ scm•on, ntc
seutctJd fr-" ý:,tc att-d circuit produ'cing lfirnz- has not
bci-n refli tcd tn ilho cost of *hc eui-v1cnt ; it lff•n thmt
it w;•s *owuteroal:,nced bv -i rtductlon In Ljo cost of tht
•:inufactu, 1in, _ontcol and '(-p-ir of circuit Cards in the
production p-~oa, whlate tha numbel of failuies wao very
hi~j p io: to -ircuit burn-in.
Such action p.-)rod tc be very effici nt, sin-e no m~talli-
ration failu.'- occurred durint the test;t, and the relia-
bility of inte6rated circuits was improved.

Z.5- i~eliabilitv, tt.,stilns
;,cliabiliiy tests in confc2-iity with tCi sppcifc-Ations MIL 7b1 A or

CCT 19C are ccnluctcd fairly oftein.
A paiticular apUication of those reliability tcsts to another type of

a' bornE Iii t.an:,-cndcor will bt deo.cribcd.
One of t. e purposes of thtest- eligtbility tests was to improve relia-

bility; as wrll as to :et a bitter knowld6ee of the O1TBF under actual operating
contjios. Y7h rcfoie, in ordcr to u,)proac-h as closely as poss_ ble to aea. mecha-
nLcoal rid therial con-'itionr Clef. tablc 4), it .,as necEs3iry to effect reveral
.daptations of th ttst cycles dvtscrib-d in tht. specifications MIL 7U1 A.

Thc main results of thk ce testo .1 c the following
- comparison of the 1TDFs obtained through predictive calculatione and

rcliability tezts, under -ctual operatinL conditions

* through calculations (i'ADC) : 600 hours.

* through tests : 470 hours.

• under actual operating conditions : 660 hours.

- additional info.-otion wis obtained :

* very strong influence of the temperature and vibration cycle
variatio•; law.

* dotecmination of the optimum duration of the burn-in phase (30
hours in this particular case).

* sure knowledge of the equipment behaviour, which provides means
of nes'otiatin6ý the Guaranteed Reliability Law.

1ýeliabilit, tesrt conducted in laboratories are generally regarded by
ýTTA as very valuable ; at tht prototype and pre-production stages, they provide
thc means of detecting reliability "errors" ; at the mass-production stage, they
live a good approximution to the operational MTBF, which permits improved main-
tenarce (calculation of replacemnnts) and provides indispensable information for
the introduction of a guaranteed reliability clause into a contract.
3. LFFLCTIVLNESS OF IIhTdODS

3.1•. Gtnfrrai

A5 stated in the above chapter, achieving good reliability requires the
application af .ic-thods at all levels : at the equipment design stage, in the
selection o1 components,in the manufacturing methods chosen, as well as durinr
testn of all types or when drawing up and applying a quality control policy ;
therefore, rach phase in the life of an electronic equipment provides opportunities
for Improving reliability through specification. To each action corresponds an
accessiblc cost which the analytic accounting of the equipment manufacturing firm
makes it possible to know, but, most of the time, it proves impossible to associate
also each action with a given level of effectiveness.



Th-I. i ' h ob ibt, I t rto i c ntu o f rf. I1 it) I Ity - .i-dr o f 1.t.J -i nt 1
('XTD', fItlutv r at& - %,hic mil .k( r It dii £~ul t to mfAot k ' 1" tht. Jo: t: "t o.
ountlytical methods of a b le-.il flotuz C.

A spec ific study w,.s urvli rt~ikn , i1 0 pJuip0'e .XIStr to d, i 1 r I~oid"
da'ta quantitativi. rc lat ionis littwevn tho toI ab 11,31)i ; ir'xoc t ant
k'qUi pSm t ani the corru':ýpon/iln, co0ýt .ntc' Tno:.., it 1tOi to taf ti T.
the. "L~te.'e~tivCnecL1 so to spea.k, of the v ii iou:- rivins whih canl 1)( n,,DLfnt-
ed In the development of an eirectronic e 4uip;)ant, to Imp~ro)ve I, I1li-1tv ttit rk-1 )r,.

th-o' rul~jtuons malkie it pý)siblt' to :h,)-):, Itt ril1 nt t .I )ft
tht se m it.ins in order to to ach a s( t it 121.1u1i t:. oL)J, ;tivt 't.,; t onY)2i:I c1y
pos:;ibliu. To t~ive a ccncr.-tL ch iritctur to ) tu l, it vn,. 1 It')V, t: :!o
altimeter already mcnitioned.

3.2. Method Analysis Pro~voo
For the study corisid# rfd thc &i~t icollc-, t, I on the ra iib:c1timet'er pro-

duction lint-, which produc:ed over on.! thouzoond pic of t-4uipO' utit o:r*;A thrsee yfa:.-,
were used ;thus, a conridterable amount of d~itý v;d7 ic(.unul;,td

*data on failures occurrinC in the e 1ui,)m nt or Ont. af its nub-ukltto
In the course of breukin,.-in tt ~ Ac, a firost urrox:imtiý-n, v~e will
admit that the 14TBF r1ault.n6 Liona thi- (Ltim.tion ),Jvido-- a nuffi-
ciently accurate idea of the operitionil re]liability of the equipm~ent,
as was verified throu&h other ineanro.

*Identification data on all the o:,urat Ii.nn '.r-iied-out on the pi oducttcn
line since its inception (Supplites, tt.,:t-, ;,ontrol, kti..).

All the information available on 3000 o,' rritiorns was rc-c'rd~l on a data
file includin6 approximately 20, COO block; of ýýU cl.kr'.;cttls.

In oi~der ti apprEciate th( fe-in so f ittli.-bilit' i':vmn
methods, all the resouroca providtd by statistical~ .inil vatrII*iit cre
resorted to.

Besides, the analysis of the eff-otivitnueo o: zlliability , improvcemcnt
operations was considerably facilitat~d bv the cqu~lity oi *p~lrr at 'ach -,tdt;c
it is demon-,trated by r. first inalyris thiL. theo.c opt r't~onLo do not affect ma:kt 11;
the subsequent lift of the equipintnt and, thertefo:,c, that : eliability ,n:,x0VL'S.11kt

procisses are followed bi independenit conic.4ufn-Ei az zc.,aids ýý given Equinment.

3.3. Critical review of methods
The various actions &tscribed previcusly lead to iA criticail ritvic-.- at

all levels

Cr~t'kcal review of the rnriufac-turin,- -(oosd -nj )f re't tbllity. ordtct'Lxn
calculations

F.rst, reliability predictions cen be cc tirolled.
Solid-state components play an essential part in the loni- rante iliat.-

bility of the equipment ; however, into~iat~d cilcuit:, also play a 1Xo-dinC rolc,
especially an, in this case, the rE'liability selection method i'z not very effective.

The distribution of failures is in rather ,;ood aL:,reenent with the pic-
dictions :as i :-,attcr of fact, modules :1, ;6 and Z9 are the srni-t i~elicate, but,
whereas the failures of Z1 an~d it. do not affect lone-tcrm reliability, a hitgh
failure rate of the power diodes in thr supply module is the certain riL-n of
probable fatifguc and weakness in the near future.

Critical review of componprt selection m-thods
Xs far as chemi~cal u-3pacitais ar3 con~cerned, at~einC with mcrnitorin,; of

the leakakge ourrent provel efficient, especially as the lont7 z,#Lt peiod which
followed this ageing phase, prior to assembling- and re-appl-in,- volta,,e, allowed
many dubious elements to continue tneir evolution and to b4 elln.'n~ted. For this
type of component, thu act~on of a,;ein 6 cyries is now vell-known and a simillar,
but faster mode of selectioi can be contemplated.

.As regards integrai.-d circuits and field effect trannictoi i, the selec-
tion method proved rather inei.'ective.

The batches which the manufacturrr indicates ir offtrink; a higher
rejection rate than the average Luring reliability imp',ovcme~nt tests, also offer
a higher rnortility rate during th, subsequent operations and under actual oucrat-
ini: conditions. The reinforcemont o^ reliability iMProv11mmmnt tvzt.- and checks
resulted, during these tests, in a hither rejection rate, althou.gh this waý follcw-
ed by i'o subsequent effect.

However, this selection may hove had a bereficiAl imp~act i:due to the
considerable number of rejects in the course of reliability inpr( ':emkrt teatin,,
as well as to rcpestoed complaints, the manufacturer deliver ed bat,-chs o- a miarj:edly
better quality around the end of the )roduction period.
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uZ~ -:Jaw \ n- lu r. ill 0)(1it'I I viM f t 1 'u:,.. If U.
I~,~. 4 I iU I 't( v -I -I I" ai 1i.j m' S~ to0 r):: .t.: oz'.IIa h 1  ! f 1 ci

Lu!i 1-lf i n w ad _I I)Ut 0 11 ~.0o Iu2'o:. nt~X (r4:t r) ni.

I't ao. o.ao1 r. s ei' ~ sn' t: hU n-int."

S ~o: '' L Zj h '- '... t, L.- :ia:,':inli

a , i3 i. 1cX ":) L 'ht- oft'.n dit ."t:' Ctt'.

( allA Ct 1;r¶j ý o-fl0'.~ )".t4 uni.3 rOr)ýi tl:t .ýlmr't ho1
u: C c; L ill J. .!S -r,' ý- , ' -.ý ufo tu in_ faulti'
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7a-t d(i t !j' i,, A' ':i u:tir, theFse initial hourf- of turn-in are

of the same tvne as those di'teted latvv on durirC. thý, tE~st. mh 'e of' burn-in

.,. inc~'L :t druit~ and Cit d *qc t ointo: r
conci'rvnt~d, the f -iluc retf- dU'.IIn tthe tk-t _r''cc..n di.'inOf th' qu:ý'ity
Df the bat-h.

It "imarnn to d--,- -' onz-1u -1:n!7 on1 ,hre ocroi o2.. o.Z the tezt

770- n"1U ýf.i, h'IOU 4"ti' LtA.- n '? -_1 ';t .zji ,It"ZC~l !- "aý'i I 'C tA~e ofca
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~ ) i i (,b' ' loo,:"-o. -,I '-i, to .-. '.t .some :;_1bilt':. to t~;
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af . ;ttd Ly, 'ilf i :Uu1L::
the :cdiabilit:" loo-, b~oe'd on the results obtained dur in..

thr hurn-in pha~c it! AL o * ht 1 lo- tmrc~julatinf, effect is non e):istmnt no
th( failurs :ýt at 1-,_ 1'' not p.*ic !Wtative of the materiu2 'ibit'n

;.. 31- ' dO'-n 3. Xolilbilit'l Impr'ovcment Cost
~': e'.~ bt b.,* id Ilia; ý..ro.:Iuction of a hijhl:. rý. liablc radio-

t . L' *.I .ir t j nu''', S n �'u. *' n '_ ~ . was app,.a im;.t.*t ly 10a Of ti,

'. t. .. I., of co -an, nt zt.1rcticn aioOUntad to .tA
:u, .. r- ol 1ý~r-if in: ch -kiný; op'.rations.

lu,..ira .- an draw up o t-ibl'~o
kfi -.I ," .. b:iAL1 imp: ov..:,o,ýnt o.erations for acti'.. F-mi~onductorr

_L-"u h' rI -iih i n to tlhe overall failure ratta .~ of e 11ir ': t
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1 abil itv of t:. . Wrimcnt 14>iza di . ot :unction of tl,,

a',t-) ~l0''a ia .I- to ;a:\~t .bt''sl~

:0''-e1 4 4
't".-adc-off ýfould be the followin',



- rv*en i: t 1,e rvo ea t I ticnJ the cOwiprnant sclectir,n operatler3
is low, that it, to 3a if "LOO" and "bd co-nfponcnt3 are elimina~ted
ill cijual nurnbcrsi, all thL opcrations which wf.rp carr~ed tiut are justifi-
-'d (for in.,tanc'o, in thu ca.,t *o" tr'anrI ;torr and intt Crated cLircuits.
over LU ', f the rej~tcts would have to be A~njustified for the =#ethod
tz, lo:ac its intercst).

- the burn-in of module Z9 could haive been repla-ed, with financial
advantriiv, by thiai selection of power diodes at the tcomponcflt stage.

- the failure rate of tht: componsntz with vrltaLge applied should be re-
taincid as 'i ,rite: ion on whi,.h toc bai:.v the decicion for increasing,
oir, on the ýont:-ar'y, reducýin.. .hc zstricýtrie!s of the i~e'lection operat-
ioni Uý 5Z(.iO

- an ovei-all bu:-n-in of"0 i.O oi;s du-ati-'n i3 efficicnt : mo7t defects
dt.tc~ttd at tli.t Aat,~ iwoui1 h~av brzought about f3ilures In an varly
operaition phase.

- on tht othcr hind, it Is not useful to prolong the bur-n-in phase, as
besldeto fiilures probably related to initial deflects, this re'reals
too many artificial .'ailures ")'r tnc methld to be w,ýrrantp~ble Inl

b~ cakine-in on the test btnch, w:ithout any clirnat 4 C streszes, iý
valuuible insofar as it Lli.es a :,zod idt-a of operational rtliability
howoeve, all typ,. of equi~rn'nt -hould not be S'!stV33tiCad.ly submitted
ti su-.h trstir., , unlents the MIB'M of a za~mplc i:. markedly lower than
the FTIM' set as an objeztive.

- inall-, and jbov-ý oil, a conctant hi,:n -clia~bility policy. for this
tnatt~rial, :;yl, d. : cx llcnt lon.- terrm rezult.,. at no cost ; it has led
to th'2, prodauction of bett.,- .u'litv zid 1iL-hcr reliability parts by

~:~~r ~ o'~r:ll vo-k dt.;crib(ed in tlhi.: nancr, and In narticular from the
ý'Ost-ef'fitic..cy" .tud,!' -onut' on ýilit-' n~ethols as ap7,lied to a

rd-2titr to.., . c,,n d;:-A a few sim:ple -on-lu~ion--
Th'- -noct :et. on,7lu:ion Ir or., of coo~rc,t)n ,:,nqe (and this is not
~ii aSp.intin,, ina:'MULh -: Lcromon nen.-e iý not t'.'idint) : high :eliabilit';"

_n't ) wnri,.ved with a:tIfi~i3l m..,ns ; %od soriponents" and a "clean
joh" lo:- i.;.-.r.blin& thena a.,(, equirscd. Az a matttv of fact, attempting to

cori-rrzt- a ..fL ive vroduction Ir.AudrifL faulty kcsnroncnts by burn-in
cull b- t: -on, our.

'.. tlit .crlJusiuri c-in be .-. ý%, ,to iKvth#vt;e 7implc methndi
-inJ cn:,7i- th'-t: efstiv-cn,.3:,, *ne'surer: -iurt be t-k-li a -t l'. the :tages of

~ii~.. li3i~'v.,1,nt -.nd u->. or cicoi'r-n d~tn'lled pr',~i.:t
.nlvAt7 b. n>. incý i' efliabilt'- :-(dýýtin czz'>ulýtionr, 7arrful -nanufCtu'--
int,- crntr'ý'Iled h-ni ::o---'.-N,-nt-1c by ,juflcliourly soltected burn-itn and rolia-
bilit~i t-ctAin, afs re~.. t!.t i'erv'ice life and 3trt-:cz..

::-tsii t r prt. i:... ~n*. kp-- :-:-~ .t. T..7 us intrA:t :72 cCCL-7
Lit ::.~..v an ~J, c n t:.>zt 7.. cA2 0'7, t V T. T.A.
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P.BSTRA.'r:

A survey of the envi-onmental, physical and electrical tests, which are necessary

to establisn the reliability of el~ctronic parts, is given. Special accent is placed

on the testing of semiconductors. All tf-e tests are described together with the failure

they can detect in parts. Within these three categories of tests, nondestructive and

destructive ones are distinguished. Although most wopular tests are mentioned, special

emphasis is placed on tests not so widely used yet, such as high stress tests, accousti-

cal particle detection, thermal mapping by means of liquid crystals and the test of in-

put protection circuits of MOS IC's. The need for visual inspection as a means of im-.

proving the quality of components is discussed. Product analysis as a means of evaluation

of the parts manufacturers capability is dcscribid in detail.

1. INTRODUCTION V

The purpose of testing is to determine the -1

compatibility

- of materials within the component

- of circuit parameters

- of components with processes of the user

- of components with the anticipated environments (1"

The properties of materials must be tested by mechanical, chemical, electrical

and thermal methods. It is most important that the test methods deliver reproducible

test results. Therefore all the tests should be performed to well estaLlished sBandards.

Besides, the environmental conditions for the tests must 1e given, for instence relative

humidity for resistance measurements or atmospheric pressure for dieelectric breakdown

measuremets. The basic parts of a test are

- the test conditions

- the respc.. - during the test

- the measurements after the test

During the testu the processes may be reversible or non-reversible. The most important

non-reversible process is aging.

Since it is not possible to predict a definite parameter, it is necessary to give °

confidence levels with which a certain percentage of measured parameters will fall ini

a defini.e category. All tests c.n be distinguished into two major groupa, which are

used to determine the quality of electronic components, namely nondestructive and

des'tructive tests. Within these groups again one can separate environmen 11, physical

and electrical tests. The following presentation is going to follow this general outline.

Because of the importance of these two categories, however, two separate paragraphs are

dedicated to life testing of electronic par:s and the constructional analysis of techno-

logies.

- 4"~. . . I , . .
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1.1. LIFE TZSTING OF ELECTRCNIC PARTS

Lifetime testing of electrcnic parts is performed at constant temperature. Tests

are made at high temperature to get acceleration of failure mechanisms. In addition to

high temperature electrical stress, such as voltage or current, is also used, which

further enhances the sooner ov'curence of failures. One can thus usually distinguish two

kinds of lifetime tests

- storage life time
- operating life time (elevated teimperature plus

voltage, current, power stress)

A very effective test is the high temperature reverse-bias test. The result of

lifetime measurements are usually given as mean time to failure in hours or as failure

rate in %/1OOO h for a certain confidence levEl. Table I gives for example the results

of lifetir..e tests for C-MOS integrated circuits of several manufacturers [3, 43

Table I: Failure Rates of C-MOS Circuits oO Several Manufacturers

_- IW ofb t W 4 e Wase--
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Most important in lifetime test comparisons is that the tests should be conducted for
the same amount of device hours. In calculations one failure after the test-time has to
be assumed, so even for zero failures at that time the failure rate is high. The more
device hours there are, the better the actual failure rate can be determined. In table I
also some acceleration factors are given by means of which the equivalent of 55 0 C

failure rate can be calculated [2]. This is also indicated by the number of failures vs.
time curve of Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: "Bathtub" Curve of
z(t) Failures vs. Time

time

early I statistical failures wear-out
failures I failures

Only in the flat part of the curve a component bhculd be operated. Burn-in should

eliminate the parts during the high mortality range.

}_ > -- - . .. .. ,



1.2. ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS

In all the environmental tests the stiess applied is so high, such as not to weaken

good devices but to show weak devices. The stresses that must be applied to comtonents

to detect failure are however much higher than those that can be used on an equipment

level. So unless the testing of the components has been done before assembly, there

mostly is no way to test for weak devices after assembly.

1.2.1. THERMAL TESTS

There are three types of thermal tests

- test-s at constant temperature

- thermal cycles

- thermal shock

1.2.1.1. TESTS AT CONSTANT TEMPERATURE

The electrical parameters of electronic parts stabilize after storage for some time

at high temperatures. This process is called burn-in. Sometimes this test is combined

with voltage or power stress. Burn-in tests are useful for determining

- paramter drift failures in both active and passive devices

- inversion and channelling in semiconductors

- IC metalization defects (scratches, discontinuities at

steps in oxide)
- pinholes in the oxide

- contamination (moisture and other)

Because of the stabilizing effect of high temperature, these thermal tests at constant

terperature are performed before mechanical and other thermal tests. Lifetime measure-

ments are also performed at constant temperature as indicated above.

1.2.1.2. THERMAL CYCLES AND THERMAL SHOCK

During temperature cycle and temperature shock tests the temperatur? of an electro-

nic component is chanqed between temperature extremes. With thermal cycles the temperature

change is performed slowly, whereas with thermal sho k the temperature of the components

is changed rapidly, mostly by means of transfer between liquids which are held at tempera-

ture extremes. The maximum and minimum temperatures are chosen so that they have no

dfgradation of good IC's as a consequence. The changes in parameters and the failures

produced during temperature cycling are caused primarily by differences in thermal

expansion coefficients and by evaporation, conden3ation and freezing of moisture or

other ccntaminants inside the package.

Thermal shock is a much more severe test than thermal cycles. The changes in

characteristics and the damage during thermal shock are a consequence of the rapid change

in dimensions.

These thermal tests serve to show the following failures:

- -- _. /"' . C -' ,.
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- cracking of embedding and encapsulating components
- rupture of conductors or insulators

- weak lead bonds

- package defects

- metalization defects

- incompatibility of coeffic-ants of thermal expansion

- bad chip bonds

Table I1 gives the results of environmental tests on C-MOS devices based on the manu-

facturers information (3, 4, 5, 63

Table II: Environmental Tests of C-MOS Circuits of Several Manufacturers

"eatm, vs "0 puc,o• n.. SA, S ...
__.._ .I PP. II-0--
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1.2.1.3 HIGH STRESS TESTS

As already indicated in the paragraph on tests at constant temperature, sometimes
higher stresses are used to come as soon as possible to information concerning the
quality of an electronic component. Stress tests have already been very important in

the past, but will gain importance with LSI testing, because the number of components

of one type produced may not be as high as with conventional devices. Therefore the
statistics of lifetime tests are not as good also. Stress tests also serve the purpose
of determining the maximum rating of a component and to determine the safety margins

which are existing at specified operating conditions. Stress tests of different lots

can very fast indicate process charges which can influence the reliability of a component.
Fig. 2 shows a typical example of this [7].

Fig. 2: Percentage of Failures after
a Number of Stress Cycles

8C dite code
X 6937 691.1

SI_ " date code

.6921

Soo I000 1500 2000

number of cycles
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The stress used was thermal shock by alternate Imm'ersion into liquid bathe of -b5 OC and

250 0 C (dwell time in the bath 90 a at -65 *C transfer time of 5 sec + dwell time in 7
the bath at 250 OC - I cycle). One can clearly see that more recent circuits of the manu-
facturer (code 69 37 means 37th week of 1469) show a much sooner failure than formerly

produced ones. With the help of this test manufacturing problems can be detected and solved

much sooner or the user can switch to another manufacturer if he detects failures.

1.2.2. MECHANICAL TESTS

Mechanical tes_, a~-~ ~ how comvonents with bad mechanical properties.

Three types ef stress can t.* distinguished

- vibration

- constant acceleration

- mechanical shock

These tests are performed after the thermral tests to detect components weakened by

these tests.

1.2.2.1. M.ECHANICAL V'RRATION

The vibration test is used to determine the effects of vibration on components and

It Is very important to select an individual vibration level that is suitable for each

component. Very important is the determination of critical resonant frequencies. Mostly

the vibration met in the application is not of a sine nature. but records of actual

vibration may be used to copy natural avionic or rocket environment. In monitored

vibration the electrical performance in checked during vibration, for instance for

shorts due te. foreign particles in the component.

1.2.2.2. MECHANICAL SHOCK

A short pulse of high acceleration (up to 50 000 g) is used to test the response

of devices to severe shocks as a consequence of drops or abrupt changes in motion

produced by rough handling or transportation. This test Is cheap and in We' Is used

to detect bad lead dressing, bonds and package defects.

1.2.2.3. CONSTANT ACCELERATION

High constant acceleration centrifuge tests up to 40 000 g are used for components
(IC's) to detect failures in contacts, solders, and to show weak bonds (perhaps due to

purple plague) and bad lead dressing. Fig. 3 shows a bond weakened by purple plague lifted
after acceleration tests. This will be shown in more detail in section 2.1. (Figures 14,15).



1.3. PHYSICAL TESTS

1.3.1. LEAK TESTS

Leak tests arm made to test the hermeticity of components. Hermeticity is importart

to keep contaminants out of the component. It is al:o important because it can give an

indication of the amount of outgassing to be expected. This is, however, described in

more detail in the section on destructive tePLs, which barometric pressure tests can ba.

Usually packages are said to fail if the leakage rates are higher than 10-8 cm 3
/sec.

The limited range of measu-ing of each test method makes the use of different methcds 7

necessary. Gross leaks can be detected by means of the penetrant dyc test. The rart is

immersed in a dye. This is a destructive test because the part has to be cross-sectioned

to determine where the dye has penetrated. Mostly used for gross leak tests is the fluoro-

carbon type test [8, 10j. Fluorocarbons cause no corrosion or contamination. The component

is immersed into a bath of fluorocarbon at, for instance, 125 0°C and under a microscope

of small magnification one looks for bubbles comirg from the component with a leak. This

method can show leaks up to 10-3 cm 
3
/sec.

A more sophisticated test of this type makes use of two types of fluorocarbons

with different boiling temperatures. The component is first put into a pressure chamber

into which after evacuating a low boiling fluorocarbon is brought. The liquid is under

high pressure and penetrates Into any leaks. The component is then immnersed into a bath

of a higher b.ýiling fluorocarbon liquid. Upon heating, first the low boiling liquid in

the part evaporates and the gas escapes through the leak which is indicated by bubbles

in the second liquid. This test shows leaks up to 10-5 cm 
3

/sec.

Fine leaks are detected by means of the Helium leak test [9]. In the Helium leak

test the component is brought into a chamber pressurized by Helium, so that Halium is

pressed into a possible leak. Then it is brought into the vacuum chamber of a mass

spectrometer which detects the Helium coming out of a leak. Leak rates of 10"6 cm 
3
/sec

to 1010 am /sec can be detected.

With the radioisotope fine leak test, instead of the Helium a radioactive gaa is used.

The radioactive gas escaping from the leak can then be detected. The test is effective in

a range between 10-8 to 10"12 cn 3/sec.

1.3.2. X-RAY TESTS

X-ray tests of components can be performed in a static and a dynamic way. An X--ray

photograph of the component can be taken and then be investigated under the microscope.

In the dynamic mode an X-ray TV system is used which can be used to show the compoient

as it is moving on a vibration table and thus perhaps show a foreign particle moving

inside a relay or an IC can. The X-ray metnod is not very effective for elements as

close together in the periodic system as silicon and aluminium but can be readily

applied to Au-Si systems. The X-ray test can show

- foreign particles in the component or the case

- bad conductor or lead dressing

- relay contacts

- double lead bonds or voids in chip-bcnds of IC's

- bad positioning of elements such as bonds not properly placed

- voids in encapsulants

- open leads in encapsulated coils or transformers

N - _ . _ . . -- =_ .... ,, -.. •



1.3.3. ACCOUSTICAL PARTICLE DETECTION

A vibration shaker can be used to bounce foreign particles around in the package of

a component such as a relay. Loose Particle Detectors, as they are cLaled, are commercial-

ly available and detect particles by the ultrasonic emissions produced by the particles

as t:-'y bounce around in the vibrated package. A transducer is used to detect the ultra-

son., emission and after amplification the signal can be monitored on an oscilloscope

[11, 123. P.atic'es, having a mass as low as 0,1 /ug, can be detected. The detection

efficiency, however, increases with increasing size of the particles. For frequencies

ranging from 20 - 3000 Hz and at 10 g's the dependence of detection efficiency on particle

size is given in table III E1l]:

Table III: Dependence of Detection Efficiency of Foreign Particles on Particle Size

Particle size % detected

inch

0,002 40 t

0,00 85 I

0,004 100 %

1.3.4. THERMAL MAPPING

In most of the cases the temperatures of components have to be determined under

actual operating conditions to determine the rating of the part. Thermocouples can be

used in great number or several successive tests have to be made. Thermochrome crayons,

which irreversibly change the colour at a specific temperaturc. are not as accurate but

can in most cases of thermal design be used. Stickers are also available, showing the

maximum temperature obtained. Above methods have lower spatial re3olution and can only

be used for bigger parts. The infrared microscope can be used for the determination of

temperature distribitions on parts or within IC's [13]. This method of thermal mapping

is very effective in showing hot spots due to manufacturing or packaging fault$. Like

tne following method it can be performed before capping tne component.

A new, very cheap and effective method is thermal mapping by means of liquid crystals.

These liquid crystals change the colour according to the temperature of the component,

they are coated onto in a reproducible way if observed under a fixed angle. The back-

ground has to be blacked as any light reflected there Perves to decrease the ccntrast.

The colour change is reversible.

Table IV: Characteristics of Some Temperature Meaavoring Methods

remp. Accuracy Spatial resolution Temp. Range Cost

Thermocouples O,1 °C 1 mil Z 2000 1C 0,000

Infrared O,5 °C O,5 mil 10000

Liquid Crystal O,1 0C 1 ml -20 0C to +200 °C 9l/g

Table IV shows the thermal and spatial resolution of several temperature measuring

methods compared to the liquid X-tal method. The method is very well suited for the IC

and hybrid technologies &nd even P.C. boards. Fig. 4 shows the calibration curve of a

liquid crystal 114].

'..,/ '\ -" , i: ' -.
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Fig. 5, shows the failure rate of a resistor versus the surface temperature [i15 and

demonstrates the need for knowledge of the temperature. The liquid X-tal method by

itself is not a destructive test, but of course in an IC the cleaning prozess can be

dete.iorating to iome extent.

.C.12 Fig. 5: Failure Rate of Resistor

as a Function of
Surface Temperature
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1.3.5. VISUAL TESTS

The opttcas microscope can be used before capping the component to perform precap

visual inspection. Even if the optical microscope is not as good with respect to reso-

lution and depth of focus as the SEM, it has one advantage, namely that of colour.

The colour information gives a high contra.,t between different parts in a component and,

for instance, makcs possible the determination of the thickness and homogeneity of

oxides. The failures de'tectable with the optical microscope include

- foreign particles

- contamination and corrosion

- coating defects

- package and lead defects

- metalization defects such as scratches,

holes, bridging in IC's

- bad lead bonds, double bonds, misplaced or cracked

chips and wrong mask alignment in IC's

- - ' "". -" - 7
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If, however, one wants to detect discontinuities in metalizations over steps in the

oxide or look closer at bonds, then one has to use the SEM. Fig. 6 shows & chip where

cracks extend into the active regions and which therefore is a reject. Fig. 7 shows

a case where visual inspection in possible even with packaged devices. This picture

shows a Charge-Coupled-Device imago sensor, which of course ,.-s to have a window for

the focused image. Fig. 8 shows the CCD device with the maximum magnification possible

due to the low workang distance of high power objectives.

1.3.6. SEM TESTS

Investigation of semiconductors with the Scanning Electron Microucope (SEM) is

before packaging suggested as a means of checking the metalization of mission critical

parts [16]. This however, should only be done on a sample basis because testing with the

SEM can be a destructive test as shown b\ L. + G. Ress rlJ. Radiation damage as a result of

the electron bombardment can lead to threshold voltage shifts in MOS transistore. The

n;egative rest gas ions are accelerated towards the scanned sample and cause contamination

of the sample surface. So only in a limited way the SEM inspection can be considered as

a nondestructive test.

1.4. ELECTRICAL TESTS

The field of electrical tests is so wide that it cannot be covered totally in a

survey like this. Therefore I would like to pick out just a few tests for illustration

of the complex.

1.4.1. INSULAIION RESISTANCE

Even if the insulation resistance of capacitors, p.c. boards is very high, it may

be the limiting factor in the design of circuits with high input impedance. This example

shows very well that good care has to be taken to define the conditions of a test. For

high insulation resistances during measurement the relative humidity of the atmosphere

must be monitored because this can have a drastic influence on the measured value.

Excessive leakage can lead to heating of insulators or to unwanted DC feedback loops.

1.4.2. FUNCTIONAL TESTS OF COMPONENTS

Functional tests are used mostly together with IC's to determine whether the circuit

performs a specified function as a consequence of applied input patterns.

The logic output of the device under test (DUT) is compared either with the output

of a reference IC or to a pattern generated in a computer. Only the sequence of "I" or

"0" on the outputs is usually compared, but absolute measurements of the DUT levels can

be made by comparing the outp,.t amplitudes to voltages set by means of adjustable power

supplies. Functional tests are also the checking of the operation of a relay or switch.
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1.4.3. PARAMETRIC TESTS OF COMPONENTS

As an example for parametrtc teststhose of IC's will be described as the most compli-
cated type of parametric testing. Usually the parametric testing of semiconductors is
performed in testers havine the cdpability to test many parameters successively by the
same tester. This is necessary to save testing time.

For failure analysis and incoming Jnspection simple manual testers are mostly used
which are basically go-no-go testers but with a capability to determine a failed param-ter.

The average tester for static parameters is usually much cheaper than the testers of dyna-
mic characteristics. So in that field specially designed separate testers are quite popular.
One problem frequently enc..zýntered in failure analysis tests and in incoming inspection is
that of the great variety of components that have to be tested. In the case of the component
manufacturer the high volume may make the use of special adapters for testerp feasible, but
for low volume testing the testers should be easily adaptable to other part types. Best of
all of course, is a computer-operated tester which also allows easy data logging and where
only the software has to be changed. But the high price of these instruments is again
not justified for low volume testing.

The details of which parameters have to be checked will not be covered here because
this is different for each component. Just a few problems associated with the testing of
higher complexity LSI circuits shall follow.

It has been shown, that in order to predict later failures, the method of pin-to-pin
tests is most effective (18]. There are no problems performing these pin-to-pin tests '

SSI and MSI circuits. But with LSI circuits a problem exists. For a circuit with n -,
the maximum amount of different states is 2n (no memories or counters inside th,! ;ircuits).
The worst case for 2n states is that one half is in the "0" state and the other half in
the 1" state. In order to switch each "O state to "1" and each "1" to a "0"
2n/ 2 x 2 n/2 x 2 + I switching cycles are necessary to arrive at the initial state. For

a circuit with 15 inputs about 109 different tests would be necessary. With a time/test
of 1 /usec the total testing time would be 16,6 min. So with LSI circuits only a few
meaningful tests can be performed and the reliability of the circuits also ensured by
performing scrutinous inspections during the manufacturing of the IC and by doing the
constructional analysis of the technology as lateron described.

2. DESTRUCTIVE TESTS
2.1. EVALUATION OF THE MANUFACTURER'S CAPABILITY

For mission critical parts it is very important that the quality of the parts be
ascertained. This should be done by taking samples of one lot and performing a quality
analysis. The procedure would be almost the same as for failure analysis; specifications
for the performance of failure analysis are available [19J.

First of all, the DC and AC parameters should be verified before and after additional
environmental tests as given in the specification. Decapping should then be done. For
reference it is best to always check at least two devices. The die should be closely
examined with an optical microscope first and important dimensions determined (20).
These values are important for the evaluation of the reliability and reproducibility
of the circuit and can also be used to get information on the industry standard. All
the possible failures described above can be detected in the optical microscope. The
general outline to follow, including forms to be used for the evaliation recc.ding, is
given by L. Hartley [20].

-~ I



Fig. 9 shows a sample )f a non-uniform oxide shown by a change in the colour of the

oxide. Next the metalizati±nof the device shoild be checked for discantinuities st steps

in the oxide. Fig. 10 shoun a contact window where the Aluminium has been too deeply

alloyed into the window. Fig. 11 shows some of the protective phospholilicate glass mis-

sing which protects the Al-metalization and this might be due to too much etching or

contamination, because part of the Al at the bonding pad also has been etched away. S'1

rJctures also can show the control the manufacturer has on his bonds. Fig. 12 shows a

good lead bond. Fig. 13 on the contrary shos deep pits in the surface of the bond, the

tool was worn out. Besidea evident:y too much pressure was used duriag bonding because

the heel of the bond Is vbr'; thin. Fig. 14 shows purple plague on the bnnd lifted ,uuring

the centrifuge test (also see Fig. 3). Fig. 15 shows the bond remaining in more detail.

By means of the microprobe add-on to the SEM, contaminations on top of IC's can be

identified or shorts traced to material transport. Voltage contrast or electron-be i-induced

current pictures can show opens in a metalization or shorts of junctions [171.

In order to determine junction depths, diffusion depths and bond profiles cross-

sectioning should be performed and the diffusions made visible by colouring them either

by depositioning of copper or by etching. Interference fringes can be counted in monochro-

matic light to determine the dimensions of interest (i.e. oxide thickness).

This kind of evaluation is invaluable in determininj the quality of components and

should be used to complement any other testing of the reliability of electronic components.

2.2. DESTRUCTIVE ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS

2.2.1. SALT SPRAY

In the salt spray test a fine mist of salt solution is sprayed onto the component.

This test is an accelerated laboratory corrosion test simulating seacost atmospheres.

There is however, no direct correlation between resistance to salt spray and resistance

to corrosion in other environments [1i. Even though the prediction of absolute corrosion

resistance is very difficult, from the result of this test a relative infor-ation can

be obtained concerning the uniformity and thickness of protective coatings. Also as a

method of checking the homogeneity of a coating process this test is valuable by comparing

the tests to former results. Of course this c'rrosion-iausing test is a destructive one.

2.2.2. HUMIDITY TESTS

Usually humidity tests are accelerated tests performed at high humidity and high

temperature. An example is the test; performed on plastic IC's described in the previous

paper [213. There in addition a bias was used.

The moisture penetrat-2 through any leaks and through plastic materials. Absorption

of moisture can result in swellirg of that material ýthat may cause rupture to bonding

wires, metalizations and may also cause losa of mechanical strength. In some cases also

the immersion of components into liquids such as sal water may be used as a test of the

hermeticity of a seal. Because of the penetration of humidity this is a destructive test.

2.2.3. BAROMETRIC PRESSURE TESTS

This test is performed to simulate operation in aircrafts at high altitudes or

satellites in tne transfer phase to their orbit. The purpose '.s to test the resistance

of sealants to pressure differences that exist in high altitudes. Besides, lower con-



vection coo'.ing may cause thermal problems. The breakdown voltage of air is reduced in '

high altit-.des. Due to outgassing, especially in higher flying spacecrafts but also

in aircraft iroer.a, discharges and even complete electrical breakdown may result. Also

because of more arcing the lifetime of electrical contacts uuch as in switches and

relays may be reduced.

2.2.4. FLAMMABILITY

ReslstanLl to burning 41 very important for the safety of both, air- and spacecrafts.

Primarily the ability of a component to support combustion is tested. For flammability

tests the heat of the flame, the volume and surface of the component, time of explsure

to the flame have to be known. The flammability degree is determined by the following

parameters [1 I

- the time until the fire extinguishes after

application of a flame
- does a part burn violently

- does an explosive type fire occur

- is the spreading of fire on surface of

larger parts inhibited

Besides this support of combustion, it is very important that corona dischargt on, or

heating of a component does not start a fire on the part.

2.2.5. RESISTANCE TO SOLVENTS

This test is especially important for certain plastic-coated components such as

styroflex capacitors which by certain solvents can be harmed considerably. In ultrasonic

cleaninig baths only such solvents can be u3ed which do not do harm to the encapsulating

plastic. A further purpose of this test is tQ make sure that markings of components will

not become illegible.

2.3. PHYSICAL TESTS

2.3.1. SOLDERABILITY AND RESISTANCE TO SOLDERING HEAT

This test is based on the ability of wires and components to " wetted by a coat of

solder. Thus the coating of the compcnent is checked. In the test accelerated aging
simulating storage of at least 6 months is somestimes included. most important it is in

this connection to verify that at the suggested mounting distances no harm is done to

the component during soldering.

2.3.2. TERMINAL STRENGTH

This test shows whether the terminals of a component, the leads of an IC can with- 7
stand the mechanical stresses exerted on it by installation in or removal from circuits.

For different types of terminals different procedures are necessary. Radial, axial or

tension pulls, twisting or bending forces are applied. After the application of the

stresses, investigation with the ricroscope for breaking of 3eals, cracking, mechani-

cal . tortion has to be made. Electrical measurements can show interruptions or, for

instance, resistance changes in a resistor.

S /'



An example shows how important this terminal ;,.rergth test is. It was noted that

the leads of IC'b for a space mission just all came locse. Further investigation showed

that the mianufacturer had a problem. Traces of the etchant used to etch the oxide off

the Iovar feed-throughs beore gold pliting them, was trapped in microcracks of the glAss

insulator. Lateron, as humidity washed out the etch, it attacked the leads and they

finally simply fell off. Teqts by the manufacturer could not have shown this defect

because only after some time the etchant had weakened .he leads. This experience stresser

the need for incominq inspection and quality evaluation as described above.

2.4. DESTRUCTIVE ELECTRICAL tESTS

Some electrical tests are by their very nature destructive tests. As example

dielectric breakdown and the test of the input protection circuits of MOS circuits are

given.

2.4.1. VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN IN DIELECTRICS

This test may be used to make sure that a component can work safely at its rated

maximwo voltage. The test however, can also be used to show how far away from actual

insulation breakdown or corona discharge the rated value is. It then is a destructive test. /

2.4.2. TEST OF INPUT PROTECTION CIRCU:T OF ?40S IC's

As shown previously, the percentage of failure in MOS circuits due to overvoltage

at the input, is quite high [21]. Figures 16 and 17 show the input protection of a

C-MOS Silicon-on-Shapphire (SOS) inverter circuit, which consists of a MOS transistor

with a low breakdown voltage connected from gate lo source. Other manufacturers use

the three diode circuit [21l which seems more effective. But in order to determine

the efficiency of the protection circuit a test is suggested which tests out of

one lot a few samples for the maximum voltage they can withstand at the input.

A tevt circuit aa shown in Fig. 18 is used.

A variable voltage power supply Fig. 18: Test Circuit for MOS

charges a capacitor to the pre- Input Protection

determined voltage as $1 is

closed and then Si is opened and in" K S 2 K I 2

S2 closed to apply the voltage

to the inp'•t of the device under

test. The protection 7ircuit then fT2
has to discharge the capacitor 1t.

before dielectric breakdown of

the MOS gate oxide occurs.

C-50 pF arnd R-2K simulate the

capacity and the series resis-

tance of the human body because that is how most of the static is applied. The test can

be performed to check whether the sample IC's withstand a certain voltage negotiated with

the manufacturer or the voltage can be incrp-Jd until breakdown occurs to determine the

safety margin present in the actual rating. This type of test is to be included in

future GfW specifications of MOS devices.
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CONCLUS ION9

Concluding the need of reliability testing at the component level shall be stressed
again. WA. MacCrehan Jr. has, as published [22] , found the following figures for the

relative cost of finding a defective part
- part screening - I

- black box assembly = 3

- system (several black boxes) . 8

I think this demonstrates very well tie need for reliability testing of compcnents

even though testing also adds to the costs.
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Fig. 3t Bond lifted after acceleration test fig. 6: CD4007 chip where cracks

extend into active regions

(50x)

Fig. 7: CCD2O1BDC Inage sensor as viewed Fig. 8: CCD2OIBDC Image sensor
through window t5Ox) viewed through window (200x)

< ... ,: ...•i

fig. 9 Nonuniform oxide shown as discolouring Fig.10: Metalization Alloyed too
in colour photograph, as patches in black deep into silicon, mask
and white (arrow points at defect) slightly misadjusted, active

region is exposed.
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Fig.11: Part of the protecting oxide and Fig.12: Good lead bond on chip

Al-metalization etched away

I&

II

Eig.13: Rejected lead bond on chip Fig.14: Chip Bond of Fig. 3 with signs

of purple plaque as seen in

the SEH

iI, .... . .. .. ............

Fig.1S: Remaining bond on chip of Fig. 3 Fig.lb, SOS CD4007 C-MOS circuit with
shows purple plague with cracks MOS transistor (2 per gate)

under the bond connected as protection between
gate and source of inputs (5ox)

V
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Fig.17: Protection transistors of Fig. 16

in more detail (200x)
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Section 1.
PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
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National Artrooware and Eoctrconirs Conference, Dayton. Ohio May
13 15. 1974 New, Yorth.Inst-tute of Electrical

ard Electronics Enqine-.rr Inc 1974r p 521 532 12 refs
Basic actortrlrel in the conduct of a reliability progaramea relared

to technrcal program ati~pcts, manageentn %risibility antI control, and
phliowrjiticja concepts of a reliatiollit program O,,estions of initial
co, prepraogram Draining me examineid The program manaimp mustt
inate cettain thar ar realistic, a'hie~aliro 9041 is defined for the
ref~iabl-rv program A rirngiarr moarugers chesklst is presented
Mapui mooiraqerrent f,,rwtirr are summarized. taking into account
drwtre rivariaam uf the oi tim %~titu of earch actiiir'y ir relation to the
wihirdwir efliah-i-tv ta,k siut.% repcorts. and rialtymonitoring
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The DODI's lot a DAIS system were de-eloped to determine
Ithe decision points on a design process which may be of importence
tor protecting the input of new technology on human resource
patrameers The DOOTs for the DAIS system were refined through
the proces. of extensive reevhaluation by experts in the field
both in industry and the Air Force They were then used in
another phese of the study to actually deltemwine the design
Choice impaoct On selected human resource peamlreters The 0001
lechnoque allows fcr a rather extensive evaluation of the cessign
choioces lor thes completion of a total system In adiditions to the
motor purporse of the DOD~s for this research picteolct 83 a tool
forn assisnting in quantifyin human resource requiremeitnts of various
technologies they may be used for a series of other mnagiemenst
actions GRA



S~fction 2.
DESIGN FOR HIGH RELIABILITY

11113-1.2494 Rlocksaxm internsational Corp. Ansheim". Calif A major deovri.ývnfont in test philosophy of sirriaft being built
Electronics Group today and ttros bering dpe-grwds for Owhir immediate future is the
SUR1111VIVAIIIIIJ P-CHANNEL METAL-OXIDI- .coepoation of >n tioard. computer controlled 'bult1 -n- testing
SEMICONDUCTOR IPIMOGI COMPUTER D1ESIGN FinAl IBITf into the airplane as part of the avionic subsyestemn A
Respect. 20 Maew 20 Sep 1972 recuirernent biing ontxneoid by -oday's iprc

1 
icat~ons .- a probability

Waiys T Butcher. loweiti Maddox. a snd Robe" L N iesen Mar of 0 5 of Wie tha th ffnto will deteict a failure It is
1473 135 p refs

lContract F33616-72-C 1732 AF Prot 3176) shown that a singl~e spsecificatioii of BIT capability is insufficient to

IAD-759189 C72-41146/5,01 AFAL TR 73-31) Avail NTIS comletely define the resluireornitnts for SIT The W~oof of this

CSCL 09/2 cor-clutior is offered in the form of an analysis of the conditional
The eagnitscenca of thi protect to the Aire Force is the fadt probabilities .invols'd in the occurerme and reporting of sub.system

that it provides saseessement and develops apecifications foe failures lAuthior I
empRV"rsnt CA advanced radiation hardened field effect Metal-
Oxode-Sarmvcoloduictor tMOS) and Mattal Niotridle Oxide Anl 38811 Mmodutir a ae. estxrer. E C. Gaingi
Seam condsuctor IMNOSI ltechnologfers for military apace comipujter
Ssyterme the ~clssisoeniv-cs and cpaboilitrins of the device and (USAF, Aeronautical Systems Div. Wrighit Pattersoi AFO. Ohio) in

pakain tacnolgvl reurdt MO1S!UNOS copue NAECON '72. Proceedings of the National Aerospace Electionics
construction. are defined and compared to the techniques antd Conference, Dosyton., Ohio. May 15-11, 1912
hardware requirements for long life computr systems A Now Ycrk, Institute of Electrical and Electronoic Engineesrs. Inc,
Conpuleor architecture is derived from the comparison analyionot 1972, p 248251 11 refs
lAuthot Modified Abstract) GRA This pape pr.-poss a modular avi~onic computer concept that

can be easity standardized. Sroco the adven t of large avionic systems

N?32 29WS Ballistic Research Laie Aberdeen Provin- Ground. tfhe Air Force has been plagued with a mrooltitiodor of divairset
.Wdprocessors throughsout the aircraft Tohem computers we always
EFFETS F RDUNANC ON URVVALOF RITCALdissimilwarst" create a tremendous support an invoentoory problem.

AIONICTS EOIJEDNANY NSUVVA O cXn* This paoper suggests a modular computer concept that could be used

Keats A Pu~e Jan 1973 36 p refa %ohrrteve sequential proonptng is required in the aircraft Its designs
IDA Pr" 11T6-6270111A 068) permitsi many drk~ffrent applcations (ty tailoring it to the task
(AD 757152, BL MR 22661 Avail NTIS CSCL 09/5 through mrcvoprogrartsming (Author)

The 1eaig of simple circuits capabolea of kesepiong coiiresounica-
seen.n equiptment in operation under, condtilrons of fook" of vital

I ectin or aub-unitas of a sys~tem erg deft rotbed Analysiee awe A72 37032 a Irste~rrty of fligiit" controlI syteo desaps I S
included which indicate posaible routers forwmrvmn of Ment (Smiths lndoustries, Ltd. Wemubley. Middx England) Amr-raft
equotierisnt eurrevebtoilty in a battlefield type evrn ntEnpnrevermno. vol 44, July 1972, p 4. 5

Avothot IGRA) Determination. for w~rfeornei systemt. of the We"fc of falIurrs on
the airworthiness of an Aircraft The limit on acceptalble unrefiab lity

N071112607SE Hughes Aircraft Co Culver City Calif Displa shows that economics sire not permitted to .iiciare awtera safety is
Systems ansi Humeri Factors Dept concerned In general, things fail because they are overstressed
IIINIIEADEDARD HIGHLY 1111UAGLE VERTICAL TV DISPLAY Electronic components, aid hence systemt. follow this rule Various
SYSTEM. PHASE 2 Finsal Neport. 16 Mar - S Doe 1074 meathods of improving reliability are outlined If it is required to
G Wolftcon eind S W "Ill, Feb 1975 96 p thow in adranore of in wevice experieance ftht certain faiturtat of a
IContract N462269 74 C 03421 tystem haoe a very low probability, ther, is no practical alternative
lAD A008241 MAC P75 44R MAC ArfO? 1431 Avail Fit to that of designing a system with redunclency to that the fooluri rate
CSCI. 09/5 of its constituent pets can be eostablished in a reaslonablet time find

The tasks performed were two food First a elate of theetcmutto fth fetofrdnanycrid u
CRT was *valuated in an effort to validate the CRT life model. cmuaino h feto eudnycridot .

developed during Phase 11 and to trelate CRT performance to
relialbolity The second tast wees the development end fabrication A73.17572 a DAIS.- A wvrcesedi h eaorws
of key elements of the progreammable symbol geoneiratioo with ofasm ytrwSLs UA. Avionics inborthed lory priglst

the obtactnre of providing imPrrovc performance and reliabilityo itoicste ,8Lst(SFAvncsabroyWgh

These key elemrientsl included the fiveld refresh osemory memory Pat-terson AFS. Ohio) Astronfoftorts arid Aoronouftorcs vol 1I. Jon
Input format logic memory, output fon~rrial logic post processor 1973. p 55,61
and meeter timing and control The effort expended in the The Digital Avionics Information System IDAISI is discurssed as
development of these key elements has resulted in soigfrohicant a new approach to meet the rerquiremesnts of madeorn military
achievements which should ltord to -both increased symbo suieriorsinc elI weather precision weapon derlivery sysitems operable by
geonerator performance and rlait'GRA small crews The approach desticriberd provides ability to modify an

avoionic system by means of software rather, than hardware chianges,
A71111MOpeft"V Itol'tm reiablityforthe avyand to use modular or common equipmvent design in di~ffeent types

a71tornce63ro3 Oipsrati symp tuer reliabl i Etye for tS NavylA of aircratt Fu'Vser it gives a significantly grester total system mean

Systnems Cvommnic diWalh n compter aonid SEdtard US NarsalAi tio" between failures IMTFIBI through the planned use of reduns

SQtm gCommncalls Chushitn Da C IEE Tand daord#ý Hn Beisoff damlc at sutbsystem. equipment1. and component levels, and a Vesser

and ogicro-ne InSyFls Cfiurc VoA[37Jan I 91 pEE 67nacn on 5asrefsa flexibility of adding new sensors an capabilities to the system

This I*(e discusses reliability aspects of a modular multi wtotrvofn h icatVP

to-oiOCC.4Y currently under development by the Nasal Air Systems
Command The opriating system, or executive of this computer may
be implementeil1 in various ways Thewa include a totally software A71 32440 Onibsterd sleettevisic e"apips taxI eptievoaterstfo
floating esecutive.' one dedicated to a specific processor or an WW rlaillollincli (ofifoeastion aleet qoospsamesis bleesrnorsatua do

executive conrsistinig o)f special pi~rpose haitiwair The obtections to boerd at readorsideisml. J. do Cortieu (Thonseon-.CS.F. Sagonaus.
hardware exoecutoives especially for avionic applications, include *. lautscleSeinse. Franca) In. Electronics end civil avietion. Inter.
supptosed degradation in system reliability Th~i paper shoves that nationail Conference. Paris, France. Jine 2630, 1972, Reports
urdler certain, conditions this degradation need not occur (Author) Volume 1. Paroit. Editions Chiron. 1972. p.

377 384 In French
The opt imizationi of redundancy, in appclcaton to corlboad

A 72 16574 A Bayensian analysis of avionric subsystem fele- A. equipment for civil and military aircraft is discussed In
built #in test ( C kirmiin (GinerAl Dvnamics Ciirp Fiirt W ...th, petrilsuaor the hypotheses% uriderlyreg the concept of reliability, ae
Tex I IEEE rrasrriowtnn on Aeroeyrce anid E/esrron~c System's vol reviewed. along with futurs trevids in the philosophy edpractices of
A[ S7 Sept 1971. 1)fR',C)7 reliabiolity and redunrdrancy M V E.
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r4avol At# Development Center, Warminster. PalI arsdl H W p. S refs. Research sponsored by thse U S Departmnent of Transpuita

Neriruman ILTV Aerospace Corp., Vouglit Systems Div . Dallas. tion.
lox I In Automatic support systems for advanced maintainability. The flight controls developmtent study task was dove OPed to
letmatronal Symnposturn. Arlhngtoos, Tern, November 5 7, 1973, permit technology investigations into selected areas of triple channel,
Record New York, Institute of Electrical end fail operational analog and oigital system designs. An application
Electronics Engineeirs. Inc-. 1973, p. Si 60. 7 rot% model bated on a fl~ght-cri"I caControl systemt is considered A

This papser wresnts a method for utiliting the date handling system description is given, taking into account the laticorato(V
portion of the SOSTE L. multiples system to provide a cost effective cont gui-a' en and analog subsystem, the inc'en'entel control po-
built in test fBITl capasboiity to isolate faultis to the line replaceable castor subsystem. and the whole word computer subsystem Parlor
unit 1LAUl The evofe.d techniques Provide a nareos for determiningl mance comparisoins are ditcussed along with aspects of software
the health of each of the 2048 input and 2048 output controls Which devefopier~t and control. Attention is also given to the preflight
are nvsltPietied by the system In addition four techniques to testfailure, mode or*c effects studies G A,
automatically test the data handling circuit% are also discussed. The
SIT system as defined is efficient small in %.lt end weight. end cost £7S-31126 An savavsced fault isolatoon systems foe diglitail
effective becivsos most of the daa circuilts ae tine shtared to losoc. N. Senowitt. 0. F. Cailnioun. G. E. Aldierson ( Hughes Aircraft
accommtodate SIT daita. The SIT data is used inflight in the solution ("o. Data Systems Div, Culver City. Calif I, J. E. Bauer 1U S. Navy.
of power nmanagement equations to permit programmining of redun iviaval Air Erv~eersting Center. Lakehurst. N.Jl, and C, T Joeckel
dancy, and safety interlocks Two types of maintenance displays are ( U.S. Nasal Material Commarnd, Naval Air Develiop'int Canter.
discussed, a maintenance patreo and an onboard strip printer. The BIT Warminster, Pa.) IEEE Transactions on Computers, vo. C 24, May
sysfeins is coenpatitst with err logrcund data link to maintenance 1975, P. 489-497 S reft Contrat No N62269 73 C,01132
cats (Author) Built-in test (BIT) techniques for cost effective fault detection

andi fault isolation to a digital si.bsyrster and to the faulty module
A74 39926 Larg ellsal onseagatiron application foe satellite there in are described The OR of resulting module pest fail signals
an bood preocoistr4 A K Geiqer MU S Navy. Electronic Systems indicates iublsystem faults, where as identification of a module fail
Co)mmand. Washington. 0 C I (Armed Forces Comm'unicaions and signal pinyideli toletion to a faulty module Coding I ectiniques are
Elacr'onri; Assoriatron. Arnnual Convenstion. 2&th. Waasitiogtont D C.. discussed, with tradeoff of speed, test effectiveness, arid logic
AJrse I71.13. 1974 1 Snrtaf vol 28, Aug, 1974. p 42 44 requirements for each. It is shown that lest power and fewer units are

More efficient satellite relays can reduce the requirements necessary for the same level of performance and reliability, since
Concerning the large number of terrestrial elements in the Navy's only one rather then threet units must operate to eliminatil failure
comrmunication networks 151 technolinqi could imp~rove com- .
munications spacecraft performance ivitfit the aid of on board
processing On board processing includes any function which may Ultrasystems. Inc ,Neweport Beach. Calif
alter direct, control, store, or inhibit the signs's relayed by the FAULT TOLERANT AVIONICS SYSTEMS ARCJ41TIECTUNIES
sfpacecraft One of the mol~t sionificant features of 151 technology is STUDY Flenal Report
high reliabilif'y The FLTSATLOM fleet broadcast equipment is the Leo A Murpley Algirdass A Asoitenrsi David A Mannefls Lyle 0

first 151 implementation of on board processing G A Mcheely and Roger L Fulton Jun 1974 490 o
(Contract F33615 73 C 1 163 AF PADj I
(AD 784879 74/6 20 24 AFAL TA 74 1021 Avail NTIS

A75-224b7 lIspac: of aejonic d sipe caeracterejatisanu The report Presents the results of a study to apply fault

1 a11, 1- tisini reuoeltwiri5ts and jobt patormance. K W. Potem pa. tolerance techniques to avionics systems architectures this study
R. S. Luckew (1USAF. Human Resources Laboratory. Wright- included the following tasks Ill definition of a general avionics

PtesnAFS, Ohtiol, and L.. M. Lintz IMcDonnell Douglas baseline system consisting of integrated prior controls and ihiosply
PAttrsonatcCoStLoiM..HmnFcin o.1,eb strapdown intertial referencet unit, fly by Wire aufOnIei flighut

A1tonatic Co. 1149rest. Couira, Mol. Fur'i 33615-71 vC l 6 .Fe0 control subsystem multiple. data bus arid distributed computation
1975 p.132 9rft. ontactNo.F3365-7 C-620network 121 development of a fault tleirant evionics distibutad

This study was performed in two phases The first phas computattion subsystem (31 dervelopmneni of optimumn avionics
concentrated on the influence of avionfic desips and technical system partitionin redundancy implementaftico and ai
straining Ixtors on student performance. The second phase deal o ifh dundanicyl mainagemeat techniques (4) developmnert of subsystem
thre .nstie.t of design and personnel factors on the performc A of fault detection isolation. and recover tichniques and 151 ainelty"
technriciants in operational Air Force units. Avionic components were and deteirmination of the costs versius beneofits of fault tolkerant
scalead on a vatrietye rf design chairacteirticssr anid data Were collected avionics system design iAuthori

on the task timet and error Pvffmx of students and techvnician's
performing a functional checkout maintenance task on the compo- Air Force Avionsics Lets Wright Patterson .AFS Ohio
nrlists Pevrsonnel data were also obtained on each sijblect. Multip~le AN INTRODUCTION TO FAULT-TOLERANT DESIGN
reigeiswon equations were then developed to predcict task perfor TICHNIGUES Techwucel Repel
masnc from designs characteristics and personnel mneasures The Thomas E Tyson Jun 1975 36 p Supplement to reporte
ivaltipler A's for students were 0,S1 for timer and 0 82 for eirrors. The dafed Jun 74 AD 784879
multiple A's for technicians rane from 0 60 toO0 88, depending on itrojett AF 20031
the type of maintenance and criterion measure used, all A'% werie iAD A0l 3934 AFAL TA 74 334)
significant at the level of p less thein 0 001. f Author This report introduces the concept of fault tolernt

architecturses and surveys general techniques for the design of
fault tolerant systems The techniques discirsstad are prw digital

AM1 26720 a Digital atbontics~ovee'sew, - Airframe transit systems or systems that can be visualzirid as being dtgital in,
fecisare's viepoint. R LDunn l~oe-g Com-ercial Airplane Co. nature iAuthorI

Seat , ie, Wash I Anerican Ineritu to of Aeronautics and Aifconaurrrs
Pill rt/ Avionics System Conference, Boston, Mass, Apr 2 4. 1795r Messerschrro"t SCfktow Slohm Mueintchen Germany
Paper 7~5 52 6 P

Thesvven eqirmets n ti arcaf a@ rlaodtochniriINTEGRATION Of THE COMBAT AVIONICS
Yfr sste rquremnt i ne arcaftar rlatritoch~nq~ INTIEGRATION OEM AVIOF4IX VON RAMPFFLUGZEUGENI

regarding the criteria used to rate the worth of an aircraft Aspects cif Welter H Vogt 5 Jun 1914 4 p In (ARMAN
aircraft economics, noise, and ecolog"Ic considerations have become 174 0600491
very important Better Performance as lower coists can bie provided Using the exaemple of avionics the con'cept of a syst em
by a 0tiltation of advancrvti digital techmologi, inn place oh ti-e anaslogi testing is evplaineod which permits srvesigataon and onstagration
systems employed in ovesei't aircraft Rescaich andi doveiuotmert of comsples airframeo airbiorne weapon systems already during the
Programs conittcted 'n trie #Fnna of digital tectinrlogr, by an American development Phase under a broad range of realistic combat
aerospaece corporation are d'vruswer G A conditions The purpose of this is to install an already fulfy,

functioning weapon system into the atilvrame An opt ii~sation
method tre described wvhich hars been weorked out for ithis form

£721272S a Floot .ramocl digtal cointrol sygte evalua. of system developmettnt It is Particularly suitied ftor
tIsol. L. E Fairbanks IGeneral Electric Co . Bingtiparton, N Y land ,J high performance combat aircraft iAuthorl
E Ternpiteman ifloenig Commerc aI Ainplare Co, Seattle. Walls, I,
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Stection 3.
SELECTION OF COMPONENTS AND PARTS
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Section 5.

RELIABLE PACKAGING

A7? 39704 Pockapgoi for the bw*. H W Markslit..'
fhat-froww Portla" and Auochwrpo. vol ' Aug 1912. p 29. 30.
33413 If I

Rvioof some of the Whincluesu cutcrontt used and con
lempated for t" protection of mnissle ui~dartce lectronics agains~t
the dwmageng ittitis ^f intense X rays and gam~ma radiation an
V.vtOnic cwc%mt maqarwal arid semicon~ductor 1twformance from~
nuclear biatt of ant'bellnstic vnissile detonations in the victnet', of
wncuew" ICBM%. Foltow~rg a d(bcuuon of Itioet damaging effect%
ollustolied by ph.otographs rcA cwcuitvy before and after in" a X rev
expomart, peckagi 9 a w cfnlim are deicvb,td that onrploy ?YiatatialS
of low atornac number and hig wtrolng poinlt, be.'ilw~m and
map'eitum interconnection sytyittfs, dw4.ctvI *,olatoo t ot Went
c1cnixi.s and! overload .es'stori fix d'm4Potoon of mortnioarfn
powe sopq The loctunquuirs described mrciuck 3 poototype stacted
itrefigaywr hybrid dirso.y beartr -adrd tnteconriect packaging and
st--andeedued moduale deignp a&mo~ch*% V E

£7239 3SS vinmeis packs"q ei Ow vie dmarrecik. Hf
W UwbeiSttn EAW-te't~ Par'Spng` and PMN*~t~onr Vol 12. Aug
1972. p S2, 54 v.6, So

ftsyggq of same of the uw.@9ehtsavwg, vibraton-proofimg and
voclemetn ques.~ utid n aveinecs packsa"n The elhctronic

.mit.~*ueng Packaging systemf prop'ised hir the 9 1 bombei,
thavo to make possible vr-h uvingt co"rimm"nsn to the

.lrm~nation of 33 m.iles of wire To vugpd..'et the deti' send provxde

heat Transere then frtytty O"iovon an eMl" V Of two orCUlt boards
atSladd beit to back on 9up~orlin tails Rack mountled and
.W",t.ce pecitagin loclinqaIre are also irlicuttid U V E

%?3UMTVA Walk ba apiesi-Nl Wg. J A
I- -- lp Lockmd-Calfwnm-ii Co., Burbank. Calif I In WAICON
#3. Proumeimp of thes hational Aeroopacu Electrwom Cankers m.
Owen'. Olu-n. May 14 16. 1973 M". York,
)vutituft of Eflarlicol and fiectroetiaM frynseet. I ce. 1973. 0
W144

ThOe a.*onhaia black ban Apavedc to Packs" ft-Oa%.a
mt'yo It i emasly not only on asMwC ofis wet pea""ai wool,.
aw"famt ~Ia cok al miiiliat@9s aif hid9woe Qualification
pregom. bc~t was oflthe black bee ~appactt athibo etoofesat. of
Mor Drawl sadimle betlr wcmvrilro cwlw 41011 oaOue6iý

ofleew @9 en wrivia The soluation to fts Welafeft. to
0a Povelatwwriv Pwvotore froin OW usa pll.oral of al

boome Tlo -uplad. tols" -a to mske~aet w4 oeleb the
skiC"W4,m 0eqmeq ailo Wrelytvf saw toeearrwbrt Whichd.

Wedf suow Oet". acaren eivedt"n en eaioelkn4 vickl.. fvauc w

l'veI
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Section 6
LIFE CYCLE COST

1111S-ý173319 Aeroepae. Guidance end CeroomyCner. Newilert
Air Force Station Ohio
THREE LIFE CYCLE COST MODELS FOR INERTIAL
SYMTMS Fuel aePer
14obe- I AdgI William J Sonner. and Keith J Gibson 4 Apr
1974 50 p

(AD A000483. AGMC 74-011-2) Avail NTIS CSCL 17/7
T1`1 purOMSofe@ this rePorn was to V- thwee dif%.wst

Life Cycle COWe mc44s for inrWa Systems to the to iejaho
Ofthsf5 Life Circle Coot Taok Group of ier Joint Serinces Deta
I uchenge for Oienetial System. for the purvii-r offmlirseor
prior to the April 1974 meening of that group on Aneheim.
ClfO110N,4 The report difeciibee three 1,f% cycle coon modle
that hae" been wood in feconiomic enaly". of inrtal nwgetmon
system.s Author (ORA)

Ai4 2SViV Lifs cycle cost compaisuons of enonu sy~stem
design alternaties. P S Kilpatricki arid A L Jones Iffoneyweill, Inc,
Minneapolis. Minn) In NAECON '74 Pioceeidirips of ithe National
Aerospace e" Electronic% Conference. Dayton, Ohio. May 13 15.
1974 New York. Institute of Electrical arnd
E lec tronicI Enosinee, Inc., 1974. p 514 520

A7S44Z"S Cost of ownerulhop -An, ovwerem Life cycle
am Esdesewsaft sefers.. 'yatem rehaebluty risipro wemeui. H A

&rode (Hughes Aircraft Co, Canoga Park, Calif I In Annual
Reliab.iliy arid Mwuitair.aoihty Syrrpoosurn. Washinrgton. 0 C.,
January 2930, 1975. Proceedings Now York,
Institute of Ector,.al and Esectronics Engineer%. Ine, 1975, p
212 216

A definition of lift cycle cost it Provided end an ariion-cs life
cycle coa moe is prevented Two computer pfro writ are utilised
One miodel garnerates deweopnehirit enid investment phaew costs
Anoither mode cornu-utev operating "n investment Phan support
cots The output of boths models is combined intO orne computer
printou~t Attention is given to the caloslation of maintenance
resource iessvsrements. study ground rulets and nwirnptions. and life
cycle cost resultis It .% Shown that it is possible to ieduce the life
.yder Lost vigsifitantly G A

AS44246 A legeti aerialymr mi ranaing rse Loe
!ALAIIM/ IN L Dadow n en 8 J Landsltb (Hugh"s Aircieft Ca.
Cenogs Parki, Calif I In Annual Iteliability, and Meontenebilt1y
Sirmposium Washington. 0 C. January 2630, 197S, Proceedings

New York, Institute of Electrical end Electronics
Engineers Inc., 1975, p 538 54?

ALARM is a uspiport cost model umfuI for thse folloing
,ýicrposet ormirijtation of lilt* c% de support costs for & System
comvposedl of r-placieati-i subesaemf-its determination of the most
cost effective of alternate des-qir concepits, analysis of the ranrnrtiity
of %uplioon costs to chsanges in syseim design parameters, selection of
the most econom-Lall of four Specified maintenance concepts.
4idrutific..tion of the highest Cost components "n support elements
of a %ystem The mxv&e is complete and operational, end has been
used effectively, in the evaluation of Support of a copiples airborne
eveon"i srstem This model produces lily cycle support cost
informasion whsichs is ewintial ttr evelusotinig approacfis for main
tainmin am eqinpment systemi This informalion it provided in clearly
defineod reporfts produced by 1ie mode on demand (Author)I
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Section 7.
CASE HISTORIES

11173-289111 0Oiahoma Ciry Air Material! Area, Tanker AFS A74 20954 Equipment procured reliability and real lIfe@
Obda survival (0 VM,iro-f t; (US Na., A, i~l rn i,,o ,i IV l. 04- P1,1,LOGOISI.TIC PERFORMANCE DATA BOOK FOR A-70 @OMB delr-ph~j I'd I In Annual l,h,ifni,.t~aId arrf ,'~~i~r.

NAVIGATION SYSTEM Li's Airgeirs Calif J,ei 2931 1914 t'rtr- a
Mar 1973 84 p lofs N" Yo trk~ ii, 1 l r, ifr~ f,,-.- rrijii
(AD-762216. A-7D 73000/73-1) Avail NTIS CSCL 15/5 ,,1914 o, 241) 2t556 .I

Th. riyspof presents the reliability. maintainability, logisticH.,~ ~ ,~. we "At.
asuppoit cost, and ganeroitif product performance information on tin mii muIti a-ndi it 11 Itur *ri.n; IN r-..f,ot' .1,i 1,1
fth A-70 bomb navigation system ItIs purposa is to impart

sufficient logistics support history on the bomb navigation ton I ~** ... lfniid tho liiiti

system to the engineering/ design community represented by(Io..tI nil-I,1-s i "
AFSC and the contractors engaged in the design of similar Ofh 1J.41ilii- Id"- Tfl.,, XIV 'll ,* . ,.

sy'sterm/ sub-systems for Air For:. use Author IGRAI ,i' if, ~ as ,*hr d--.p I .~ .,.'., .. w~ ,s- f

A73.1l617 The trend toward increasing ainonlics cons n"Oti~t il.s~i, iusiiniri i iti i,.

palexity. A C. Collins (United Air Lines, Ini, San F rancrl~u. Calif Ii lhii. . -~ ~-ri t ~ i,~ . .

American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Annual Meeting
and Technical Display. 9th. Washington, D C Jan 8 10, 7973. Paper
73 28. 4 p Members, Si 50. norimemliert, S? 00 A74 38555 Improving Mean Time Baoetwee Mafidntanaux

*Avionics' is defined as those areas of applicatioin of electronics Actions - A recommended system approach, R C Perdrock (I ISAF

to aircraft where in Impact on the operational safety or reliabilily is Wright Ptt~eirson AFB Ohiol In NAiCON 74 Prsiceieiu,,,g of thei

present. Aspects of redundancy are discu~sed which lead to the National Aerosoa:e and Electronic-, Conference, Dayton Ohio May
conclusion that excessive redundancy may complicate matters 13 15, 1974 News Yirk. inst-iot- of Electrical

unnecessarily, Increasing complexiity is the price that mutt be paid and Electronics Eiugineers, Inc .1974, p 325 331
for increasing operrational versatility, It it suggested that avionics A wide discrepancy, contrsues to ess' lietwern MWan Tine
components could be designed with a guaranteed operational life Betwseen Famtu~e lfN1TBFI to, pieces of avionic equ-ornierri as drtp,
tither than a guaranteed mean time between failure F A L. mined from qualification tests and the Mean Tinm. Betwveuer

Maintenance-Action lMFTBMAI, attained in opteraitor. The present
work discusses tome of the probiable causes for this discrepanicy

A73-19403 Calculation of the reliability of electronic Availabile data indicate that mlajor strid-~ can Ire made b5 irt -rov,nrg
components in an 'aeronautics' environment shaped by the opera Built In Test (BIT) and Aerospace Grourrd E(Iisuorvent lAGEI design
tional service routines of onboard equipment devices used by Air to assure that rnalfunctuoris are correctly d~iagniosed It is urtJd that
France lCalcuo do Ia fiabilitte de composants; eectroniques dans reliability testii..q and test of BIT arid AGE capalirty hie uinitated as
I'envirronnment 'avisti-l.' a partir dua suivi d'exploitation d'equipe- early in the design phase as pot' file These tests should bi, carried
ments de bonds utitiskt par as compagnie Air-Francel). 0 Levy (out in steowuse fashion to allow a test fit test conceptr against
ICNET. Centre de Fiabilite, Baisneurs. Hauls dle Seine, France), In Increasingly difficult tnst requirements P T H
National Congress on Reliabi~ity PefrosGuilic. Cotes-doNord,
France. September 20 22, 1972. Test of the Lectures

Paris, Centre National diEtudes des Telecommunica- A71.1-7811 Refiability lie click of a soefiples elleceroestie
tions. 1972, p. 41 47. In French airborne equilpment. S. P. Mercurio (General Electric Co., Aerospace

Equipment Div.. Utica. N.Y.) and J. M. Black (USAF. Aeronautical
Systems Div,, Wroght-Patterson AFS. Ohio). IEEE Transotions On

A73-3306 If Cost-of-owenteetsip design Philosophy foe ineff Reliability, vol. 11.24. Apr. 1975, p. 2-7.
faid neviigetoes. 11. L. Sirggo (USAF, Avionics Laboratory, Wright- A good reliability program throuigh design en pllroducsioii
Patterson AFB, Ohio). Astronautics and Aeronsautics, vol. 11. Jfuno resultts in excellent equipment performance in the field. A full fife
1973. p. 59-3. cycle under controlled failure reporting and analysis procedures 5%

The AN/ASN. 101 gimbaled electrostatic gyro aircraft navigation covered. An excess of 48,000 flight hours over 21.000 missions with
system (GEANSI has from its inception been designed and developed 303 failures reported froms five reporting mraintenanicer shops con-
to provide precision navigation with a low total.lIifet-cycle cost, situtes the field reporting phase. In addition, details and supporting
GEANS emiploys a untigue gyro, the electrostatic gyro. Electrically dc.en.ation of the overall reliability' programs during the design
suspended pyros inherently have exceptional pertorman-re charac-pae eosrto hsPoucinpaeadfeduePaew
toristics. The GEANS technology base is discussed together with the phaedmntainhsepoditonhasntd (nAfel ute hasore
design apperisach used. questions of the development technology, theprsne.Auh)
target cost-structure, aspects of material cost, maintenance action.
and physical characteristics. The ANi/ASN 101 GEANIS isnow being AS 37679 The F-4E digital scan converter - An example
optimized to both improve further its reliability and maintainability of reducing the life cycle cost of avionics through digital techniologty
and furthcr reduce its coist of ownership GAR. R J. Jaiiis (USAF, A-Itnucs Lah;uatls l tugnPattjerson AFB,

Ohio) In NAECON '75. Proceeduings of the National Aerospace and
EViecironics Conference. Dayton,. Oh-n., June 10 12, 1975

A73-37814 II Guidance. control, sir i(jyenttio pne* New Yorki Instrut' of Electrical and Efecirnrnics
rest os ths. McDonnell Douglas DC- W. C. L. Stout (Douglas Aircraft Engnineers. Inc . 1975. p 451 456

Co.. Long Beech, Calif.). American Institute of Aeronauticsarid A digital scan conver lte IOSC for ftte C 4E aircraft is de'sihtic de
Astronautics and Goasidarstsonnyi Komitetr per Naluke i Tokhnilrke, which Drovidles a means of du~splavini 'ada' inforiiatioi., enlack
USSR/UIS Aeronautical Technology Sy.mpi-s~um, Moscow, USSR, symbology. and electrooplcal sensor , rayerv, ali on & commonrri

Jrily 2327, F973. Paper. 14p. indicator The discussion ccsers system de cript ion and oriciOle of
The design. developmsent, testing, certification. anid initiation of operation, two flight test results, and life Vycle :ost analysis *or the

the present generation of jet transport systems into revenue service ri-liability and maintainability of the DSC rouownent it is sihown

occurred through scheduled prisms. Aspects of these phases as they that DSC exthibits ricr-otiel reluatio-i. rin nraiiabt and cliOnsli.

pertain to fth flight gi.10irnce and control. automatic tfhrust Capability Over the analog scan conserte', while snutreui
managemeint, and wase navigation systems of the DC-10 aircraft aer providing eaunisalemt operiatocnal performnnnice S'D
ditcussed. Adtvances in systems capability and complexity in the wide
body jet aircraft greatly increased the problems of flight test.
Laboratory testing and simulation were used extensieely to reduce
flight test time requirements, and an advanced data acquisition end
processing system was utilized to Support the flight test program.

F. AL.
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